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INTRODUCTION 
Underexpanded Rocket Exhaust Plumes 
During the past decade a considerable amount of effort has 
been expended in attempting to describe analytically the com­
plex flowfield resulting from the interaction of the exhaust 
gases from a rocket nozzle with the surrounding airstream. In 
particular, much of this study has been devoted to the situation 
in which the exit pressure of the nozzle is much higher than 
the surrounding air pressure. The result of this pressure dif­
ference is the characteristic large, billowing plume. The 
underexpansion occurs because conventional bell-shaped nozzles 
cannot compensate for the decreasing ambient pressure as the 
altitude increases. Consequently, nozzles are usually designed 
to attain an optimum expansion ratio at an altitude which will 
give the maximum overall performance for the range of altitudes 
flown. This optimum point frequently occurs at relatively low 
altitudes. The German V-2 attained an optimum expansion ratio 
at approximately one mile in altitude (1), while the Thor mis­
sile became underexpanded at slightly over two miles in altitude 
( 2 )  .  
A typical underexpanded exhaust plume from a single-engined 
missile is shown in Figure 1. In this case, the external air 
flow is supersonic and the resulting plume flow is everywhere 
supersonic except for a small region behind the Mach disc. In 
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Figure 1. Underexpanded rocket exhaust plume 
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turbulent mixing layer in which the fuel-rich exhaust products 
mix with the air and burn. The air shock is the outer limit 
of the region in which the exhaust flow influences the air 
flow while the jet shock is at the inner limit. Consequently, 
the flow in the region bounded by the jet shock and Mach disc 
is identical to the flow which would result if the nozzle ex­
haust were expanded to a vacuum (3). Also in this region, the 
exhaust flow is usually considered to be inviscid and chemically 
frozen. 
The flowfield pictured in Figure 1 is somewhat simplified 
because the air flow over the missile is usually separated by 
the time it reaches the rear of the missile. This results in 
a subsonic region which will affect the initial portion of the 
plume. Also, shocks which originate from the inside of many 
contoured nozzles are not pictured nor is the nozzle boundary 
layer which merges with the turbulent mixing layer in the plume. 
The thickness of this nozzle boundary layer is frequently in­
creased by turbine exhaust injection. 
It should also be mentioned that the plume expansion is 
not a steady state phenomenon since the missile is accelerating 
and the atmosphere is not uniform. However, effects due to 
these last two conditions are usually minor and are thus con­
sidered negligible. 
At low altitudes where the exhaust flow is only slightly 
underexpanded and the air flow is still subsonic, the jet shock 
will intersect the nozzle axis and no Mach disc will be formed. 
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The jet shock will then be reflected alternately from the nozzle 
axis and the plume boundary resulting in the familiar shock 
diamond pattern. At these low altitudes, the assumption of 
chemical equilibrium can be used to describe the behavior of 
the major species in the turbulent mixing layer. 
As the altitude increases to the intermediate altitude 
region, the Mach disc appears and increases in size. Likewise, 
as the external flow becomes supersonic, the air shock appears 
and remains attached to the edge of the nozzle until the plume 
expands to such a size as to cause detachment. When this 
occurs, a subsonic region is formed at the bow of the plume. 
Also, when the external flow becomes supersonic, the reflected 
shock from the Mach disc will pass through the mixing layer and 
will be only partially reflected back toward the nozzle axis. 
At these intermediate altitudes, the chemical reaction times 
are of the same order of magnitude as particle travel times so 
that nonequilibrium chemical reactions must be considered in 
the turbulent mixing layer. 
Above approximately 300,000 feet, in the high altitude 
region, the assumption of frozen flow can be made everywhere in 
the plume flowfield. At such high altitudes, the transition to 
turbulence is delayed so that only laminar mixing need be con­
sidered (4) . 
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Problems Concerned With Rocket Exhaust Plumes 
The recent interest in rocket exhaust plumes has been 
stimulated by the many design problems which arise when the 
exhaust gases leave the nozzle. For example, the effects of 
the plume impinging on other vehicles , ground surfaces, and 
even on its own vehicle at very high altitudes has received 
considerable attention. Included in this area of study is the 
backflow resulting from the intersection of plumes from a multi­
engined booster. 
Another problem of great concern is the severe attenuation 
of communication signals between a space vehicle and ground 
control caused by the presence of free electrons in the rocket 
exhaust plume. Also, when the exhaust is highly underexpanded 
and the resulting plume is large, the air flow over the missile 
afterbody has been observed to separate causing possible un­
stable aerodynamic characteristics if control surfaces are 
located at the rear of the missile. And finally, the effects 
of radiation from the afterburning in the exhaust plume has 
received attention not only because of base heating of the mis­
sile but also because the infrared components of the radiation 
contribute to the ease of detecting the missile. Understanding 
of all of these areas requires a knowledge of the exhaust plume 
flowfield. Furthermore, it has been shown for the radar attenu­
ation problem that the electron producing reactions are of 
little importance in determining the macroscopic flow properties 
in the exhaust plume (5). The same holds true for the infrared 
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radiation studies since the radiation emitted will not effect, 
to any extent, the flow properties in the plume. This allows 
one to uncouple the flowfield calculation from the electron 
density predictions and infrared radiation calculations. 
Review of Previous Work 
With the advent of the high speed computer in the late 
1950's, the numerical computation of the complex flowfield in 
a rocket exhaust plume beceime feasible. Since that time a 
wealth of information has been generated with the aid of the 
computer. No attempt will be made here to list all reports that 
have been written on the subject and only the more important 
ones will be discussed. Three papers in particular give excel­
lent surveys of the literature. First of all, Adamson (4) has 
a fairly extensive bibliography of reports and in his paper he 
discusses some of the work done prior to 1959. Vick et a^. (6) 
include a survey of the work done prior to 1964 while Farmer 
et al. (7) include reports up to 1966. 
One of the initial assumptions that can be made to make 
the solution of exhaust plume flowfields tractable is to allow 
no mixing between the exhaust gases and the air. Then, in lieu 
of the mixing region, a dividing streamline is used to separate 
the two flows. The pressure on either side of this dividing 
streamline is usually set equal to either the ambient air pres­
sure for quiescent external conditions, or the Newtonian shock 
layer pressure for hypersonic external air flows. Then, conven-
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tional computation methods such as the method of characteristics 
or the Lagrangian finite-difference technique can be applied to 
all supersonic portions of the flowfield. 
In the method of characteristics solution, the flow at the 
lip of the nozzle is expanded through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion 
fan to the pressure calculated at the dividing streamline. 
After the exhaust flow passes through the expansion fan it is 
turned by the dividing streamline causing characteristics of 
the same family, reflected from the dividing streamline, to con­
verge and form the jet shock. Obviously, the jet shock is of 
infinitesimal strength at the nozzle lip and increases in 
strength as it moves downstream where its diameter reaches a 
maximum and thereafter decreases. The method of characteristics 
technique will not predict the appearance of a Mach disc so the 
jet shock will decrease in diameter until it intersects the noz­
zle axis. Consequently, for highly underexpanded plumes, where 
the Mach disc is present, the method of characteristics will 
give erroneous results because in actuality there is a subsonic 
region formed behind the Mach disc and a shock is reflected to­
ward the plume boundary from the point where the jet shock 
intersects the Mach disc. This point is called the triple point. 
Three empirical techniques have been proposed to locate the 
position of the Mach disc. Adamson and Nicholls (8) have pre­
dicted the location of the Mach disc by specifying the pressure 
behind it. They have shown that this pressure varies from 1.0 
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to 1.3 tiiries the ambient pressure for underexpanded jets ex­
hausting to quiescent conditions. The second method, proposed 
by Eastman and Radtke (9) , locates the Mach disc at the point 
where the pressure downstream of the jet shock reaches a mini­
mum. And finally, the Mach disc has been located by specifying 
the angle of the Mach disc at the triple point. For example, 
Bowyer et (10, 11) assume that the Mach disc is normal to 
the incident flow at the triple point. 
Once the Mach disc has been located, the computation can 
be restarted using a slip line, emanating from the triple point, 
to separate the subsonic flow from the supersonic flow. In the 
region between the slip line and the nozzle axis where the flow 
is at first subsonic, conventional one-dimensional flow equa­
tions can be used in an iteration fashion to locate the position 
of the slip line by equating the pressure on either side. 
One of the classical reports applying the method of char­
acteristics technique specifically to the calculation of rocket 
exhaust plumes is by Love ^  a^. (12). However, in this report 
the so-called "foldback" method is employed in vhich the char­
acteristic net, which folds back upon itself downstream of a 
shock point, is deleted leaving only one network. In addition, 
no shock relations are employed so that the resulting calcula­
tions are valid only in a region near the nozzle exit. These 
simplifying techniques have been eliminated by Vick e^ (13) 
and the resulting plume flowfields generated by their improved 
calculations have been experimentally verified (14). 
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Others using the method of characteristics are Moe and 
Troesch (15) and Eastman and Radtke (16). In addition to calcu­
lating the flow between the nozzle axis and the dividing stream­
line Moe and Troesch also calculate the flowfield between the air 
shock and the dividing streamline. On the other hand, Eastman 
and Radtke coalesce the air shock and the dividing streamline by 
assuming a Newtonian shock layer. 
More recently, Prozan (17) has developed a method of char­
acteristics computer program that calculates supersonic, in-
viscid flowfields assuming ideal, frozen, or equilibrium reacting 
gas mixtures. This program has been developed to a high degree 
of sophistication and is directly applicable to nozzle flows and 
plume flows. The user's manual for this program is by Butler 
(18) and a comparison between experimental data and results from 
this program has been made by Ratliff (19). 
The method of characteristics has been applied to the flow-
field created by two nozzles by several investigators including 
Whitehurst and Mourer (20). 
In addition to the method of characteristics technique for 
computing inviscid plume flowfields, Boynton and Thomson (21) have 
recently devised a Lagrangian finite-difference technique which 
can be applied to the solution of inviscid as well as viscous 
plume flowfields. This method will be discussed in detail later. 
Both the method of characteristics and the lagrangian fi­
nite-difference technique require a considerable amount of effort 
and computer time. This has prompted several investigators 
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to develop approximate methods which can be quickly applied to 
the problem of determining the gross plume structure of under-
expanded exhaust flows. In particular, much of this effort has 
been devoted to determining the geometry of the dividing stream­
line between the air and exhaust flow, thus giving an approxi­
mation of the plume size. Some of the approximate methods are 
by Albini (22), Hubbard (23), and Luce and Jarvinen (24). 
Boynton has compared the approximate methods of Albini and 
Hubbard with the exact Lagrangian finite-difference technique in 
Reference (25). 
The various inviscid methods just described are excellent 
for predicting the plume shape, jet shock location, and internal 
pressure distribution. However, since the air is not allowed 
to mix with the exhaust flow, the afterburning effects are 
totally ignored. This has led to several investigations which 
have used standard turbulent, reacting boundary layer equations 
to represent the turbulent mixing layer in the plume. In these 
equations the laminar transport coefficients are neglected in 
comparison with the turbulent transport coefficients. For edge 
conditions along the mixing layer boundary, most investigators 
have used information from the method of characteristics tech­
nique previously described, usually ignoring all shocks. How­
ever, when using the boundary layer equations to represent the 
turbulent mixing layer several problems immediately become 
apparent. First of all, this representation is valid only in 
the region near the nozzle exit, where the mixing layer is very 
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thin, or far from the nozzle exit where the mixing layer is 
fully developed. In the intermediate region, where the mixing 
layer thickness is of the same order of magnitude as the in­
ternal inviscid flow thickness, the boundary layer equations 
are not valid. The second drawback in using the boundary layer 
equations is that a zero radial pressure gradient is assumed, 
and this turns out to be a poor approximation in the turbulent 
mixing layer, except near the nozzle exit. Since the diffusion 
process is dependent to some extent on the radial pressure 
gradient this creates further difficulties. And finally, and 
probably most important, it should be noted that when using the 
boundary layer equations to represent the turbulent mixing 
layer, a very difficult iteration is required when simultaneously 
solving the complete disturbed flowfield. 
Nevertheless, several investigators have applied the theory 
developed by Libby (26) for the turbulent mixing of reactive 
gases between two coaxial, compressible streams to the turbulent 
mixing layer in a rocket exhaust plume. Libby assumed that 
both the turbulent Prandtl and Lewis numbers were equal to one 
and set the axial pressure gradient equal to zero. With these 
assumptions, Libby was able to find a closed form solution to 
the turbulent boundary layer equations with the aid of the von 
Mises transformation and an assumed eddy viscosity model. If 
this theory is applied to the problem of solving the turbulent 
mixing layer in an exhaust plume the applicability is very 
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limited since a zero axial pressure gradient implies that the 
pressure at the exit of the nozzle is equal to the freestream 
pressure resulting in a balanced jet condition. 
In any case, this theory has been applied by Feigenbutz 
(27) to the turbulent mixing layer in the exhaust plume of a 
single-engined missile using a flame-front chemical analysis. 
Later, Rozsa (28), (29), and (30) also made a complete investi­
gation using Libby's theory. Both of the above authors stated 
that later appearing reports of their work would relax the 
assumption of a zero axial pressure gradient, but since no such 
reports have appeared it seems that, as yet, they have been un­
successful in their attempts. Libby's theory has been extended 
by Audeh (31) and (32) to the turbulent mixing of three con­
centric reacting jets to account for the turbine exhaust injec­
tion along the nozzle wall. 
In order to account for an axial pressure gradient using 
the turbulent boundary layer equations, it is apparent that 
other numerical techniques must be employed. Methods for 
attempting to do this range from conventional integral methods 
(33) to elaborate finite-difference solutions of the full tur­
bulent boundary layer equations. Vasiliu (34) was the first to 
apply the latter method to the turbulent mixing layer in a 
rocket exhaust plume. In his solution, non-unity turbulent 
Lewis and Prandtl numbers are used and chemical nonequilibrium 
is assumed. Unfortunately, Vasiliu had numerical difficulties 
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because he was limited to 18 internal grid points by the storage 
capacity of his computer. Since then, Edelman and Fortune (35) 
and (36) with a newer computer and an improved chemical nonequi-
librium analysis were able to circumvent the problems which 
Vasiliu encountered. 
Still, the major drawback in using conventional turbulent 
boundary layer equations to represent the turbulent mixing layer 
in the plume- lies in the problem of determining the coupling 
effects between the two surrounding inviscid flows and the mixing 
layer. Iteration techniques must be employed which are based on 
the boundary layer displacement thickness. This makes the com­
putation very difficult. 
A way around this dilemma comes from the work done by 
Thomson (3) and Boynton (37), solving the problem of a high 
altitude rocket exhaust plume, and by Moretti et al. (38) solving 
the somewhat related problem of the reacting flowfield in a 
supersonic combustion ramjet (SCRAMJET). In these reports, new 
equations are used which were derived from the Navier-Stokes 
equations using an order of magnitude analysis in which the 
gradients of pressure, temperature, velocity, and concentrations 
are assumed much smaller in the direction of flow than in a 
direction normal to the flow. The resulting equations are some­
what similar to the boundary layer equations but include a 
normal momentum equation, thus allowing for a radial pressure 
gradient. In addition, when the transport terms are dropped 
from these equations, the usual inviscid flow equations are 
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obtained. 
Two techniques have been proposed to solve this set of 
mixed hyperbolic-parabolic equations. The first technique, 
(39) and (40), uses a modified method of characteristics pro­
cedure in which viscous forcing terms are used. This technique 
has been applied to supersonic combustion ramjet flowfields and 
to plume flowfields with no internal shock structure. The 
second technique is a Lagrangian finite-difference procedure 
which has been applied by Thomson and Boynton (21) principally 
to the solution of high altitude rocket exhaust plumes. This 
technique divides the flowfield into a grid consisting of stream-
tubes and the surfaces orthogonal to them. For high Mach number 
flows, such as in highly underexpanded plume flows, this pro­
cedure is more efficient than the previously mentioned modified 
method of characteristic procedure because in it the character­
istic mesh becomes very compressed at high Mach numbers. 
Boynton (37) assumes frozen flow and laminar transport in 
the viscous mixing layer which he extends from the internal 
plume shock to the external plume shock. In order to calculate 
a high altitude plume flowfield using his computer program one 
must first determine the undisturbed, internal inviscid flow by 
expanding the exhaust gases to a vacuum. Next, the initial 
location of the jet and air shocks must be determined. In 
attempting this, difficulties arise if the Lagrangian finite-
difference technique is used. This is in contrast to the method 
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of characteristics where shocks are relatively easy to locate. 
In any case, with the initial shock locations determined, the 
viscous shock layer with multicoraponent diffusion in the region 
between the air and jet shocks may be solved by letting the two 
shocks propagate into the previously calculated undisturbed 
flows. Streamtubes are added to account for the mass flow that 
is added as the shocks propagate into the undisturbed flows. 
Thus, the entire disturbed region can be solved without itera­
tion using this method. 
Purpose of This Study 
In the present study, the analysis made by Boynton (37) for 
high altitude rocket exhaust plumes is extended to intermediate 
altitude plumes by incorporating chemical nonequilibrium and 
turbulent transport capabilities into the computer program. 
Chemical nonequilibrium is handled using either an explicit 
or an implicit technique. The implicit technique utilizes 
Moretti's linearization procedure (41) to reduce the species 
continuity equations to a set of algebraic equations in terms 
of the unknown molar concentrations at each new surface. The 
turbulent diffusion is described in terms of a single binary 
diffusion coefficient by applying Pick's law, thereby elimina­
ting diffusion due to pressure or temperature gradients. The 
eddy viscosity model chosen is a Prandtl-like model which is 
constant across each orthogonal surface. In addition, the tur­
bulent Pirandtl and Lewis numbers are assumed constant throughout 
the mixing layer. 
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ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Derivation of Governing Equations 
In this section the equations necessary for calculating 
the supersonic flowfield in an intermediate altitude rocket 
exhaust plume will be derived. These equations are applicable 
to both viscous cuid nonviscous regions if the proper terms are 
retained. In the viscous region between the air shock and jet 
shock all three transport processes occur resulting in viscosity, 
heat transfer, and diffusion. These transport processes are 
generally turbulent in the intermediate altitude region. Also, 
as the turbulent mixing layer increases in size the lateral 
pressure gradient can no longer be ignored. And finally, chem­
ical nonequilibrium must be considered in this altitude region 
but translational, rotational, vibrational, and ionizational 
nonequilibrium are as usual considered negligible when calcu­
lating macroscopic flow properties in reacting plume flows. 
In the following analysis, laminar transport is assumed 
initially in order to simplify the derivation. After the final 
forms of the laminar equations are obtained, they are trans­
formed to their turbulent counterparts by an intuitive argument 
which uses information gained from conventional turbulent bound­
ary layer theory. It is assumed further that the mean flow is 
in a steady state and is either axisymmetric or two-dimensional. 
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In accordance with the derivation of Edelman and Weiler-
stein (39), the general equations for the steady flow of a re­
acting mixture of perfect gases are: 
Global continuity: 
V • pV = 0 (1) 
Species continuity: 
V • pc^V = pW^ - V • (2) 
Momentum : 
V • [ (pV)V] = -Vp + V • T (3) 
Energy; 
_ _ N _ 
V  • pVH =V - ( T - V ) - V * Q - V -  Z  h.J. (4) 
i=l ^ 1 
State : 
_ N c. 
p = pRT Z sr (5) 
i=l "i 
where the total enthalpy, H is defined by 
N  —  —  
H = Z c.h. + ^  ^ (6) 
i=l 1 1 
and where the subscript i represents the ith species from a 
total of N. 
For a Newtonian fluid the viscous shearing stress is given 
by 
c = utT - -jCV • V)51J (7) 
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where 
e = [VV + (VV)^] (8) 
and 6 is the unit tensor. 
The heat transfer term can be evaluated using the Fourier 
law given by 
Cp liVT 
Q = -kVT — (9) 
where the frozen specific heat, c r is defined as 
Pf 
=Pf ' 
The diffusional mass flux term can be simplified by assuming 
that the gas mixture is composed of light and heavy particles so 
that one binary diffusion coefficient applies for all species. 
In addition, if the pressure and thermal diffusion are neglected 
in comparison with the concentration diffusion (ordinary dif­
fusion), then Pick's law (42) applies and the diffusional mass 
flux becomes 
= -pD^jVc^ = (11) 
The species production term, represents the production 
rate of the ith species from the system of chemical reactions 
given by 
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where N'species are involved in M' chemical reactions and the 
Vj's are the stoichiometric coefficients associated with the Aj 
species. If the classical Arrhenius law (43) is assumed then 
the species production term is given by 
M M' „ 
- M » 
^i,m' 
N' v' .  N'  
. n Y. - k. n Y. 
^m j=l ] j=l => 
v; ] (13) 
where the reaction rates are given by 
^2 (-Cg/T) 
k, or k. = c,T e 
'm 1 
(14) 
and where, Y^, the molar concentration, is defined as 
pc .  
(15) 
The above conservation equations are now written in the 
natural coordinate system, where s and n are the coordinates 
along and normal to a streamline. 
Global continuity: 
sin e + pue = 0 ds r n (16) 
or 
3i- (PAu) = 0 (17) 
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Species continuity: 
ou ^  = pW.+ + f? 
+ ^  H 3ir^ (IB) 
Streaiawise momentum: 
^ k (r^^ss' * (?ss - •^nn"n 
- ^ ^sn®s - ^ ww r ® 
Normal momentum: 
Pu^Gg = - ^ (^^""nn) + ^  & (r^Tgn) + ^ ^n^sn 
- T , i cos 6 (20) 
WW r 
Energy : 
pu 3# = Tss"*» + 'r^tss") - •^sn"®s + ^  & (r^^ns") 
+ («.# - «a#' + ^ #S #' + ^ #F #) 
N 3c. N 9c. 
+ PF 8n(Le-l).Z hi ^ 0g(Le-l) Z h. ^  
1—X 1—'X 
T N 2 . ,. 3c. , N . . ac. 
+ ^  p^(Le-l)h. J^]+ ^[r ~(Le-l)h.^] 
+ fet®s " ®n ^  PF l?^^^/^)] 
" ^  felïï^^^/2)] (21) 
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where the shearing stress components are given by 
^ss = 2% W ' si + sin 9 + u6j,l 
^nn = 2PU9^ - I „ [ II + ^  sin e + ue„l (22) 
\4W = r " sin 8 - | y I || + sin 6 + ue^^l 
•'ns = ^sn = w' 35 + "«s' 
and where j, the metric coefficient, is equal to 0 for two-
dimensional flow and is equal to 1 for axisymmetric flow. 
In order to simplify the above equations, an order of mag­
nitude analysis is usually employed. In the classical boundary 
layer approach, where the boundary layer thickness, ôj^, is 
assumed much smaller than a characteristic length, L, and the 
Reynolds number is very large, the following relationship holds: 
2 
•2- = 0(1) (23) 
Gb 
When this order of magnitude analysis is applied to the normal 
momentum equation it reduces to 
|E = 0 (24) 
If the lateral pressure gradient is to be retained, then Equation 
23 must be replaced by a more general expression. 
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Next, consider a viscous flowfield whose region of influence 
is characterized by a lateral dimension 6^ which can range in 
size from the boundary layer thickness 6^ to the characteristic 




° = 0(6') (25) 
where g' ranges from 0 for inviscid flow to 1 for boundary layer 
flow. An example of this type of flowfield is the viscous 
mixing layer in a rocket exhaust plume where the initial thick­
ness is very small at the nozzle exit and increases in size 
until it completely dominates the entire field. In this viscous 
mixing layer it can be assumed that gradients of pressure, tem­
perature, velocity, and species concentrations are substantially 
smaller in the direction of flow than in a direction normal to 
the flow so that 
& - (2G) 
and 
- 0(|-) (27) 
In addition, since the present flow is assumed supersonic, 
it will disturb the entire field only over a lateral extent 
which is assumed to be of the order S while the viscous effects 




Ô < 1 (28) 
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and consider the condition 
'Ll2 
= 0(3) (29) 
In general, B and — are closer in magnitude to zero than one 
but cannot be neglected when compared to terms of the order 1. 
g 
However, terms of the order (j^) & or higher are assumed neglig­
ible. The present order of magnitude analysis is slightly dif­
ferent than the one given by Edelman and Weilerstein (39) since 
the flow angle 0 is not always assumed small and of the order 6, 
In a rocket exhaust plume, the flow angle can be quite large 
near the nozzle exit, but decreases to zero in the far field 
where the mixing layer is fully developed. In the present 
analysis, 9^ and 6^ are assumed of the order 1/L. 
Upon nondimensionalizing the variables and using Equation 
29 , the previous set of equations become: 
Global continuity: 
-— (pu) + i p u. sin 0 + p u 6 = 0 
3? ? 
(30) 
Species continuity : 
5c, 
3 s o 
P" = j_(p w.) + (|)^6u g# Gn - 4'®" FF *s 
3n 
3c. 
p ' S f #  + B — 
3E 
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Normal momentum: 
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In these equations a bar over a variable indicates that it has 
been nondimensionalized. 
After neglecting higher order terms and redimensionalizing 
the remaining variables, the final form of the laminar equations 
become : 
Global continuity: 
l^(pAu) = 0 (35) 









p = pRT (40) 
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If the transport terms are set equal to zero in the above 
equations, the usual inviscid equations are obtained; whereas 
if the normal pressure gradient term is set equal to zero, the 
boundary layer equations are obtained. This has led Edelman 
and Weilerstein (40) to appropriately name these equations the 
inviscid-viscid equations. 
These equations are identical to similar equations derived 
by Boynton (37) if the species production term pW is set equal 
to zero and the energy equation is rearranged. 
The above equations were derived for laminar transport 
processes. At this point it is assumed that the equations for 
turbulent transport are identical in form if the laminar trans­
port coefficients are replaced by their turbulent counterparts. 
The appropriateness of this assumption stems from previous work 
in the area of turbulent mixing layers. Various authors (26), 
(44), and (45) have shown that the turbulent boundary layer 
equations can be made identical in form to the laminar boundary 
layer equations if applied to a turbulent mixing layer. In 
order to accomplish this, the expressions for the turbulent 
shear stress, turbulent heat flux, aind turbulent diffusion 
are replaced by expressions suggested by T. V. Boussinesq 
(46). Then the dynamic viscosity, the coefficient of thermal 
conductivity, and the binary diffusion coefficient are 
neglected in comparison with their turbulent counterparts tbe 
eddy viscosity, the eddy thermal conductivity, and the eddy 
diffusivity. The resulting turbulent boundary layer equations, 
in terms of time-averaged flow variables, are identical in form 
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to the previous laminar boundary layer equations. 
The present equations (35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40) are the 
usual laminar boundary layer equations written in natural co­
ordinates except for Equation 38 , the normal momentum equa­
tion. However, this equation will not change in form if the 
flow is turbulent. Consequently, the final form of the tur­
bulent equations, using the previous arguments, will become 
after some rearrangement; 
Global continuity: 















p = pRT (46) 
where Pr^, and Le^ are the eddy viscosity, turbulent 
Prandtl number^ and the turbulent Lewis number, respectively. 
In addition, note that all variables are now time-averaged 
quantities. 
The equations just derived contain both hyperbolic and 
parabolic types if the flow is everywhere supersonic. Two 
methods have been used to solve sets of equations of this type. 
Originally, Moretti et a2. (38) proposed a modified method of 
characteristics technique which has been further developed by 
Edelman and Weilerstein (39, 40). In this technique the viscous 
contributions are treated as forcing terms in the compatability 
equations along the inviscid characteristics. The compatability 
equations can then be solved for the flow direction and pressure 
at the new grid points. With the pressure gradient thus deter­
mined, the usual boundary layer equations are solved at the new 
grid points for their viscous terms. Since these viscous terms 
appear in the compatability equations, a mechanism for an 
iterative solution is established. Thus, the average values of 
the viscous terms over the characteristic step are substituted 
into the compatability equations and the new flow angle and 
pressure are determined. The above cycle of calculations is 
Numerical Solution of Equations 
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repeated until the pressure change between successive iterations 
is less than some predetermined value. 
The second method is the Lagrangian finite-difference tech­
nique which has been applied by Boynton and Thomson (21) to the 
nonreacting, laminar equations which were derived earlier. This 
method differs from Lagrangian finite-difference schemes pre­
viously reported in the literature (47) in that fluid elements 
are followed through space rather than time. The flowfield is 
divided into a grid which is composed of streamlines and the 
surfaces orthogonal to them. See Figure 2. In the convention 
adopted for this study, the kth streamtube is bounded on the left 
by the kth streamline for an observer facing downstream, and the 
orthogonal surfaces are designated by the index £. In each 
streamtube the properties are constant in the orthogonal direc­
tion but vary between orthogonal surfaces. 
To start the calculation, data along an initial orthogonal 
surface are required. These data include the flow properties 
in the streamtubes and the positions and flow angles of the 
dividing streamlines. In addition, the boundary conditions on 
either side of the flow must be specified. The curvature of 
the kth streamline at the initial 2th surface is evaluated using 
the normal momentum equation. This curvature is used to extend 
the kth streamline to the orthogonal surface 2 + 1. This pro­
cedure is repeated for each streamline so that all streamtube 
areas at the new surface can be calculated. If the flow is 
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inviscid, the remaining conservation equations can then be 
integrated directly along the streamtubes in the usual manner. 
However, if the flow is viscous, the net transfer of mass, 
momentum, and energy between streamtubes during the step down­
stream must be calculated using the flux terms in the conserva­
tion equations. Consequently, these conservation equations 
cannot be integrated directly but must be solved in finite-
difference form. The calculation is arranged so that all mass, 
momentum, and energy lost from one streamtube reappears in an 
adjacent streairitube. Using the above technique, the flow 
properties at the & + 1 surface can be calculated. Each new 
surface is calculated twice. For the second pass, average 
values between the old and new surfaces are used. The computa­
tion marches downstream in this manner until the calculation is 
terminated. 
This scheme is explicit and is therefore subject to in­
stabilities unless the step size is limited. In addition, the 
streamline curvature must be computed using a weighted mean of 
the curvatures at the old and new surfaces to insure stability. 
A discussion of the stability of this technique appears in 
reference (21) where the stable step size is given as 
-1 
6s <_ J ôn ^ + (M^ - (47) 
In the present study, the Lagrangian finite-difference 
technique of Boynton and Thomson is applied to the final set of 
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equations which were derived. These equations can be applied 
to chemically reacting flowfields with turbulent transport. In 
finite-difference form, these equations become; 
Global continuity: 
"be ~ h.,1 ~ Pk,&+l*k,2+lAk,&+l 
Species continuity : 





+ Ak'Pk.a+i-Pk.t' = \ pk ^ k ®=k] '2" )-" (50) 
Normal momentum; 
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Ss k,£ *k,&+*k+l,& 
Pk+l,&"Pk,& 
"he + *k+l 
(51) 
Energy; 
1. .2 r3(Qk + [i(u2 + 
state : 
N 
+ Z h. ,J. ,)ôs 
i=l i,k"i,k'"=k 





"^k ^ 2(2mr)iu%p%E k+1 " k (54) 
("hc+l + "be) 
. =Pf=V (T^+i - T^) 
Q, =  2(2trr)^u,  p ,  — — :  (55)  
*• "V+i + "k 
(56)  
and where the operator takes the difference in the bracketed 
quantity across the kth streamtube. In the above equations, a 
bar over a variable indicates that the average value of the 
variable during the step downstream is to be used. In Equations 
51, 54, 55, and 56, a transformation similar to that used by 
von Mises in boundary layer studies has been applied to minimize 
the effects of large tube-to-tube variations of flow properties 
at hypersonic speeds in which velocity and streamline curvature 
vary slowly across the flow (37). This transformation is 
m = (2n)] pur^dn (57) 
•' n_ 
Also, in the above equations, the enthalpy is given by 
N 
h = E c.h. (58) 




c dT + h? (59) 
o 
If the species specific heat is assumed to be a polynomial 
function of temperature, 
Cp = a^2 + Za^gT + 3a^^T^ +...+ (j-l)a^jT^ ^ (60) 
then 
N . , 
h = E c. (Z a..?] •^) (61) 
i=l ^ j 
The selection of a suitable eddy viscosity, e^, is of 
utmost importance in all turbulent flow studies including the 
present one. Unfortunately, a wide variety of expressions have 
been suggested by various authors. For the special case of 
compressible turbulent mixing, most authors have modified the 
incompressible eddy viscosity expressions of Prandtl (48) either 
by performing a transformation which relates the compressible 
flow to an incompressible flow or by including a representative 
density (49). In the present study, the latter form of modifi­
cation is used in an expression proposed by Edelman and Fortune 
(35). This expression, which is constant across the width of 
the mixing layer, is written as 
= # Hp")max -
where AY is the width of the mixing layer, c is a constant, and 
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(pu) and (pu) . are the maximum and minimum values, respec-
II13X ITlIXX 
tively, of pu across the mixing layer. 
In addition, the turbulent Lewis and Prandtl numbers are 
assumed constant throughout the viscous flowfield. 
With the above assumptions, the 6 + N Equations 48, 49, 
50, 51, 52, 53 and 61 contain 6 + N unknowns p^ 
be solved directly for the streamline curvatures at the initial 
surface; and the location of the grid points at the new ortho­
gonal surface can be obtained by stepping downstream a stable 
stepping distance ôs^ using a circular arc or a straight line 
to approximate the streamline curvature. With the areas, 
Aj^ £,+1' thus determined, the remaining equations may be written; 
Pk,&+1' ^ k,il+l' \,jl+l' \;,S-+1' '^i,k,Jl+l Equation 51 can 
Global continuity: 
Tk,&+1 ^3 Pk,&+1 ^ k,£+l (63) 
Species continuity: 
^i,k,Jl+l ^5 + b6 W (64) 
Streamwise momentum 







^k,£+l ^  .5, °i,k,A+l 1—X 
T a j ^ij ^ k,£+l 
where 
35%! (2%)] + 4c"k,,[| / \ + Pk,% 
"2 = 
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+ 2h, „ + k,A *k,& 
^5 = \ ^k Ji,k aSk (2n) 
J mj^ ^i/k,£ 
^6 = 
u. 
The terms just defined (b^, b^, b^, b^, b^, and bg) are functions 
of known quantities except for b^ which contains the unknowns 
Ci ^ j,+i' After combining Equations 63, 65, 66, and 67, a 
single equation in terms of the unknowns u^ and c^ ^  is 
obtained: 
N 




For nonreacting flows. Equations 64 can be solved immedi­
ately for the unknown mass fractions, c^ ^ £+1' the new 
surface. However, if the flow is in chemical nonequilibrium, 
the computation becomes much more difficult. 
During the last seven years, considerable progress has 
been made in coupling nonequilibrium chemical reactions with 
one-dimensional fluid flows. The nonlinear ordinary differen­
tial equations which result have been solved by a variety of 
different techniques. Initial studies made by Emanuel and 
Vincenti (50), Emanuel (51), Pergament (52), and others (53, 
54) used conventional integration methods such as the Euler, 
Runge-Kutta, or Predictor-Corrector techniques. Unfortunately, 
the maximum step size allowed when using these techniques is 
severely limited by stability criteria. This is in spite of 
the fact that the resulting curves of mass fractions versus time 
are very smooth when properly computed. Because of these small 
step sizes, the computer times required are enormous, particu­
larly for near-equilibrium flow. As a result, this type of 
calculation gained a certain amount of notoriety for being very 
costly. Then in 1965, Moretti (41) developed a technique in 
which he linearized the species continuity equations and un­
coupled them from the other flow equations. The resulting 
linear, non-homogeneous system of ordinary differential equa­
tions were then solved by finding the complex eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of an Nth order real matrix. As a result of this 
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linearization, Moretti was able to use step sizes which were 
several orders of magnitude larger than had previously been 
used. Yet he obtained identical results. Since that time, 
DeGroat and Abbett (55) and Magnus and Schechter (56) have re­
moved the difficulties involved in finding the complex eigen­
values and eigenvectors in Moretti*s scheme. They have used a 
truncated power series for the unknown molar concentrations in 
conjunction with either a collocation or subdomain method to 
evaluate the coefficients in the power series. 
In the present study, the small step sizes required for 
chemical nonequilibrium are not necessarily critical since the 
flow is always supersonic. Consequently, a small step in time 
may still result in a sizeable step in space. Furthermore, the 
step size is already limited by the stability requirements for 
the Lagrangian finite-difference technique. 
For these reasons, the methods that have been developed in 
the present study to calculate the unknown mass fractions when 
the flow is in chemical nonequilibrium are not as elegant as 
those appearing in Reference (56). The primary goal here was 
to find simple methods which required little computer time and 
yet produced accurate results when using the maximum step size 
allowed by the Lagrangian finite-difference technique. 
Two methods have been used to solve Equations 64 for the 
unknown mass fractions at the new surface. The first method, 
called Technique 1, is an explicit computation. In this method. 
Equation 64 is solved by assuming that all terms on the right 
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hand side are known, thus permitting an immediate solution. On 
the first pass, the terms on the right hand side are evaluated 
using known quantities from the previously calculated surface 
while on the second pass, average values between the old and 
new surfaces are used. 
The second method, called Technique 2, is an implicit pro­
cedure which allows larger step sizes than Technique 1 but 
requires more computation per step. The average species pro­





- k. (70) 
where the bar over a quantity indicates that the average value 
during the step is to be used. A typical average molar concen­
tration expression arising from the two product terms in Equa­
tion 70 is written as 
^i,k,2 ^i,k,&+l ^i,k,A %1,k,&+l 
~ J^^i,k,a^j,k,£ ^i,k,£^j,k,£+l ^i,k,&+l^j,k,t 
^i,k,&+l^i,k,&+l) (71) 
The nonlinear terms, £,+l^j ,k,Z+l' linearized using 
Moretti's linearization technique: 
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+ Y Y 
^i,k.Jl j/k,S,+l (72) 
so that Equation 71 can be rewritten as 
^i,k^i,k 2(^i,k,&Yj,k,&+i + %i,k,&+lYi,k,&) (73) 
Other expressions that arise from the two product terms in 
Equation 70 are linearized in a similar manner. For example, 
^i,k^i,k ^i,k,&^i,k,2+l (74) 
and 
^i,k^j,k^c,k 2 (^i,k,2^i,k,&+l + ^i,k,&+l^i,k,&)(75) 
where k & the molar concentration of a catalyst which is 
assumed constant during the step. 
After linearizing the species production term, the set of 
species continuity equations become 
Pk^iikft+l _ P k  „  + ^ A  





On the first pass the temperature and density at the previously 
calculated surface are used for and , while on the second 
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pass the average values between the old and new surface are 
used. Likewise, the density at the old surface is used for 
Pk 2+1 on the first pass while the value at the new surface is 
used on the second pass. These assumptions eliminate all un­
knowns from Equations 76 except the molar concentrations terms 
Y. , 0.1/ so that this set of equations can be formally 2. fK f X+J. 
written as 
where [Y] is the column matrix of unknown molar concentrations 
at the new surface. This set of linear algebraic equations 
can be readily solved using standard techniques such as the 
Gauss-Jordan method (57). The mass fractions at the new surface 
are then calculated from 
where is set equal to Pj^ ^ on the first pass and is set 
equal to p^ on the second pass. 
With the mass fractions at the new surface thus determined. 
Equation 69 can be solved for the unknown velocity at the new 
surface Uj^ using the Newton-Raphson method (57). If, how­
ever, the specific heats are temperature independent, then 
Equation 69 reduces to 




bjba - U. k,A+l 
•[' N Z i=l Ci,k,&+1 ^12 ^1^3 u. k,&+l (79) 
r r N 
2 
=i,k,&+l ^il - ^ 4 
= 0 
which can be solved directly for using the guadratic 
formula. With the velocity determined, the remaining unknowns 
pressure, temperature, and density can be computed using Equa­
tions 65, 63, and 53, respectively. 
The numerical technique just described is often applied to 
flowfields in which the mesh size is relatively large so that 
the replacement of derivatives with differences is somewhat 
questionable. However, since the increases in mass, momentum, 
and energy in one tube are exactly balanced by the losses in 
adjacent tubes, the integrated relations are satisfied over the 
entire flow. 
Boundary Conditions 
The natural coordinate system employed in the present 
analysis allows several different types of boundary conditions 
to be easily incorporated. First of all, since both a symmetry 
axis and a solid wall are streamlines, they can be used directly 
for either the outer or inner boundaries. Likewise, dividing 
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streamlines can be used directly if the outside ambient pressure 
or Newtonian impact pressure, is specified; 
When shocks are present in the flowfield, it is much 
easier to compute the flowfield sequentially. That is, the 
undisturbed region is calculated initially and then the shocked 
region is computed using the shock as a boundary discontinuity 
which propagates into the previously calculated undisturbed 
region. The shock angle and conditions downstream of the shock 
can be obtained by requiring that the shock turn the flow 
parallel to the nearest streamline being carried in the calcula­
tion. For temperature independent specific heat the shock angle 
0 can be determined from (58) 
PB = POO + sin/ - e^) ( 8 0 )  
+ bç^ + cç + d = 0 (81) 
where 
2 Ç = sin 0 
b 
+  2 )  
2 + 1 
ri sin= 
. 2 . , 
Y Sin Ô' (82) 
c 
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using the Newton-Raphson method. The pressure and temperature 
downstream of the shock are then obtained from 
- (y-1) 








If the specific heat is temperature dependent, then the 
following conservation equations across the shock must be 
solved iteratively for the unknown temperature, pressure, and 
shock angle; 
Ps • Poo - Poo^oo sin .[i - = (85) 




p T ctn a + T_p u_ sin a cos a 
00 00 00 00 00 
n tan (a-6 ' )~| 
\_ " tan a J 
( 8 6 )  
(87) 
- p^Tg ctn {a-6') = 0 
The additional mass that is added to the flowfield as the 
shock propagates upstream is accounted for by adding new stream-
tubes. A streamtube is added only when its mass flow is com­
parable to the mass flow in the previous set of streamtubes. 
This prevents the step size from becoming increasingly smaller 
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as the size of the added streamtubes decreases. In order to 
reduce the magnitude of the calculation, streamtubes are com­
bined if desired by a process which conserves mass, momentum, 
and energy. This is particularly useful in the case of shocked 
flows where streamtubes are continually being added. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The Multitube computer program written by Boynton (37) was 
adapted in its original form for use on the Iowa State University 
Computation Center IBM 360-65 computer. This highly versatile 
program, written in Fortran IV language, applies the Lagrangian 
finite-difference technique just described to axisymmetric or 
two-dimensional, steady, nonreacting supersonic flowfields. The 
transport processes are laminar with the diffusion treated in 
full multicomponent formalism including pressure and thermal 
diffusion if desired. The program, which consists of a main 
program and 14 subroutines, was originally written to calculate 
high altitude rocket exhaust plumes but can be applied as well 
to nozzle flows and flows around bodies. In order to accomplish 
this, a number of options have been provided which include viscid 
or inviscid flow, constant or temperature dependent specific 
heat, and rotational or irrotational flow. In addition, the 
inner boundary can be a wall (axis), a free boundary, or a shock 
while the outer boundary can be any one of these or a Newtonian 
pressure boundary. The shocks are allowed to propagate into 
either a uniform or a nonuniform flowfield. However, there can 
be at most one external nonuniform flowfield. The program can 
accomodate 60 streamtubes, 10 species, and a fourth order enthalpy 
fit for each of the species. 
In the present study, the original Multitube program has 
been modified, using the theory previously discussed, to enable 
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it to calculate nonequilibrium, chemically reacting flowfields 
with turbulent transport. These additions allow the program to 
be used to calculate intermediate altitude rocket exhaust plumes. 
The conversion of the original program required one addi­
tional subroutine, two additional named commons, and extensive 
revisions to several of the existing subroutines. However, 
since the original program was written in building-block form 
many of the original subroutines did not require any alterations. 
The inputs to the new program, given in Appendix B, have been 
arranged so that the inputs to the old program need not be 
altered. This is done by setting an input parameter called 
IBURN equal to zero to indicate frozen flow, whereas a nonequi­
librium case is indicated by setting IBURN equal to one. If 
IBURN equals one, the program will read in the additional in­
formation required such as stoichiometric coefficients, reaction 
rates, etc. At present the program can handle 20 chemical re­
actions, 10 species, and 5 catalysts. The 5 catalysts are 
assumed to have molar concentrations which are linear combina­
tions of the molar concentrations of the 10 species. 
In a similar manner, an input parameter called ITURB is 
used to indicate turbulent transport so that additional infor­
mation can be inputed such as the turbulent Lewis and Prandtl 
numbers. 
In order to calculate chemical nonequilibrium flows, two 
new subroutines have been written called CHEM. However, only 
one such subroutine can be used at any given time. The first 
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subroutine uses Technique 1 while the second uses Technique 2. 
The CHEM subroutine using Technique 1 en.ploys a method first 
used by Emanuel and Vincenti (50) to reduce numerical round-off 
errors when computing the contribution of the species production 
term. In addition, this technique can be applied to any set of 
20 chemical reactions without modifying the subroutine. On the 
other hand, the subroutine using Technique 2 must be partially 
rewritten for each different set of chemical reactions used. 
This rewriting primarily consists of changing the elements in 
the matrices. While this CHEM subroutine is not as versatile 
as the CHEM subroutine employing Technique 1, it will allow a 
much larger stable step size. 
The turbulent transport subroutine, TRANSP, calculates the 
eddy viscosity using Equation 62. The value calculated is 
assumed constant across the mixing layer between successive 
orthogonal surfaces. The constant in the eddy viscosity expres­
sion currently used is optional and is inputed into the program. 
An entirely different expression for the eddy viscosity could 
easily be added to the program if desired. 
The original subroutine STABLE, which computes the maximum 
frozen flow stable step size, has not been altered to calculate 
the stable step size for chemical nonequilibrium flows. However, 
smaller step sizes can be specified by merely changing an input 
parameter called ALPHAH. This parameter indicates what fraction 
of the maximum frozen flow stable step size is actually to be 
taken. 
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A simplified flow chart for the new Multitube program 
appears in Appendix B along with a listing of the program. In­
cluded in this listing are both CHEM subroutines for Techniques 
1 and 2. However, only one may be included for each computer 
run. The CHEM subroutine listed for Technique 2 was written 
for the chemical reactions that occur in the intermediate 
altitude rocket exhaust plume sample case which is discussed 
later. In addition, both TRANSP and FLUX subroutines for laminar 
and turbulent transport are also included, but only one pair can 
be used at any given time. 
The above discussion has been limited primarily to the 
modifications performed on the original Multitube program. Fur­
ther information concerning the original program can be found in 
Reference (37). Both the original and the modified versions of 
the Multitube program are on file in the Department of Aerospace 
Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa. 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Nonequilibrium Chemical Reactions in Streamtube 
Held at Constant Pressure 
The logic that was introduced into the Multitube program 
in order to calculate chemical nonequilibrium flows was 
initially checked by letting the modified program correlate 
the results that Magnus and Schechter (56) obtained in their 
investigation. One of the sample cases appearing in Reference 
(56) is an inviscid, constant pressure, constant enthalpy, 
chemical nonequilibrium streamtube analysis of a hydrogen-air 
chemistry system. The application of the modified program to 
this sample case is discussed in the present section. 
The species considered in the present chemistry system are 
H, O, HgO, OH, O2, H^, and N^ which are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, and 7, respectively. The first 6 species are assumed to 
react while the seventh species, nitrogen, is considered inert. 
The following reactions are assumed significant: 
H + O 2 —*— OH + 0 
O + H 2 OH + H 
Hg + OH H + H^O 
20H —^ O + H2O (88) 
H - + X —— 2H + X 
HgO + X OH + H + X 
OH + X —^ 0 + H + X 
0. + X —^ 20 + X 
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where X is a catalyst whose molar concentration is assumed 
equal to the sum of the molar concentrations of the seven 
species. The corresponding reaction rates for the above re­
actions are given in Appendix A. The linear enthalpy relation­
ships used in Reference (56) for each of the seven species are 
in units of cal./gm. 
The initial streamtube conditions for the present sample 
case are 
= 50,621 + 4.968 T 
h^ = 3633.64 + 0.31113 T 
h^ = -3602.92 + 0.67856 T 
h^ = 329.7 + 0.48735 T 
hg = -122.16 + 0.28216 T 
hg = -1869.5 + 4.0975 T 
h^ = -134.4 + 0.3072 T 
(89) 
T = 1100°K (90) 
p = 0.135 atm 
with initial mass fractions 
c^ = 0.1277 X 10"G 
Cg = 0.2106 X 10"G 
c ^  =  0 . 0  (91) 
c ^  =  0 . 0  
Cg = 0.2291069 
Cg = 0.014319 
c^ = 0.756574 
48b 
In order to solve this constant pressure, noneguilibrium 
streamtube test case using the modified Multitube program, the 
STEP subroutine had to be partially rewritten. This subroutine 
normally calculates the flow properties at the new orthogonal 
surface using the theory previously discussed. However, since 
the pressure and enthalpy are held constant in the present 
problem, a different analysis must be employed. 
In the new analysis, the mass fractions at the next step 
downstream are calculated by calling subroutine CHEM as before. 
With the new mass fractions thus calculated, the new temperature 
is determined in subroutine STEP using 
N 
^ " ,.^,^i,k,Jl+l ^il 
Ci,k,&+1 ^i2 
since the enthalpy remains constant. The density is next 
determined using the equation of state: 
J ïijdld+i RT 
Jl "I k'%+1 
In order to set up the calculation using the modified 
Multitube program, the inner boundary of the streamtube is taken 
as a symmetry axis while a dividing streamline is used for the 
outer boundary. The pressure acting on the outside of the 
dividing streamline is then set equal to the constant pressure 
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in the streamtube. Consequently, the dividing streamline is 
always a straight line so that the computation will be stable 
for any step size used in the Lagrangian finite-difference 
computation. However, the step size is limited by the stability 
requirements of the nonequilibrium chemical analysis. 
As mentioned previously, the coefficients in the matrices 
for subroutine CHEM (Technique 2) must be redetermined for each 
new chemical system. The coefficients in the matrices for the 
present chemical system appear in Appendix A. Since no dif­
fusion is assumed to take place in this problem, the coefficient 
matrix can be reduced to a 4 by 4 matrix using the following 
equations which express the conservation of the number of atoms 
of oxygen and hydrogen: 
Y = — —(Y + Y + Y ) + ^ ' &+1 ^ 
^5,k,&+l 2r*2,k,% *3,k,A 4,k,&' lj5,k,Jl 
Y = — I- f v  + Y  +  2 Y  )  +  ^  
^6,k,S,+l 21^1,k,2 ^  4,k,]l 3,k,&' 
+ ?3.k,t + T(?l.k.% + %4,k,%l] "5' 
A comparison between results using the modified Multitube 
program and Reference (56) is shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
In Figures 3, 4, and 5, the mass fractions of H, H^, and OH are 
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Figure 3. Mass fraction of H versus time 
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Figure 4. Mass fraction of versus time 
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plotted as functions of time. The Runge-Kutta solution from 
Reference (56) is shown as a solid line. This method is un­
stable for step sizes slightly larger than 2 x 10 ^ sec. while 
Technique 1 was found to be unstable for initial step sizes 
larger than 1.86 x 10 ^ sec. However, excellent results were 
obtained, as shown, using a step size of 1.73 x 10 ^ sec. in 
Technique 1. This corresponds to an initial ALPHAH (fraction 
of the maximum frozen flow step size allowed) equal to 0.3 if 
a representative velocity of 120,000 cm./sec. is assumed. 
On the other hand. Technique 2 appears to remain stable 
for any step size but deviates from the correct solution as the 
step size is increased. However, even for a very large step 
size, the correct solution is attained as equilibrium is 
approached. Appearing in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are the results 
of two different calculations using Technique 2. The first 
-5 
calculation uses a step size of 2.32 x 10 sec. while the 
second uses a step size of 5.78 x 10 ^ sec. The corresponding 
ALPH^JI's for these two step sizes are 4 and 10, respectively, 
if a velocity of 120,000 cm./sec. is again assumed. For an 
initial step size as large as 5.78 x 10 ^ sec.. Technique 2 
gives fairly accurate results. This is approximately 29 times 
larger than the maximum step size permitted using the Runge-
Kutta method. Also shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 are the values 
computed in Reference (56) using the subdomain method with a 
step size of 50 times the maximum allowable Runge-Kutta step 
size. 
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In Figure 6, the temperature is plotted as a function of 
time. Here again excellent results were obtained using either 
Techniques 1 or 2. The temperature appears to approach an 
-3 
equilibrium value after cibout 6 x 10 sec. 
It should also be mentioned, that the numerical results 
obtained using Techniques 1 and 2 were identical to three sig-
7 
nificant figures if the same step size was specified. The 
computer time required to calculate a specific number of steps 
using Technique 1 was only slightly less than that required by 
Technique 2. However, since Technique 2 allows a much larger 
step size, the computer time required for a typical reaction is 
substantially less. 
Intermediate Altitude Rocket Exhaust.Plumes 
Assuming Inviscid, Nonreacting Flow 
In this section, a comparison is made between the results 
obtained using the Multitube program and the Lockheed method of 
characteristics program (17) discussed earlier. The flowfield 
example used in the comparison is that of an intermediate 
altitude rocket exhaust plume calculated by assuming inviscid, 
nonreacting flow. In addition, the exhaust gases are not al­
lowed to mix with the air and the position of the dividing 
streamline is determined by assuming that the pressure acting 
on the outside of the dividing streamline is the Newtonian shock 
layer pressure. 
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The initial conditions assumed for both calculations are 
the representative Thor nozzle exit conditions from Reference 
(2). These one-dimensional exit conditions are; 
Me = 2.986 
Pe = 0.617 atm. 
II 270,000 cm./sec. 





r = 57.91 cm. 
e 
The species present in the nozzle flow are H, H2, HgO, OH, O, 
O2/ CO, and CO2 which are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, and 8, 


















The rocket exhaust plume is calculated at the intermediate 
altitude of 150,000 feet for a Thor missile flying a typical 
trajectory. The corresponding external freestream conditions 
at this altitude are 
= 5.117 
p^ = 1.3425 X 10"3 atm. (98) 
= 167,500 cm./sec. 
T^ = 266.15®K 
In addition, the composition of the air is assumed to consist 
of 23.1% oxygen and 76.9% nitrogen by weight. 
The position of the jet shock and dividing streamline 
calculated by the Lockheed method of characteristics program 
for the conditions given above is shown in Figure 7. For this 
calculation, 40 initial data points were used with many of these 
points located near the nozzle lip. Also shown in Figure 7 is 
the location of the triple point found by using the empirical 
technique suggested by Eastman and Radtke (9). 
In order to calculate the present inviscid nczzle exhaust 
plume flowfield using the Multitube program, the exhaust flow 
must be first expanded to a vacuum. This calculation is 
necessary in order to describe the region bounded by the jet 
shock and the Mach disc. In this type of calculation, the flow 
at the nozzle lip expands very rapidly to very low pressures 
causing the streamtube areas to increase greatly in size. Con­
sequently, a large number of very small streamtubes must be 
2 0 . 0  
e 
Triple point location 
from Reference (9) 









30.0 2 0 . 0  10.0 0 . 0  
Axial distance, x, m. 
Figure 7. Thor plume at 150,000 feet (Lockheed method of characteristics program) 
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placed near the nozzle lip to initiate the calculation. For 
the present exhaust expansion, 43 initial streeuntubes were 
selected with many clustered near the nozzle lip. The output 
of this calculation using the Multitube program is punched on 
computer cards for later use in computing the jet shock layer. 
Some of the streamlines and orthogonal surfaces for this 
expansion are shown in Figure 8. Note that as the distance from 
the nozzle increases, the orthogonal surfaces become nearly 
circular as the streamlines straighten. This confirms the often 
used assumption that at large distances from a nozzle operating 
in a vacuum, the exhaust flow can be assumed to emanate from a 
source. 
The next step in calculating the inviscid plume flowfield 
using the Multitube program is to locate the initial positions 
of the jet shock and dividing streamline. Boynton describes a 
technique in Reference (37) which locates the jet shock using 
the Multitube program. In order to apply this technique, the 
nozzle exhaust gases are expanded to the Newtonian shock layer 
pressure. At a point near the nozzle exit, the outermost stream­
line will almost intersect the adjacent streamline. Boynton 
states that the jet shock would pass through this point if it 
were present. With the jet shock approximately located in this 
manner, the flow angle is determined by matching the jet and 
freestream Newtonian pressures. 








150 Streamline 5 
0.0 1.0 3.0 4.0 
Axial distance, x, m. 
Figure 8. Thor exhaust expanded to vacuum 
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In the present calculations, the initial jet shock and 
dividing streamline locations, required for the Multitube 
calculation, were obtained using the Lockheed method of char­
acteristics computer program. This is a very convenient and 
accurate method for locating the initial jet shock and dividing 
streamline positions. 
Once the jet shock is located, the jet shock layer can be 
calculated letting the jet shock propagate into the previously 
calculated undisturbed inviscid flow. For the present test 
case, one streamtube was used to represent the shock layer at 
the initial orthogonal surface. This was possible because the 
initial mass flow in the shock layer near the nozzle exit is 
very small in comparison to the mass flow in the jet shock 
layer further downstream. As a result, it was found that the 
flow properties in the jet shock layer far downstream were not 
very dependent on the initial conditions. 
For the present jet shock layer computations, the input 
parameter FSTEP was varied between 5 and 15. Essentially, this 
parameter indicates the number of streamtubes to be carried in 
the calculation if they are of similar m/r. Since streamtubes 
are continually being added to the calculation as the shock 
propagates upstream, other streamtubes must be combined to 
satisfy the limitation imposed by FSTEP. It was found, that a 
large value of FSTEP gives a better resolution of the flowfield, 
but does not appreciably change the location of either the jet 
shock or dividing streamline. 
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The location of the dividing streamline and jet shock 
determined by the Multitube program for FSTEP equal to 5 is 
shown in Figure 9, along with the results obtained using the 
Lockheed method of characteristics program. The results from 
the two computer programs compare quite favorably. 
In Figure 10, the pressures calculated by the two computer 
programs along orthogonal surface A in Figure 9 have been com­
pared. The two results agree remarkably well. 
The Lockheed method of characteristics program is much 
better suited for the particular inviscid flowfield computation 
considered in the present section. However, for higher altitude 
plumes, where the Mach number becomes quite large and the 
characteristic mesh becomes very compressed, the Multitube pro­
gram becomes the more efficient method for the present type of 
problem. 
Intermediate Altitude Rocket Exhaust Plumes Assuming 
Chemical Nonequilibrium Reactions 
and Turbulent Transport 
The turbulent mixing of the air and exhaust gases which 
was ignored in the previous intermediate altitude rocket exhaust 
plume study is now considered. The mixing layer is assumed to 
extend from the jet shock to the air shock- In this region, 
turbulent diffusive transport in conjunction with nonequilibrium 
chemical reactions is assumed. 
In order to start the calculation, an initial data line 
(orthogonal surface) is required. This data line must extend 
6 . 0  
5 . 0  
— Method of characteristics 
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Figure 10. Pressure along Surface A 
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from the jet shock to the air shock. The initial data line 
used in the previous calculation, which extended from the ini­
tial jet shock position to the dividing streamline, may be used 
for part of the initial data line required in the present cal­
culation. However, the flow conditions along the remaining 
segment of the initial data line, which lies in the air shock 
layer, must be computed. In this study these initial flow con­
ditions have been determined by calculating the flow in the air 
shock layer from the nozzle lip to the initial data line. In 
this calculation, the flow is assumed inviscid and nonreacting 
and the dividing streamline found previously by the Lockheed 
method of characteristics program is used as a fixed inner 
boundary. The position of this dividing streamline is deter­
mined in the method of characteristics program by assuming that 
the air shock layer is a Newtonian shock layer. Consequently, 
the calculation of the flow in the air shock layer is only an 
approximation since the position of this dividing streamline is 
held fixed. However, since only the region in the air shock 
layer near the nozzle exit is computed, where the mass flow is 
quite small in comparison with the mass flow further downstream, 
it was found that the initial conditions determined by this 
method are quite adequate. 
If the initial angle of the dividing streamline at the 
nozzle lip is less than the shock detachment wedge angle, then 
the initial slope of the air shock and the flow properties down­
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stream of the shock can be readily determined. Since the flow 
is then everywhere supersonic, the air shock layer can be com­
puted by the Multitube program letting the air shock propagate 
into the external uniform airstream. On the other hand, if the 
air shock detaches from the nozzle lip, then the subsequent 
calculation is complicated by the fact that a subsonic region 
exists and methods other than the Lagrangian finite-difference 
technique must be employed for the subsonic region. For the 
present Thor exit conditions, it was found that the air shock 
remains attached to the nozzle lip at the 150,000 ft. altitude 
currently considered, but detaches from the nozzle lip before 
an altitude of 200,000 ft. is reached. 
In Figure 11, the initial portion of the air shock layer 
is shown. It has been calculated in the manner discussed above. 
For this calculation, one initial streamtube was used and the 
input parameter FSTEP was set equal to 4. Also shown in Figure 
11 is the location of the initial data line (orthogonal surface) 
which is used in subsequent calculations. 
In Figure 12, the air and jet shock layers have been com­
puted using the initial data line just determined. This in-
viscid, nonreacting computation uses a dividing streamline to 
separate the two shock layers. The jet shock propagates into 
the previously calculated nonuniform internal inviscid flow 
while the air shock propagates into the uniform external flow. 
The species present in the jet shock layer are H, H2# HgO, OH, 
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Figure 12. Thor plume at 150,000 feet 
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0, 02# CO, and COg which are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 
8/ as before. The species assumed present in the air shock 
layer are O2 and N^. The additional species Ng is given the 
identification number 9. The linear enthalpy relationships 
given by Equations 89 were used for the corresponding species 
in the present calculation. The linear enthalpy relationships 
used for the two additional species, CO and CO2, are 
h^ = -1077 + 0.309 T 
h g  =  - 2 2 9 0  +  0 . 3 2 4  T  ( 9 9 )  
in units of cal./gm. These linear enthalpy relationships were 
used in order to reduce computer time. In addition, the input 
parameter FSTEP was set equal to 15. 
Also shown in Figure 12 is the dividing streamline and jet 
shock location determined by the Lockheed method of characteris­
tics computer program. The closeness of the results indicates 
that the Newtonian pressure boundary assumption which is often 
used in plume studies is quite reasonable. 
The above inviscid calculation was repeated assuming chem­
ical nonequilibrium flow. As would be expected, the chemical 
reactions taking place were virtually frozen. This occurs be­
cause the nozzle flow is usually frozen by the time it reaches 
the nozzle exit and of course the air will not dissociate to 
any measurable degree for the temperatures encountered in the 
inviscid air shock layer. 
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The reactions considered are those suggested by Edelman 
and Fortune (35) for a rocket exhaust plume without turbine 
exhaust present. 
C O  +  O H  — C O  2  +  H  
OH + Hg —- H + HgO 
20H —— H^O + 0 
0 + Hg OH + H (100) 
H + ©2 OH + O 
O + H + X —=- OH + X 
20 + X Og + X 
2H + X Hg + X 
H + OH + X H^O + X 
In these reactions, X is a catalyst whose molar concentration 
is assumed equal to the sum of the molar concentrations of the 
9 species. The reaction rates from Reference (35) are given in 
Appendix A along with the elements in the matrices for the CHEM 
(Technique 2) subroutine. 
In the next calculation performed, the dividing streamline 
was removed and the air and exhaust gases were allowed to mix 
turbulently but not react. The turbulent Lewis and Prandtl 
numbers chosen were 1.20 and 0.80, respectively. In addition, 
the constant in the eddy viscosity expression was set equal to 
900. In order to satisfy the requirement of a binary mixture, 
it can be assumed that H and H2 are the light particles and the 
remaining species are the heavy particles. The results of this 
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viscous calculation and the preceding inviscid calculation are 
shown in Figure 13. The air and jet shocks are displaced out­
ward only slightly from their inviscid locations. 
The above viscous calculation was repeated assuming chem­
ical nonequilibrium flow. Both CHEM subroutines utilizing 
Techniques 1 and 2 were used in the calculation. The step size 
specified in both calculations was 0.9 times the maximum frozen 
flow step size computed in subroutine STABLE. The results 
obtained using the two versions of CHEM were practically in­
distinguishable. In addition, virtually no difference in 
results occurred if a smaller step size was specified. 
The locations of the air and jet shocks computed by the 
present viscous, reacting calculations were identical to the 
locations determined in the previous viscous, nonreacting cal­
culations. The species mass fractions along Surface B in Fig­
ure 13 are shown in Figures 14 to 22. Also included in these 
figures are the mass fractions along Surface B for the inviscid, 
nonreacting, and viscous, nonreacting flow cases previously 
discussed. It is apparent from these figures that the reactions 
are nearly frozen in the Thor plume at 150,000 ft. However, a 
few of the species such as atomic oxygen (O) varied considerably 
between the nonreacting and nonequilibrium reacting, viscous 
calculations. 
The temperatures along surface B for the three different 
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increase in the Thor plume temperature above that computed by 
assuming inviscid, nonreacting flow is primarily due to the 
viscous mixing rather than the chemical reactions at the present 
altitude. 
The computer execution times required to calculate the 
combined shock layers to the Mach disc using the IBM 360-65 
computer for the inviscid, nonreacting; viscous, nonreacting; 
and viscous, reacting test cases were 1 min. 26 sec., 4 min. 
12 sec., and 7 min. 35 sec., respectively. 
Unfortunately, there is no experimental data to the knowl­
edge of the author with which the Thor intermediate altitude 
rocket exhaust plumes calculated in the present study can be 
compared. As a matter of fact, there is very little experimental 
data available which is concerned directly with any intermediate 
altitude rocket exhaust plumes. This is due primarily to the 
difficulties involved in setting up the required test apparatus 
which would include a very large partial vacuum tank, a rocket 
nozzle through which reacting gases flow, and an external air-
stream. However, the analysis which has been applied in the 
present study is believed to give reasonable results with a 
minimum of computer time. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The extensions which can be made to the present study are 
numerous. First of all, since only one set of nozzle exit 
conditions was used to calculate the exhaust plume at one par­
ticular altitude in the present study, a useful extension would 
be to calculate exhaust plumes at various altitudes for dif­
ferent missiles. Included in this extension could be a study 
of the effects of using different eddy viscosity models. 
Hopefully, some of the resulting plume calculations could be 
compared with experimental data. 
In the present analysis, various simplifying assumptions 
have been made. For example, the nozzle exit conditions were 
assumed one-dimensional and the nozzle boundary layer was ignored 
entirely. In addition, the external air flow was assumed uni­
form so that the irregularities caused by the missile's boundary 
layer, separated regions, and shocks were totally ignored. Any 
or all of these simplifying assumptions could be removed in 
future studies. 
In addition, the plume flow downstream of the Mach disc 
should be calculated. In the present study, the plume flow was 
calculated up to but not beyond the first Mach disc. The dif­
ficulties encountered in attempting to calculate the plume flow 
further downstream are directly related to the subsonic region 
behind the Mach disc and the reflected shock from the triple 
point which passes through the turbulent mixing layer at inter­
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mediate altitudes because the external airstream is supersonic. 
And finally, a useful extension of the present study would 
be to incorporate the necessary logic into the Multitube program 
to enable it to calculate chemical equilibrium flows. With this 
addition, the Multitube program could be used to calculate the 
supersonic flow in a plume at any altitude. 
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The forward and backward reaction rates for the chemical 
reactions appearing in Equations 88 are given below. These 
rates are listed in the same order that the chemical reactions 
appeared in Equations 88. 
2.4 X lo" [cm. /mole-sec.] 
^2 
3.3 X 10^2 e(-3593.4/T) 
6.3 X lo" 
[cm. /mole-sec.] 
[cm. /mole-sec.1 
7.6 X lo" [cm. /mole-sec.](101) 
2.4 X lo" e ^ 51,57.7/T, [cm. /mole-sec.] 
1.2 X lo" T-1-34 e (-59399. «/?) [cm. /mole-sec.] 
7.5 X e(-50976.4/T) [cm. /mole-sec.] 
2.5 X lo" T-°-5 e(-59335.7/T) [cm. /mole-sec.] 
3.2 X loll TO'47 e(-50.327/T) [cm. /mole-sec.] 
1.4 X 10l2 e(-2611.98/T) [cm. /mole-sec.] 
= 2.4 X 10^4 ^(-10412.7/T) [cm. /mole-sec.] 
k^ = 6.9 X 10l3 e(-8928.03/T) [cm. /mole-sec.1(102) 
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k ,  = 2.0 X  
^5 
k, = 2.3 X 10^1 T~^*^ 
^6 
[cm.^/mole^-sec.] (102) 
6 2 [cm. /mole -sec.] 
k, = 3.0 X  10 
"^ 1 




[cm. /mole -sec.] 
6 2 [cm. /mole -sec.] 
The chemical reactions in Equations 100 are identical to 
the reactions in Equations 88 except that one additional re­
action is included. The additional reaction is 
CO + OH COg + H (103) 
The other reactions are the same if some of the forward and 
backward directions are reversed. Consequently, the reaction 
rates given by Equations 101 and 102 have been used for the 
corresponding reactions in Equations 100. These rates are 
identical to those given in Reference (35). The reaction rates 
for the chemical reaction given by Equation 103 are 
k ,  =  3 . 2  X  l o "  
1 
K, = 2.7 X  lo" T-°-" 
'>1 
[cm. /mole-sec.] (104) 
[cm. /mole-sec.] 
where the subscript 1 is used because this is the first reaction 
in Equations 100. 
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Elements in Matrices for Constant Pressure 
Streamtube Calculation 
The elements in the coefficient matrix [X] and the constant 
matrix [Z] required for subroutine CHEM (Technique 2) are given 
in the present section for the chemical nonequilibrium, con­
stant pressure, streamtube test case. In the following equa­
tions for the elements of the matrices, the molar concentration 
terms are always evaluated at the old surface. That is, is 
used to represent Y. , In addition, the reaction rates are 1 , K , X, 
to be calculated using an average value of temperature. The 






[k^ Y, + k^ Yf + k^ Y, + k^ Y,Yo + 4k^ Y^Y, 
22 2E bi"4 -±2^6 "b? 1 8 bg 2 c 
+ 2k£^Y^)/2 + Pk/Pk,%+i 
6s. 
23 = -=^ [kb,?2 + (kf,?l + 2kfg?c)/2 ' kf2?2] 
24 = ^  'kb]%2 - - 2kf,74 -
- k. Y_/2] (105) 
^2 
3^ k 
=31 = -:^ [kb3?3 - kbgY4?c + kf3T4/2i 
=<32 = 2" ''b/3: 
•SSk _ 
*33 ~ 7=" %! + kb.^2 kg "*• Pk/Pk,&+1 
2u, 3 4 6 o 
3sk 
=34 = [-kf3%6 - 2kf,%4 " kbg%l?c + kf3?4/2] 
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=41 = + kb2?4 - kb3?3 + kbg?4?c " kb,r2?c 
+ (kf2?2 - kf3?4)/2] 
'42 = -Z^ tkb,?4 - kf,?6 " 2kb,?3 ' kb7?l?c + kf,?!/:] 
2Uj^ 1 2 4 7 1 
=43 = 7^ - 2kb,T2 - + kf,?2 " Y,' 
2u, 3 4 5 1 2 3 
'44 ~ 2Û ^ ^ bg^l ^kf^Y^ + kj^^Y^Y^ + k^^Y^ 
"*" + Pk/Pk,&+1 
The elements in the constant matrix [Z] are; 
^1 = 
k^ 
:=^ [2kf,?6?c + kf;?3?c + 








(Yg + Y, + Y^/2 + Y,/2,] 4. (Pk/Pk,%)Yi 
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+ Y, + Y, + Y,) -  (kf^Y;) Pk,&+1 
k,& 





(Yg + Y3 + Y^/Z + Y4/2)] 
"*• (Pk/Pk,&)^3 
^4 = ^  - kf^YaYc + 
k,&+l 
2p k, jl 
(2Y5 + Y, + Y3 
+ Y^) + ^^±^2 
k,&+l 
I Pk,& 
(Y, + Y, + Yt/2 + Y./2)] 
+ (Pk/Pk,t)?4 
The molar concentrations of the first four species at the 
new surface can be determined using Equation 77 with the matrix 
elements given above. The molar concentrations of the two 
remaining active species are found by using Equations 94 and 95. 
The molar concentration of the seventh inert species (Ng) re­




In addition, the molar concentration of the catalyst at the new 
surface is determined using 
+ Yg + Y] + + Yg + Yg + Y^ (108) 
Elements in Matrices for Rocket Exhaust 
Plume Calculations 
The equations necessary for calculating the elements in 
the coefficient matrix [X] and constant matrix [Z] are given in 
the present section for the chemistry system used in the exhaust 
plume calculations. In these equations, the subscripts on the 
reaction rates correspond to the chemical reactions given in 
Equations 100. The equations for the elements in the coefficient 
matrix [X] are: 
P)/Pk,&+1 
100 







'21 % - '^b/4 -
^k 
22 2Û ^ ^bg^c^ Pk^^k^il+l 
^k 
25. 
'24 iij "'f/2 - \^l' 
5 S 
101 
X26 = 0.0 




'32 ^ ^  
FF, 
33 " ^  Pk/Pk,&+1 
ÔSk 
34 " T=r- [-kf ^2 - 2kj Y^ - Y^Y^] 
2*k 2 3 9 
<SSk 
35 = ^  [k^/3] 
^36 = 
X^y = 0.0 
X38 = 0.0 
- ^ k 
2Z^ • "^5^6 - kfg?5?c + kf,?4%c] 
102 
43 = 3" - •'b/c' 
44 - ^  + 4kj^Y^ + k%^Yi + kb^Y; + ^bg^c 
+ kfgYi%c' + Vk.Wl 
=^45 = t-2kb,?3 - kf,%2 + kb,%4 " 
2u^ 3 4 5 o 
6Sj^ 
^46 = ^  
^k 
'4: ' ÏT 
5=v 
x,o = —- l-k, Y,] (109) 
'48 25, ' "bl 1-
= 5  ^'-'b/4 -
103 
=54 = ^  1-2'^£3^4 - ''b/l + k^/s - <%/=] 
(Sv 
==55 = ^  :kb,T3 + kf,?2 + kb5%4 + 
* "k^'^k.Jl+l 
^k 
=56 = '-kf/l - 2k^/c] 
Xg-y — 0.0 
X58 =  0 . 0  
6s^ 
= IT 
Xg2 = 0.0 
^63 " 
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^6 = :=- [kfc?l + kbg?c] + Pk/Pk, 
2u^ -5 
'67 " 
'6 8 " 
ÔSk 
"12 ~ ^ ^ 
'73 ~ 0.0 
^74 = ^  
'75 0.0 
C76 - u.u 
3T 
'77 = ^  + Pk/Pk,&+i 
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""81 ~ 2ÏÏ, 
Xg2 - 0.0 
Xg3 = 0.0 
""84 = 2Û, ^"*^1^7^ 
Xqs - 0.0 
Xgg - 0.0 
ÔSk 
^87 = ^  
^k 
*88 2Û ^ Pk/Pk,%.+1 
The elements in the constant matrix [Z] are; 
^Ic - Pk 
=1 = -Z*' 'V4^c + 2kb.%2%c + kb.Y3?cl + (Pk/Pk.a'^l + ^  
2 "5  ^ "8  ^ 9  ^
^k 
'2 = t-kb.^Z^c' + (Vk,î'^2 + rf -k'r^ Ji,k «Ski (2*1' 
2"k ® " " Vz 
®^k - , ... Pk 
'3 = — ["Vs^d + <Pk/Pk,,'^3 + T— Ji,k 
2Uj^  9 
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=4 = + (Pk/Pk,l)?4 
Pi 
+ 7-^ Av [ri J. , 6s, ] (2n)i (110) k k i.,k k 
^k 
=5 = -:r [kbg?4?c + 2kb7?6?c] + (Pk/Pk,l)?5 
+ K IrJ J. J, 6s.] (2n)] 
^ k i,k k 
^6 = ^  :-kb^?6?=' + (Pk/Pk.a)?6 + fr '4 Ji,k SSk: 12*1 
2^k ^ Ve 
Pi 
^7 = (Pk/Pk.t'Y? + T-^ \ ['^k Ji,k GSk' '2")^ 
V? 
"k 
^8 = (Pk/Pk,%)?8 + ^  \ t'^ic Ji,k 4Skl(2*' 
The molar concentrations of the eight active species at 
the new surface can be determined using Equation 77, as before. 
The molar concentration of the inert ninth species (N^) remains 
constant and the molar concentration of the catalyst at the new 
surface is found using the equation 
^c = *1 + *2 + *3 + *4 + ?5 + *6 + *7 + *8 + ^ 9 (m) 
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APPENDIX B 
Inputs for Modified Multitube Program 
A detailed description of the computer inputs required 
for the modified Multitube program is given in this section. 
This description is identical to the one appearing in Reference 
(37) except for the additional inputs and changes required for 
the modified program. The numbers in parentheses denote the 
maximum value of arrays. 
Card # 1 (Format 2313): Integral parameters 
KMAX(60) Initial number of streamtubes 




be 2 for constant-y flow) 
Output control (prints every KP steps) 
Dummy variable 
Inner boundary condition flag 
1 - wall or axis 
2 - free boundary 
IKIND 
3 - shock boundary 
Outer boundary condition flag 
1 - wall 
2 - free boundary 
3 - Newtonian pressure boundary 
4 - shock 
MMAX(50) Number of inner boundary points 
NMAX(50) Number of outer boundary points 
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Number of species in flow 
Pressure diffusion switch (not applicable if 
ITURB = 1) 
0 - pressure diffusion omitted 
not 0 - pressure diffusion included 
Number of iterations for iterative solution 
Dummy variable 
Number of steps to be taken 
Selects variable to be tested when combining 
streamtubes 
1 - pressure 
2 - temperature 
3 - velocity 
4 - mass fraction of species # 1 
Punch control (writes tape and/or punches 
every IPCH steps) 
Shock indicator 
0 - no shocks 
1 - shock at outer boundary, external stream 
uniform 
2 - shock at outer boundary, external stream 
non-uniform 
3 - shocks at both boundaries, external 
streams uniform 
4 - shocks at one or both boundaries; inner 
stream non-uniform, outer stream uniform 
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5 - shocks at one or both boundaries; inner 
stream uniform, outer stream non-uniform 
IBUGSH Debug printout indicator 
0 - no debug printout 
not 0 - prints out certain details of 
calculation 
ITD Thermal diffusion indicator (not applicable 
if ITURB = 1) 
0 - no thermal diffusion 
not 0 - thermal diffusion included 
ICSH Indicates form of external flow 
0 - tabular input (punched cards) 
not 0 - analytical coefficients 
IBURN Chemical reaction indicator 
0 - nonreacting 
1 - reacting (chemical noneguilibrium) 
NCR(20) Number of chemical reactions if IBURN = 1 
NCAT(5) Number of catalysts if IBURN = 1 
ITURB Turbulent transport indicator 
0 - inviscid or laminar transport 
1 - turbulent transport 
Card #2 (Format 6E12.6): Physical constants - these quantities 
allow a variety of units to be used 
BETAP Converts pressure units to dynamic units 




Mechanical equivalent of heat (e.g., 4.182 
7 -1 X 10 erg cal ) 
Universal gas constant in caloric units 
-1 -1 (e.g., 1.9871 cal deg gm mole ) 








Fraction of maximum stable stepping distance 
to be actually taken 
Amount by which tube Mach numbers must exceed 
one for the calculation to continue 
Convergence tolerance for iterative solutions 
Metric exponent 
0 - dimensional flow 
1.0 - axially symmetric flow 
Allowed fractional change in streamtube area 
per step 
Tube combination multiplier (essentially the 
number of streamtubes to be carried if 
tubes are similar m/r; the program combines 
tubes whenever m^/r^ *FSTEP < Z m^/r unless 
a test variable varies too rapidly) 
Tube combination test variable multiplier 
(the program will combine tubes when 
quantity a, as indicated by IPTUC, varies 
by less than GRAD*|a| between the tubes in 
question. Exception ; when IPTUC = 4, the 
program never combines tubes of different 
Ill 
composition in an inviscid calculation; 
slip lines are thereby preserved if dif­
ferent compositions are assigned to the 
two sides.) 
FRAC Diffusion growth multiplier (fluxes reach 
their full values at x = FRAC* (initial 
width of flow)) 
FRACTN FSTEP growth multiplier (FSTEP varies 
linearly with number of steps taken from 
input value of KMAX at 0 steps to input 
value of FSTEP at LPLANE steps. This 
feature is sometimes useful in performing 
efficient calculations of shock layers.) 
Card Group #3A (Format 10E8.5): Thermal diffusion constants. 
This card group is only present if ITD ^  0 .  Two cards: 
1. ALFTD(I), 1=1, NDS (max. 10) - Thermal diffusion 
factor of species pair I, 1 at reference temperature 
2. DEXP(I), 1=1, NDS (max. 10) - Temperature exponential 
constant of thermal diffusion factor ALFTD(I) 
Card Group #4 (Format 5E12.6): Thermal properties of species. 
NDS cards, one for each species. 
A(I,J), J = 1, NDS (max. 5 per card) - Enthalpy polynomial 
constants (give enthalpy per unit mass). The constant 
term must include the heat of formation if flow is reacting. 
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Card Group #5 (Format A4, 8X, 5E12.4, 1E8.2): Transport 
properties of species, mostly. NDS cards, one for each species. 
IDENT(I) Formula of species (e.g., N2, AIR, etc.) 
MUO(I) Viscosity of species at reference temperature; 
if the flow is inviscid, the viscosity of 
the first species is set equal to zero 
TO(I) Reference temperature for the species 
OMEGA(I) Temperature exponent of viscosity 
PR(I) Reciprocal of species Prandtl number 
SC(I) Reciprocal of species Schmidt number 
MW(I) Species molecular weight 
Card (Format 4E12.5): Turbulent transport properties. 
This ' nresent only if ITURB = 1. 
TLE Turbulent Lewis number 
TPR Turbulent Prandtl number 
EDDYK Constant in eddy viscosity expression 
DELMIX Initial value of AY[(pu)__„ - (pu) . ] illaX im.Il 
Card Group #5B (Format 3012) Stoichiometric coefficients in 
chemical reactions. These cards are present if IBURN = 1. 
There are NCR cards, one for each reaction. The stoichiometric 
coefficients in the forward direction are listed first and then 
the coefficients in the backward direction are given. The 
coefficients for the species are placed in the same order as 
the species appeared in Card Group #5, and then the coefficients 
for the catalysts are listed in their order of appearance in 
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Card Group #5D. 
NUI(Ml,J), NU2(M1,J) (where J = 1, NDS + NCAT) 
Card Group #5C (Format 6E12.5) Constants in reaction rates. 
These cards are present if IBURN = 1. There are NCR cards, one 
for each reaction. The constants in the reaction rates are 
first given in the forward direction and then the backward 
direction. 
RFl(Ml), RF2(M1), RF3 (Ml) , RBl (Ml) , RB2 (Ml) , RB3 (Ml) 
Card Group #5D (Format 1012) Constants to determine molar 
concentrations of catalysts. These cards are present if NCAT 
is not equal to zero. There are NCAT cards, one for each 
catalyst. The molar concentration of each catalyst is assumed 
to be a linear combination of the molar concentrations of the 
species present. The coefficients for the linear combination 
are listed in the same order that the species appeared in Card 
Group #5. 
ICAT(NCAT, I) (where 1=1, NDS) 
Card Group #6 (Formats 6#12.6 and 10E8.5): Data along initial 
surface. The streamtube index should increase in the direction 
of generally increasing r (e.g., an axis should always be taken 
as the inner boundary, etc.). 
(2*KMAX+1) cards, as follows: 
X(K=0) Axial coordinate of inner boundary point 
R(K=0) Radial coordinate of inner boundary point 
PHI(K=0) Flow angle at inner boundary point 
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Second card, and every other card to end of group: 
X(K) Axial coordinate of streamline at outside of 
tube K 
R(K) Radial coordinate of streamline at outside of 
tube K 
PHI(K) Flow angle of streamline at outside of tube K 
P(K) Pressure in tube K 
T(K) Temperature in tube K 
U(K) Velocity in tube K 
Third card, and every other card to end of group: 
C(I,K), 1=1, NDS Species mass fractions in tube K 
Card Group #7 (Format 5E12.6): Inner boundary data. MMAX 
cards, one for each point along the boundary. If the boundary 
is not a wall, at least two cards must be present. 
XW(M) Axial coordinate at point M 
RW(M) Radial coordinate at point M 
PHIW(M) Boundary angle at point M (will be calculated 
PW(M) 
by the program if a zero value is input) 
Pressure acting on inner boundary at point M 
(applies only to a free-boundary calcula­
tion) 
SW (M) Distance along boundary from first input 
point to point M (will be calculated by 
the program if a zero value is input) 
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Card Group #8 (Format 5E12.6): Outer boundary data. NMAX 
cards, one for each point along the boundary. If the boundary 
is not a wall, at least two cards must be present. Definitions 






Card Group #9 (Formats 5E12.6, 10E8.5): Data pertaining to 
shock and external stream at outer boundary. These cards must 
be present if the outer boundary is a shock or a Newtonian 
boundary (IKIND ^  3); if IKIND = 3, the first two cards may be 
left blank. 







Second card (EB); 
CSH(I), 1=1, NDS Species mass fractions at shock 
Axial coordinate of shock point 
Radial coordinate of shock point 
Shock angle 
Pressure behind shock 
Temperature behind shock 
Velocity behind shock 
Estimates only 
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Third card (E12) 
XSTREM 
Dummy variables - leave blank 
RSTREM 
PHSTRM Flow angle in outer flow 
Estimates only 
PSTREM Pressure in outer flow 
if outer flow 
TSTREM 
USTREM 
Temperature in outer flow 
Velocity in outer flow 
is not uniform 
Fourth card (E8) : 
CSTREM(I),1=1, NDS Species mass fractions in outer 
Card Group #10 (Formats 6E12.6, 10E8.5): Data pertaining to 
shock and external stream at inner boundary. Cards must be 
present if inner boundary is a shock (ITYPE = 3). Definitions 
similar to outer boundary. 







Second card (E8): 
CSHW(I) ,1 = 1 NDS 
flow 
117 







Fourth card (E8): 
COO(I),1=1, NDS 
Card Group #11: Description of the non-uniform external flow. 
Two options are provided: a) The flow is described in tabular 
form along successive surfaces orthogonal to the streamlines. 
Generally these cards are obtained as punched output from a 
previous calculation, b) The flow is described by an analytical 
expression applicable to vacuum jet plumes. 
Option "a", tabular input: 
First card, and every other card thereafter to a maximum of 60 
per surface (Format 6E12.6, 214): 
FX(K) Axial coordinate of streamline 
FR(K) Radial coordinate of streamline 
FPHI(K) Flow angle of streamline 
FP(K) Streamtube pressure These may be left 
FT(K) Streamtube temperature blank for the 
FU(K) Streamtube velocity 0^^ streamtube 
118 
NHDL(K) "Upstream index" of streamline must be 0 
for the oth 
JNDR(K) "Downstream index" of streamline streamline 
Second card, and every other card thereafter to a maximum of 60 
per surface (Format 10E8.0) 
FC(I,K),I = 1, NDS Species mass fractions in streamtube 
Insert two blank cards at end of each surface, and four blank 
cards at end of last surface. 
Option "b", analytical coefficients for vacuum plume; 
First card (Format 5E12.6, 613): 
THETOO Limiting angle of expansion 
RHOE Density at edge of nozzle exit 
POE Total pressure at edge of nozzle exit 
TOE Total temperature 
REX Nozzle exit radius 
NEND Number of "N" terms in density expression 
(6 max.) 
NEMD Number of "M" terms in density expression 
NENT Number of "N" terms in angle expression 
NEMT Number of "M" terms in angle expression 
NENP Number of "N" terms in total-pressure 
expression 
NEMP Number of "M" terms in total-pressure 
expression 
Second and successive cards (NEND total. Format 6E12.6): 
ARHO(M,N), M = 1, NEMD Density coefficients 
119 
(NEND+)^^ and successive cards {NENT total. Format 6E12.6): 
ATHET(M,N), M = 1, NEMT Angle coefficients 
(NEND+NENT+l)and successive cards (NENP total. Format 6E12.6): 
AP(M,N), M = 1, NEMP Total-pressure coefficients 
Flow Chart for Modified Multitube Program 
A simplified flow chart for the modified Multitube program 
is shown in Figure 24. Further details of the operation of the 
Multitube program can be found in Reference (37). 
120 
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Figure 24 (Continued) 
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,DELSS{ fcC ) 
,012 
,DPHIOS( cC) 



















































,RHC2 (6 0 ) 
,RHB8AR 
,R19 
, s c ( i : )  
,ALPhAH ,ALPHAP •jC2 
,Cll(iO) ,C( ic, 6:) C03 
,CBbAR(l .^) ,CP vu4 
,CSH1( iC) ,CSTREM(IC) CC5 
,02EFF(1C) ,DELTA 00Ô 
,OELSD ,L)LS(6:) CC7 
,013 ,DPÛY(6Û) CC8 
009 
,FMAX ,GRAO CIC 
,HJ ,HPMtlV) Oil 
,ICOLNT ,IDENT( 10) 012 
,IKIND C13 
,IPD 014 
,KAYS ,KAY2 015 
016 
,LPLANE ,MA 017 
,MUû ,MU 018 
,MW2 ,K*Sh C'19 
,NMAX ,NN 020 
,P(6C) ,P12 021 
,PABAR ,PB6AR 022 
,PH1B(5C) 023 
,PHIk(60) ,Plb 024 
,PR(IC) ,PSH 025 
, pw(5: ) 026 
,QXTP2 027 
,Rb( 3C) 028 
,R14 ,R2(cC) 029 
,RESH ,R16 
,RHS(10) , RHS EN 031 
,RU ,RSH 032 
,RW(100) ,S 033 






4  ,S i3  ,SX(60  )  , T11  
5  ,T^ ( tC )  ,TAr iAR ,TdôAR 
6  f  T  Aw (  6  c  )  ,TXTR1  ,TXTR2  
7  ,TSH1  ,TSTREM 
6  ,TS  ,U l i  ,U (6 : )  
C C K M C f  <  UXTRi  ,UXTR2  ,U i4  
1  ,USH1  ,USTREK 
2  ,X11  ,X (6u )  ,X12  
3  ,XE(5 : )  ,XÛS ,XABAR( IC )  
4  ,  x s (  1  : ,  f c C  )  ,XSH ,XSTRcM 
5  ,Y i l  
fc ,Y2 (6C)  ,YABAR ,Y36AR 
7  , ZJ ( i C , }  ,ZMW ,S2X  
S  ,FX (Z ,6C)  ,FR{2 ,6C)  ,FPHI ( 2 , b . )  
9  ,FU(  2 ,60 )  , I i \DL (  2 ,60 )  , IN0R(2 ,6v )  
* ,  N 
REAL KAY ,KAYS(1C)  ,KAY2  
* ,MA16C)  ,MU ,MUS( IC )  
* , y w ( i o )  ,MW2 ,MASH 
,T (ou )  
,TL  (  K  )  
,TJL  
,  T  w (  5  C )  
,Ui2 
t  UOAK( fc  C )  
,UW(f5 .: )  
,X2 ( tC )  
,XBBAR( IC )  
,Y (cL )  
,ZA( lu  )  
,R2SH 
,FP(2 ,6C)  





, 714  
,TSH 





, x w ( 5 : )  
,Yli 
, Z11 (1C)  
,X2SH 
,FT (2 ,c : )  
fCAROl 
,KûûT(60 )  
,MU2  
,MWSH 
COMMCN/ IdUGSI /  IBUGSH 
DOUBLE PRECIS ICN £PRGR(3 )  
EQUIVALENCE (NCVc , IcXTRA(15 ) )  
EQUIVALENCE (KALARM,  IEXTRA(20 )_ )  
DATA ERRCR /  4HMAIN ,5  
lOu 
SETTING UP THE PROBLEM 






CALL PUT IN  
ICCNT=:  
INTGE^=ALPHAP 
IK i^U J J 


































to i n  
NUCASû-L 
LL  =  v  
S=  C  .  L 
c  
c  ESTAÔLISHING STAbLd  STEP S IZc  
C 
2cC  CALL STAbLc  
NCûONT =  
ICCU. \T  =  0  
MOVÛ=w 
I F  (LL -LPLANE )  25C ,25C,Z4 i  
24C  CALL PCUMP(A( i , l ) ,N ,5 )  
CALL  EX IT  
250  IFLAG=0  
L=2  
IF  ( ICÛUNT )  26C ,27C,26C 
26C S=S-DELSC 
DELSC=C.5*DELSC 
GO TO 295  
270  KSM=IEXTRA(Y)  
FCARE=CûS(PHI (KSM) -PHI (L ) )  
I F  (FCARE-C .25 )  28C ,28 t ,29C  
280  DELSl=ÛELS*C .25  
GO TO 295  
290  DELSO=ÛELS*FCABE 
C  
C  INNER BÛUOAKY OR KALL CCNûI  T ICKS 
C  




EXTRA( l )  =  Y (L )  
EXTRA(2J=R(L»  
IF  (K -KW\X)  55C , lûCC, lûCG 
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O CJ O o o o o o o 
8  5C CELY(K)^ (Ph l2 (K) -PHl2 (K- l ) ) *8 / (2 .0 *S IN( .5 * (PHI2 (K) -PHI  2 (K -1 ) ) ) )  142  
873  AA(K)=P I * (R2 (K)+R2(K- l ) ) » *DkLTA*DLLY(K)  143  
Y2 (K  )  =  Y2{K-1 )+DELY(  K )  1^4  
CALL STtP  145  
IF  (KALARM)  865 ,885 ,877  146  
877  KALARM=G 147  
IF  ( ICCUNT-3 )  250 ,9910 ,9910  148  
885  IF  (NUCASE)  9960 ,886 ,9960  149  
886  IF  (MCVE)  ICCO,890 ,lùOC 150  
890  IF  ( I 6UGSH)  960 ,970 ,960  151  
960  CALL PUTOUK 1 )  
970  K=K+1  153  
IF  (K -KMAX)  500 ,1000 ,1000  154  
C  155  
C  CUTER BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 156  
C  157  
1000  N60UND=i  158  
CALL  BNDRY 159  
IF  (MOVE)  800 ,1025 ,600  160  
102 .5  K0VE=0  161  
IF  (KALARM)  1030 ,1030 ,877  162  
1030  IF  (NUCASE)  9960 ,1050 ,9960  163  
1050  Y2 (K)=Y2(K-1 )+DELY(K)  164  
IF  ( IBUGSH)  1060 ,1070 ,1060  165  
1060  CALL PUTOUT( l )  
1070  IF  ( IFLAG)  1080 ,1150 ,1080  167  
1080  yAX=KMAX+l  168  
DC 1100  L=1 ,MAX 169  
J=L-1  170  
R (J )  =  R2 (J )  171  
X (J )=X2(J )  172  
PHK J  )=PHI2 (  J )  173  
IF  (J )  1100 ,1100 ,1082  174  
1082  U (J )=U2(J )  175  
P (J )=P2(J )  176  
T (J )=T2 (J )  177  
RHO(  J )  =  RHC2(J )  178  
ZMW=J.3  
00  1084  I= i ,KDS 
1084  ZMW-ZMW+C2( I , J ) /MW( I )  
ZMk= l .C /ZMh 
DO 1C86  1  =  1 ,NOS 
c (  I ,  j )=c2n , j )  
1C86  XS( I , J )=C< I ,J ) *ZNk / fW( I )  
H (  J  1  =  0 .0  
DC 1088  1=1 ,NDS 
DO 1088  JJ=1 ,NN 
1 :88  H(  J )  =  H (J  )+A(  I , JJ  I , J )  
Y (J )=Y(J -1 )+DELY(J )  
SX(J )  =  SX(J )+DLS(  J )  
I ICO CONTINUE 
IF  ( IK IND-3 )  1120 ,1101 ,1110  
1101  IF  ( ITYPE-1 )  1102 ,1102 ,  1120  
1102  NEXT=K%AX- i  
I F  (P (KMAX) -2 .C*P(NEXT)  )  1120  , 1104  , 1104  
1104  WRITE  (6 ,1103 )  
1103  FORMAT (28H iJET  SHOCK BEGINNING TC FORM)  
CALL  PUTOUTd)  
CALL  EX IT  
l l lC  CALL SHOCKE 
1120  ICCNT= ICùNT+ l  
LL=LL+1  
ICCUi \ iT=G 
IF  (MûCdCÙNT,  INTGER) )  200 ,  113C,2CC 
1130  K=KMAX 
CALL PUTOUT( l )  
GO TC  200  
1150  IF  ( IK IND-4 )  1170 ,1160 ,1160  
116C CALL SHOCKE 
117C IFLAG=1  





































9910  NUCASt=67o  216  
9955  lERRûR^l  217  
996Ô Ur i lTE  (6 ,99ù i ) }  ERRCR {1  E R?OR ) ,  NUCAS L- 218  
9965  FCRHAT(^7r i l tRKCR ORIGIN  IN  SUBROUTINE, IX ,Ac ,19H ,  STATEMENT NUMBER 219  
v - , l 6 ,  IH . )  220  
CALL PDUMP(A(1 ,1 ) ,N ,5 )  221  
GO TO ICC 222  
END 223  
SUBROUTINE BNDRY 
C  
C  TH IS  SUBROUTINE HANDLES MOST BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
COMMON A (1C ,5 )  ,AA(6C)  ,ALFA(1G,  1G) ,ALPHAH ,ALPHAP 
1  ,  ATuL  ,BcTAP ,BMIX  ,C i lC lC )  ,C (1C ,6Û)  
2  ,C i2 (10 )  ,C2 ( iO ,60  )  ,CABAR(1G )  ,CBBAR(1C)  tCP  
3  ,CPS(  IC )  ,CPSH ,CSH(1C)  ,CSH1  ( IC )  fCSTKEMdO)  
4  ,MXSTRM ,C2 IH (  10 ,  10  ) ,DEFF(1C)  ,D2EFF(  IC )  ,DELTA 
5  , 011  ,CELSS(6C)  ,DELS ,DELSC ,DLS(60 )  
6  ,D IH (10 ,  IC  )  , 012  ,0ELY(  60 )  , 013  ,DPûY(ôC)  
7  , 014  ,CPHIDS(60 )  ,EPCGN 
6  lEPSLON ,EXTRA{5C)  ,FSTtP  ,FMAX ,GRAC 
9  ,H11  ,h (6C  }  ,HH  ,HJ  ,HPM(1C)  
,H2PM{10 )  ,H3PW(10 )  , I  CONST , ICGUNT , IDENT(10 )  
1  ,  lERROR , IEXTRA(5C)  , IFLAG , IK IKD 
2  , IPTUC ,  ISHCCK ,  ITYPt  , IPD  
3  t lO IFF  ,  K ,KAY ,KAYS ,KAY2  
4  ,KLÛ ,KMAX 
5  ,KUP ,Kk  tLL  ,LPLANt  ,MA 
6  ,MASH ,MOCT ,MMAX ,MUC ,MU 
7  ,HU2  ,MUS ,MW ,MK2  ,MkSH 
6  tNBCUND ,NDS ,N ITER ,NMAX ,NN 
COKKCN 1 NoCASc  ,UMEGA(10 )  f  P i l  
1  ,P2(Cv) , Fb (3c )  
2  ,PBS ,P l3  ,PH l (6v )  
3  ,PH ISr i l  ,  PhSTRM 
4  ,PH lZ (bC)  ,PH iBS .P I  
5  ,PSF1  ,PS I  ,PSTREM 
6  ,Q11  ,w (c^ )  ,QXTR1  
7  ,QW(b  )  ,R11  ,R ( fcG)  
8  ,R6S  ,R l i  tR  6AR(  6  V  )  
9  ,RCuN ,R13  ,RE(6 : )  
» ,RHC(6C)  ,R17  ,RH02(  fcC  )  
1  ,RHSMCM .RHAcAR ,RhobAR 
2  ,RSTRtM ,RV  ,R19  
3  ,SB(50 )  .SC( IC )  
4  ,S13  ,SX(60 )  . T l i  
5  ,T2 (6o )  ,TA3AR ,TBBAR 
6  ,TAW(6G)  ,TXTR1  ,TXTR2  
7  ,TSH1  .TSTREM 
8  f  TS  ,U i i  ,U (60 )  
COMMON 1 UXTRl  ,UXTR2  ,U14  
1  ,USH1  ,USTRhM 
2  ,X11  ,X (6C)  ,X12  
3  ,XB(  5C1  ,XBS ,XABAR(1  C)  
4  ,XS( lJ .6G)  ,XSH ,XSTREM 
p  ,Y11  
6  ,Y2 (6 : )  ,YAdAR ,YôbAR 
7  ,ZJ{1 j , 6C  )  ,ZMW ,S2X  
8  ,FX (2 ,6C)  ,FR(2 ,63 )  ,FPh I (2 ,oL  
9  ,FU(2 ,6C)  ,  INCL(2 ,60 )  , INùR(2 ,  6 :  
* ,M  ,N  
REAL KAY ,KAYS(1C)  ,KAY2  
» ,KA(6C)  ,MU ,KUS(1C)  
* ,Mk ( l : )  ,  MK2 ,MASh 
EQUIVALENCE (HOVE, IEXTRA( 15 ) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (FWSHttXTHA(11)) 
IF (MOVE) 495C,5C,495C 
IF (NBGUKD) 3i:L,lvC,3lL: 
,P IcC)  ,P i2  
f  FABAK ,P6BAR 
,PH1B(5C)  
,PK IW(  bC)  ,P16  
,PR( l i )  ,PSH 
,PW(5C)  
,LXTR2  
,R8 (5G)  
,R i4  ,R2 (  6C)  
,R£SH ,R16  
,RHS(1Ù)  ,RHSE^  
,RU ,RSH 
,Rh( lCC)  , s  
,Sh (5C)  
,T (6C)  ,T i2  
«TC( IC )  ,T14  
,TCL  ,TSH 
,TW(5C)  ,TWS 
,U12  ,L i2 (  6C)  
,UEARt6G)  ,USh  
,Uk (50 )  , u w s  
,X2 (6G)  
,XBBAR(10 )  ,X15  
,XW(  50 )  
,Y (ôG)  ,Y12  
,ZA(1C)  ,Z11  (10 )  
,R2SH ,X2SH 
,FF (2 ,60 )  ,FT (2 ,Ov  )  
, FC(2 ,c : , lG )  ,CARD1 
,Kh  ,MCCT(cO)  
,MUC(10 )  ,ML2  
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h:2FM(  I  ) = C . C  
HP^(I) 
OU 8CC J= l , i \N  
6wC HPh( I )=kPM( I )+A( I , J )»TA8AR*» (J -1 )  
GO 70  ICSc  
9CC RBAR(K>=R(K)  
HeAR(K+i)=R(K+l) 
YABAR=Y(  K+ i )  
YBoAR^C.C  
UBAR(K+1)=U(K+1)  
RHA DAR=RH 0(K+1)  
TABAR=T(K+1)  
PA&AR =  P (K+1)  
DÛ lOOC 1=1 ,NOS 
CABAR(n=C( I ,K+ l )  
XABAR( I )=XS( I ,K+1 )  
H2PM( I )=C.C 
HPh(I)=C.O 
DO ICCC J=1 ,NN 
ICGO hPM(I)=HPM(I)+A(I,J)*T(K+l)**(J-i) 
105C IF ( ItXTRAd) )  1100 ,120  0 , 1100  
liOC ,MULT=0 
IBIG=i 
CALL TRANSP (TABAR,PABAR,K ,NULT , IB  I  
12ÛC TAW(K)  =  G ,0  
C(K}=G.G 
DU 13CC 1=1 ,NOS 
1 3 c :  Z J ( I , K )  =  3 . C  
15CC IF  (KMAA-MAX)  151C ,151C , 152 :  
1510  K=1  
GO TO 1ÛC0C 
152C K=2  
GC TC  ICGuC 
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o •u I^ r- i~- CO 
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I F  (RACE)  3b2C»364C,3S40  
3 t2C  AHR=RR-SLRT(PADB**2 - (LKS-XX)v»2 )  
GC TO 39 jv  
38441  AHR=Rk+SQRT(RACd*»2 - (bKS-XX) *»2  )  
39Ù0  PHI tAR= .5 * (  PH I2 {K- i )+ATAi \ (  (  i ;KS-XX) / (RR-Ar iR )  )  )  
GEc=(R2(K- l l -RR- ( tKS-X2 (K- l  )  ) /T / -N  (PH I  BAR ) ) *42 -RAD6* *2+ (&KS-XX) * *2  
Û R D  X = ( c K S - X X ) / S U R  T ( R A u 6 * * 2 - ( t  K S - X X ) )  
I F  (RADE)  3910 t391C,39C5  
59C5  DRÙX=-ÙRDX 
39 iC  CPH0X=- .5 * ( (AHR-RR) - (LKS-XX)?DR0X) /RAD8* *2  
DTPH=CPH0X/ (CGS(PHieAR) ) * *2  
DGE&DX=2 . * ( l cKS-XX) - (R2 (K- l ) -RR- (EKS-X2(K- l ) ) /TAN(PMl6AR) ) * ( l . /TAN 




IF  (RA06)  392C,394C,394C 
3920  AHR-RR-S0RT(RADB*»2 - (EKS-XX) * *Z )  
GC TG 4 :30  
394C AHR=RR+6GRT(RACB**2 - (EKS-XX) * *2 )  
4000  IF  (L -3 )  39C0 ,4 iCC,41wC 
41C0  X2 (K)=EKS 
R2(K)=AHR 
PH12{K)= -ATAK(  (  tKS-XX) /  (AHR-RR)  )  
42CC 0=SGRT(<X2(K) -X (K) ) * *2+ (R2 (K) -R (K) ) * *2 )  
I F  (A3S(PHI2 (K i -PHI (K ) ) - l .E -C4 )  43CC,43CC,44Ct  
4300  DLS(K)=D 
GO TO 45CC 
440G CLS (K )  =  u * (Ph I2 (K ) -PHI (K ) ) / ( 2 . *S IN (  C .5 * (PHI2 (K) -PHI (K )  )  )  )  
45C^  B=SQRT( (X2 (K) -X2 (K-1 ) ) * *2+ (R2 (K) -R2 (K-1 } ) * *2 )  
IF  {ABS(Ph I2 (K) -PHI2 (K- l ) ) - i .E -C4 )  46GC,46CC,47CC 
460C UtLY(K)=B 
GG TO 48C:  
47CC DELY(K  )  =  BV(PF I2 (K  ) -Ph I2 (  K -1  )  ) / (  2 .C -S IIM{  .  5* (  PHI  2 (  K ) -PHI2 (K-1 )  )  )  )  
48CC AA(K)=P I * (R2 (K}  +  R2  (K -1  )  ) * *DELTA*DELY (K )  
Y2 (K)  =  Y2 (K- i )+DLLY(  K )  
49C0  CALL STEP 
4S5C MGVE- -C  
GC TO iCuC:  
c  
C FRLfc  duUINCARY 
c 
5CCC N=1  
P t i  =  PÔ(i\) + (Pe(i\ + l)-PB(N ) )=j=( SX(K) -S6 (  N) )/{ S6(Jv+l)-Se(N) ) 
GC TO 57CC 
51CC IF  (LL )  54CC,52CC,54vC 
C  
C  NEkvTCNIAN BOUNCARY 
C  
52CC FMSTRM=C.O 
DO 33JC 1=1 ,NDS 
5300  FMSTRH=FMSTRM+CSTkE^( I ) /Mk ( I )  
FKSTAf= l .u /FKSTRM 
QSTRM=PSTREM*FMSTRM*(USTREM**2 ) / (RV»TSTRcK*BETAP)  
54C0  IF  ( IFLAG)  5525 ,55CC,5525  
56CC S IGMA=PHUK) -PHSTRM 
GO TO 555G 
5525  S IGMA=.5 * (PHI (K )+PHI2 (K) ) -PHSTRM 
555C IF  (S IGMA)  5575 ,5575 ,56 (0  
5575  PôS=PSTREM 
GC TC 57GC 
56CC IF  (S IGMA-C.5 *P I )  565C,565C,5625  
5625  P6S=P5TREM+eSTRM 
GO TO 57CG 
5Ô5C P6S=PSTREM+QSTRM * (S IN (S IGMA) ) * *2  
57CC IF  ( IFLAG)  59GC,58CC,5900  
58Cc ,  DPDY(K)  =  2 .u * (P6S-P(K)  )  / (  Y (K) -Y (K-1 }  )  
CPHIDS(K)= -DP0Y(K) *BETAP/ (RH0(K) *U(K) * *2 )  
GO TG 6CCC 
59CC 0P0Y(K)=2 .C* (P&S-P2(K)  )  / (  Y2 (  K ) -Y2 (K-1 )  )  
CPHCDS=-DPDY(K) *BETAP/ (Rh02 (K) *U2 (K) * *2 )  
DPHIDS(K)= .45*DPHIDS(K)+ .55»DPH0CS 
6000  MGVE=1  
RETURN 
c 
c  ËKRCR M L S S A G b S  
C 
9oOC NUCASt^ iOG 
GO Tu  99CJ  
9J30 NUCASE=4CC 
GC TC 99 ' :C  
9C5C NUCASn=32CC 
99CC I£PRGk=2  
lOCCC RETURN 
t i \D  
SUBROUTINE CHEM M  
r ^ L 00 
C THIS  SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE NEW MASS FRACTIONS AT  EACH 
C  STEP WHEN THE FLOW IS  IN  CHEMICAL NCNEQUI  L I  6R I  UK.  (TECHNIQUE 1 )  
C  
COMMON A (1C ,5 )  ,AA(6G)  ,ALFA(10 ,10  J ,ALPHAH ,ALPHAP C02  
I  ,ATOL ,&ETAP , 6  « IX  ,C l i ( iû )  ,C (1C ,62 )  003  
2  ,C : i2 ( lC )  ,C2 (1C ,6C)  ,CABAR( IC )  ,G8BAR(10 )  ,CP  C04  
3  ,CPS(  IC )  ,CPSH ,CSH(1C)  ,CSH1(10 )  ,CSTREM{ iO)  COS 
4  .MXSTRM ,D2 IH(1C ,1C  ) ,OEFF( lu )  ,D2EFF{  IC )  ,DELTA 006  
3  , 011  ,DELSS(6C )  jDtLS jDELSC ,DLS(ôO)  0C7  
6  ,D IH ( IC ,  IC )  , 012  ,DELY(6C)  , 013  ,DPûY{ôO)  008  
7  , 014  ,CPHIDS(oO)  ,  EPCOiM C09  
e  ,EPSLON ,cXTRA(5C)  ,FSTEP ,FMAX ,GRAD C IO  
9  ,H11  ,H{60 )  ,HH ,HJ  ,HPM(1C)  O i l  
,H2P .M( iC )  ,h3PM( lC  )  , ICONST , ICOUNT , IûENT(10 )  C12  
i  ,  I  ERROR , IEXTRA(5 . ; )  , I FLAG , I  K IND 013  
2  ,  IPTUC ,  ISHOCK , ITYPE , IPD  014  
3  , IÛ IFF  ,  K ,KAY ,KAYS ,KAY2  C15  
4  ,KLO ,KMAX C i6  
5  , K U P  ,KW ,LL  
o  ,HASH ,K 'DGT ,MMAX 
7  ,NU2  ,KUS 
b  f NBUUiwD ,NDS ,N ITER 
COMMCi \  1 f VJCASt  tO i ' iEGAdO)  ,P11  
1  ,P2 (cC)  ,PE(3 : )  
2  ,PdS  ,P15  ,PH I (6C)  
3  ,PH ISH1  ,FHSTRM 
4  ,  PHI  2 (6  : )  ,PH IBS ,P I  
5  ,PSH1  , P S I  ,PSTREM 
6  ,Q11  , e (6G)  , tXTRi  
7  ,QW(5C)  ,R l i  ,R (6C)  
8  ,R8S  ,R13  ,R&AR (60 )  
9  ,RCON ,R15  ,RE(6v )  
* ,RH0(6C)  ,R i7  ,RHÛ2(6C)  
1  ,RHShGM ,RHABAR jRHBBAR 
2  ,RSTREM ,RV  ,R19  
3  ,SB<50 )  ,SC(1C)  
4  ,S13  ,SX(60 )  ,T11  
5  ,T2 (60 )  ,TABAR ,TdBAR 
6  ,TAW(6C)  ,TXTR1  ,TXTR2  
7  ,TSH1  ,TSTREW 
8  f T S  ,U11  ,U (6C)  
COMMON i UXTRl  ,UXTR2  ,U14  
1  ,USH1  ,USTREM 
2  ,X11  ,X (6G )  ,X12  
3  ,X t i (  5C)  •  XbS  ,XABAR(10 )  
4  ,XS(10 ,60 )  ,XSH .XSTREM 
5  ,Y i l  
6  ,Y2 (ôC)  ,YABAR ,YBoAR 
7  ,ZJ< i0 ,60 )  ,ZNW ,S2X  
8  ,FX(  2 ,6C)  ,FR(2 ,ôC)  ,FPHI (2 ,60 )  
9  ,FU(2 ,60 )  ,  IN  CL ( 2 ,60 )  , INDR(2 ,60 )  
* ,  N 
REAL KAY ,KAYS(  IC )  ,KAY2  
* ,MA(6 ' j )  ,MU ,MJS( IC )  
* ,MW( IC )  ,Mk2  ,MASH 
LPLANE ,MA G 17  
MU:  
KW2 ,  MhSH G19  
NMAX ,KN 02c  
P (  6C)  , F i2  G21  
PAbAR ,PbbAR 022  
,PH I3 (50 )  c23  
PHIW(  5C  )  ,P18  024  
PR( IO)  ,PSH C25  
,Pk (50 )  û2 t>  
QXTR2  C27  
,RB(5C)  028  
R14  ,R2 (  6C)  C29  
RESH ,R16  G3C 
RHS(  IC )  ,RhSE( \ i  031  
RU ,RSH C32  
Rk ( IvG)  , s  033  
,Sk (5C)  C34  
T (60  )  ,T12  035  
TC(10 )  , T i4  C36  
TÛL  ,TSH C37  
Tr t ( 5 C )  , TWS 038  
U12  ,U2 (6C)  C39  
UBAR(60 )  ,USh  C4G 
UW(5C)  ,UkS  041  
X2 (ôC)  C 4 2  
,XB6AR( IG)  ,X15  043 
,XW ( 5 C )  044  
Y (6C)  ,Y12  045  
ZA( IC )  ,Z11 (10 )  046  
R2SH ,X2SH 047  
FP(2 ,60 )  ,FT (2 ,60 )  048  
FC(2 ,6C ,1C)  ,CAROi  C49  
G 50  
KW ,MD0T(6G)  051  
MUO(10 )  ,MU2  052  
,MASHI  ,K .WSh 052  
CC^.^^L^ /ChE^^ I /^U i { i :C • ,  15 ) ,NU2(2ù ,  15  ) ,  R f - i  (  20  )  ,RF2  (  2C) ,RF3 (  2C)  ,  
' i -RoK^C)  ,RS2<2C)  ,RD i (2C)  ,NC/ST , I8URi>J , i \CR ,SPRC0( lC  ) , ICAT{5 ,  lU )  
C lMcNSlLN YC(13 ) ,RFOR(2C) ,RBAC(  20  ,RM1(  2C)  ,RM2(20J  
IF  ( IFLAG- tG . l )  60  TG bCC 
Cù IZC 1=1 ,NOS 
YC(  I  )  =  RHÙ(K  ) *C (  I ,K ) /«W(  1 )  
ICC CONTINUE 
IF  (NCAT. tQ .C)  GO TC 3CC 
OC 25J  J= i ,NCAT 
YC(NDS+J)=O.C  
DC 2C0  1=1 ,NOS 
20c  YC(KDS+J)=YC(NCS+JJ+ ICAT(  J , I )= fYC(  I )  
250  CONTINUE 
3CG DC 400  M1=1 ,NCR 
RFGR(M1)=RF1(M1) * (T (K) * *RF2(M1)  EXP( -RF3  (K l  ) /T (K  )  )  
R6AC(Ml )=R81( ,X l ) * (T (K ) * *RB2(Mi ) ) *EXP( -RB3(Ml ) /T (K )  )  
4 :0  CCMINUÊ 
GO TO ICCC 
500  T3= (T (K)+T2 (K) ) / 2 .C  
RHC3={RHC(K)+RHC2(K) ) / 2 .C  
U3=SQRT(  . 5 * (  U (K) * *2+L2 (K) *»2 ) )  
DC 600  1=1 ,NDS 
YC( I )=RHC3* (C( I ,K )+C2( I ,K ) ) / ( 2 .C*MWt I )  )  
600  CONTINUE 
IF  (NCAT.EC.C)  GG TC  8C0  
DÛ 75 :  J=1 ,NCAT 
Y C ( N D S + J  ) = C  . 0  
DG 7CC 1=1 ,NDS 
7CC YC(NDS+J)=YC(NOS+J)+ ICAT(J , I ) *YC( I )  
750 CONTINUE 
ACC DO 9CC M1 = 1,NCR 
RFCR(Ml )=RF l (M lM(T3v*RF2(Ml )  ) *cXP<-RF3(Mi ) /T2 )  
R3AC(Ml )  =  RBi  (K l  ) * (T3= i - - *RB2(« i  )  )  *EX  P  ( -RB3  (M i  ) /T  3  )  
9CC CONTINUE 
ICOC L=NDS+NCAT 
DO 1105  Ml=1 ,NCR 
PRÛD1=1 .G  
PR0b2= l .C  
DO l i JC  J= i tL  
IF  (M j i  (M  ,  J )  . tG .C)  GO TG 1G5G 
PtsODl  =  (  PRLOi ) * (  YC(  , J )  )  
iC5w IF  J ) .EQ.C)  GO TO I ICC  
PRCD2={PR0D^ ) - (YC(J )= t^ *NU2( .M l ,J )  )  
l i e :  COiS i l INOE 
f tK l (M l )=RF0R(M1) *PRGD1 
i lC5  R .M2(M1)=R8AC(M) *PRCC2 
DC 140u  I= i , j \DS  
SPRCi=_  
SPk02=C.C  
DC 12 ) :  M 1=1 ,NCR 
IF  ( i sU2(^ , l , I ) - \U l  (K1 , I ) )  l l l o ,1120 ,1130  
1110  LAM1=C 
LAM2=- (Nu2(K i ,  I  ) -NUl (M l ,  I )  )  
GO TO 114C 
1120  LAM1=G 
LAM2 =  3  
GO TO i l 4C  
1150  LAMi=NU2(Ml , I ) -NU1(M1 , I )  
LAH2=C 
114C SPRGl=SPROi+LAMl *R« l {  «1 )  +  LA(X2*RM2(  M l )  
120 :  SPRC2=SPA02+LAMi»RM2(Ml )+LAM2*RNl (N l )  
SPRCD( I )=SPRC1-SFRC2 
IF ( IFLAG.EQ. l )  GO TO i 3CC 
SPRCO( I )=XW( I ) -S  PRCC( I ) * (DLS(K-1 )+DLS(K  > ) / (RHO(K)»U(K) *2 .  
GO TO 14CC 
13a :  SPRCDt  I  )  =  (  I  ) *SPROC(  I  j * (DLS(K- l )+DLS(Kn / (Rr iG3*U3*2 .C )  
14CC CGtN iT I i \Uc  
DO 143 :  1=1 ,NC5  







SUSRGUTINn  CHLM 
TH IS  SLbRCUTINc  CALCULATtS  ThE  NEW MASS FRACTIONS A I  
STEP WHclN i  THt  FLGis  IS  IN  CHEMICAL NUiME QUI  L I  DRI DM.  
,ALFA(1Û,1 .  
,BMIX  
,CABAk( IC )  
,CSH( lv )  
,OËFF( IC )  
,C fcLS  
,Û tLY{cC)  
,EPCÙN 
,FST£P  
, I  CONST 
, IFLAG 
, ITYPt  
,KAY 
»  LL  





,PH I  ( 60 )  
, P I  
,PSTREM 
,QXTRI  
,R (6C)  
,RBAR(60 )  
,RE(6Ô)  




(TECHNIQUE 2 )  
COMMCN A ( lu ,5 )  ,AÀ(oG)  
1  ,ATÛL ,6ETAP 
c. ,C i2 ( iL )  ,C2 ( iL ,6 :  ) 
3  ,CPS(  IL )  ,CPSH 
4  ,MXST RM ,D2 IH ( IC ,  10 )  
5  ,D l i  ,DcLSS(6 :  ) 
6  ,D IH ( Ic t lC )  , 012  
7  , 014  ,CPHICS(6u )  
6  , tPSLCN , tXTBA(5C ) 
9  ,H11  ,  h(  6« j  )  
* ,H2PM(1Û)  ,F3PM(10 )  
1  , 1  ERROR , I tXTRA(50 )  
2  ,  IPTUC ,  ISHOCK 
5  t lD IFF  ,K  
4  ,KLG ,KMAX 
5  ,KUP ,KW 
6  ,MASH ,MÛOT 
7  ,MU2  ,MUS 
6  ,W6CUND ,KDS 
COMMON NUCASE ,OMEGAi IC  ) 
1  ,P2 (6 i : )  
2  ,P6S  ,P15  
3  fPH ISHl  ,PHSTRF.  
4  ,PH I2 (6C)  ,PH1B£  
5  ,  PSHl  ,PS I  
6  ,Q11  ,C (6C)  
7  ,QW(50 )  ,  R i  1  
8  ,RBS ,R13  
S  ,RCCN ,R15  
, kH0{6G)  ,R17  
i  tRHSMCM ,RhAEAR 
2  ,RSTREM ,kV  
,ALPhAH ,  ALPHAP CC2  
,C11 ( IC )  ,C (1C ,6 : )  0C3  
,Cb3AR(U)  ,CP  CC4  
jCSHidJ )  ,CSTRcM( lC  )  005  
, 02EFF(10 )  ,DLLTA 006  
,DELSL ,ÙLS(6 : )  CC7  
,D13  ,CPDY(6c )  008  
CC9  
,FK .AX f  GRAD C IO  
,HPM( iO)  011  
, ICGUNT , ID£NT( iC )  C12  
, IK IND 013  
, IPD  014  
,KAYS ,KAY2  C i5  
016  
,LPLANE •  MA 017  
,MUC ,MU 018  
,MW2 ,MWSH 019  
,NMAX ,NN C2C 
,P (6C)  ,P12  021  
,PA6AR ,P3BAR 022  
,PH IB(pO)  023 
,PH IK{5C)  ,P18  C24  
,PR(1C)  ,PSH 025 
,PV . (5o )  026  
,QXTR2  C27  
,pe (5G)  028  
,R14  ,R2 (  60 )  C29  
,RESH ,R io  030  
,RM S ( lu )  ,RHSEN 031  
,  RU ,RSH 032  
,Rkv ( lCC)  ,s C33  
H 
N) 
s ,SB(5J )  ,SC(10 )  ,SW(30 )  024  
4  ,  S l i  ,SX(bG)  ,  T i l  ,T (c . )  ,T12  
'j , T2 (oG)  ,TAbAR ,T l56AK ,Tv  I  10  )  ,T14  036  
c  ,TA in ( t )C )  ,TX1K1 , TXTK2  ,TCL  ,TSH 037  
7  ,TSH1  ,  T  S  TP .  EM ,TW(5C)  ,TKS 038  
6  ,TS  ,L i l  ,  U (  t>  0  )  ,U12  ,U2 (60 )  039  
CC. ' { i iO i \  1 UX IR l  ,LXTR2  ,U14  ,L !SAR( fcu )  ,USH G 4L  
1  ,USHi  ,USTREM ,UW(  5C)  ,  LWS C41  
2  ,X i l  ,X ( t )C )  ,X i2  ,X2 (60  )  042  
3  ,X f i ( 5G)  ,  XBS ,XADAR( IG)  ,X6DAR(1G)  ,X i5  043  
4  ,XS( iC ,ôC)  ,XSH ,XSTREM ,X iv (5C)  044  
5  ,Y l i  ,Y (60 )  ,Y i2  045 
6  ,Y2 (6u )  ,YAf iAR ,Y fcBAR ,ZA(10 )  ,Z l l ( iO )  046  
7  ,ZJ(iC,3u) ,ZKW ,S2X  ,R2Sh  ,X2SH 047  
8  ,FX (  2 ,60 )  ,FR(2 ,60 )  ,FPHI (2 ,60 )  ,FP(2 ,6G)  ,FT (2 ,6G)  046  
9  ,FU(2 , fcO)  , lNLL(2 ,uG)  ,  INDR(2 ,oG)  , FC( 2 ,  to, iv. ) ,CARDl  049  
* ,N  0  50  
REAL KAY ,KAYS(  10 )  ,KAY2  ,KW ,MDOT(60) 051 
* ,MA(6G)  ,MU ,MUS(10 )  ,MUG(10 )  ,MU2  052  
* ,MW(  10 )  ,MW2 ,MASH ,MASH1 ,KkSh  053  
CCMMCN/CHEMI /NU1(2G,15 ) ,NU2<2C,15 ) ,RF1 (2C) ,RP2(2C) ,RF3(2C) ,  
*RB1(20 )  ,RB2( 2 0) ,RB3(2C) ,NC/iT ,I BLRN ,NCR,SPRCD (10 ) fl C AT (5,lv) 
DIMENSION YC(15 ) ,RFOR(2G) ,RBAC(20 ) ,CGEFF(a . f i ) ,CGNST(6 ,1 )»  
*ZZJJ (15 )  
IF  ( IFLAG.EG. l )  GO TG SCO 
RHC3=RH0(K)  
RHC4=RHG(K)  
DC ICG 1=1 ,NCS 
YC( I )=RhC(K) *C( I ,K ) /Nw( I )  
ICC CONTINUE 
IF  (NCAT.ÊQ.G)  GG TO 3GC 
DO 25C J=1 ,NCAT 
YC( i \CS+J)  =  C .G  
DC 2GG 1=1 ,NOS 
2CG YC(NDS+J)=YC(^CS+J)+ ICAT(J , I ) *YC(  I )  
250  CCNTINUE 
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u,tLa.u.u.i^LLi/î — a. 
LU ;JJ LU LU IJJ LU LU 2 L/J ;U 
u o o u a u a a x Q  
O O O C J o O O O f i C O  
u. u. u. u. 
LLU.U.U.LLU.LLOO 
LULUUJI-ULULULU:^ 
a o o u o a a a  
o o o o o u o o  
CCtFF(3 , l )  =  {T I^ . t / 2  )*(RtiACll)*YC(8 ) ) 
COEFF( i3 ,2 )=C .c  
CCEFFtâ ,5 )=0 .C  
CGEFF(8 ,4 )= (T IKE /2 )» ( -RFOR( l ) *YC(y ) )  
COEFF(8 ,3 )  =  C .O  
CG£FF<â ,6 )=o .C  
COtFF(8 ,7 )= (T IME/2 ) - ( -RFGR(1 ) *YC(4 ) )  
CO£FF(b ,8 )  =  Rh03 /RH04+(T IME/2 ) * (RBAC{  1J*YC(  1 )  )  
CCNST(8 ,1 )  =  (RHC3 /RHC(K)  ) *YC(8  )+RhS (8  )  =>RH0  3 / (  MDGT(K  ) *MW(  8 )  )  
16CC CALL MATE? ( 8  ,8 ,1 ,CCEFF ,CGNST,YYY,Z2JJ ,J )  
6G TG U7Cû, i655 ,1675 ) ,J  
1655  WRITE  ( 6 , lo6C)  
1660  FORMAT(40H1DETERMINANT OVERFLOW IN  SUBROUTINE CHEM)  
GO TG 1690  
1675  WRITE  <c ,168C)  
1680  FORMAT (40H1SINGULAR DETERMINANT IN  SUBROUTINE CHEM)  
1690  CALL DUMP(A( l , i ) ,N ,5 }  
17ÛC CONTINUE 
DC 1800  1=1 ,8  
C2 ( I ,K )=CCEFF(X , l ) *Mw( I ) /RHG4 
1800  CONTINUE 




SUBROUTINE COMBOIL )  
C  
C  TH IS  SUBROUTINE COMBINES TWC STPEAMTUBES,  CONSERVING MASS,  
C  MOMENT IM ,  AND ENERGY,  WHENEVER THE ALLOWED STEPPING D ISTANCE 
C  BECOMES TOG LOW.  
C  
COMMON A{10 ,5 )  ,AA I60 )  ,ALFA(10 ,10 ) ,ALPhAH ,ALPHAP 
1  ,  ATÛL ,BETAP ,BMIX  
2  , 012 (10 )  ,C2 (10 ,6 j )  ,CABAR(10 )  
,CPS(  IC )  ,CPSH ,CSH(10 )  
4  •MXSTBM ,D2 IH (10 , IC  ) ,U tFF (10 )  
5  ,D l i  ,CELSS(ôO)  ,OELS 
6  ,D IH (  IC ,  10 )  , 012  ,OELY(60 )  
7  ,  C14  ,DPHIDS(6G)  ,EPOCN 
6 ,ÉPSLÛN , tXTRA(50 )  ,FSTEP 
9  , h l l  ,H (6C)  ,HH 
* ,H2PM(10 )  ,H3PM(1C)  , ICONST 
1  , I tRROR , IEXTRA(5C)  , IFLAG 
2  ,  IPTUC , ISHÛCK , ITYPE 
3  , ID IFF  .K  ,KAY 
4  ,KLO ,KMAX 
5  ,KUP ,KW ,LL  
6  ,MASH ,MDOT ,MMAX 
7  ,MU2  ,MUS ,Mk  
8  ,NBGUND ,NDS ,N ITER 
COMMON NUCASE ,QMEGA{10 )  tP l l  
1  ,  P2(ôû)  ,PB(50 )  
2  ,PBS ,P15  ,PH I (60 )  
3  ,PH ISH1  ,PHSTRM 
4  ,PH I2 (ôC)  ,PH IBS fP I  
5  ,PSH1  ,PS I  ,PSTREM 
6  ,G11  ,Q (6Û)  ,QXTR1  
7  ,QW(5C)  ,R11  ,R (60 )  
8  ,RBS ,R13  ,RBAR(60 )  
9  ,RCCN ,R15  ,RE(6c )  
* ,RH0(60 )  ,R17  ,RHG2(6G)  
1  ,RHSMOM ,RHABAR ,RHBBAR 
2  ,kSTREM ,RV  ,R19  
3  ,SB(5C)  ,SC( IC )  
4  ,S13  ,SX(60 )  fT i l  
5  ,T2 (6C)  ,TABAR ,TBBAR 
6  ,TAW(60 )  ,TXTRi  ,TXTR2  
7  ,TSH1  ,TSTP.EK 
8  »TS  ,1111  ,U (ôC)  
,cil(10) 
,CBBAR( IG)  
tCSHKlJ  )  





. IK IND 






,P (6C)  
,PABAR 
,PH IW(50 )  




,RHS(10 )  
,RU 
,RW(100 ) 
, T (6C)  










,  GRAD 
,HPW(1C)  






,P i2  
,PB6AR 
,PH IB(5C)  
,P18  
,PSH 
,PW(50 )  
,RB(50 )  










,U2 (60 )  
ClV .MCN UXTRl  ,LXTR2  ,U l4  ,UBAR(60 )  ,USH 
1  ,USH1  •LSTRLM ,Uk  ( . ' : [ )  ,UWS 
c .  ,X11  ,X (6 . )  ,X i2  ,  X2(  ^< .  )  
t  Ab(  : )  ,XdS  ,XA6AR( i : )  ,X6BAH ( I j )  ,X lb  
4  ,  XSdO,  t C )  ,XSh  ,XST . \cM , xw(3 : )  
fY i l  ,Y (ov )  ,  Y i2  
e  ,Y2 (  b Z )  ,YAdAR ,Y D3A K , ZA( lc )  ,Z11  ( I j )  
7  f  Z  J  (  i  •-< ,  o  I  - )  ,ZMW ,S2X  ,R2Sh  ,X2SH 
fi , FX (2 ,6C)  ,FR(2 ,60 )  ,FPHI (2 , fcu )  ,FP (2 ,oÛ)  ,FT (  60 )  
9  ,FU(2 ,cC)  , I i \ jDL (2 ,oC)  
_ k  





,KAYS( iC )  ,KAY2  ,KV .  ,KDCT (6  :  )  
* ,MA(6C)  ,MU ,MUS(10 )  ,MUC(1C)  ,ML '2  
* ,KW(1C)  ,MW2 ,MASH ,  M AS h i  ,  MWSh 
CGMM'JN/ IbUGSl /  IbUGSH 
C IKENSILN FTESTO) ,  NT  EST  ( 3 )  
SUK,DDT =  C .  C  
DG 5C  KK=1 ,KMAX 
C SUNûCT=SUMDCT+KCûT(KK)  
I F  (NDOT(L ) / ( . 5 * (R (L )+R(L -
* ie0 , 10CGC, lC0cC 
1 ) ) ) -SUKDGT/ ( . 75 * (P ( l )+R(KMAX) ) *PSTEP) )  
SETUP GF  TESTS TO DETERMINE IF  GRADIENTS ARE TCC H IGH TC ALLOW 
CC^GIN ING TUEES 
ICG K I=L -1  
KF=L+1  
DO 15C L2=1 .5  
15 :  NTEST(L2 )  =  3  
NTRY=C 
IF  ( IBUGSH)  18C ,19C,18C 
180  kR ITE  (6 ,185 )  
185  FORMAT (32H1  STREAMTUEES EEFCRE COMBIN ING)  
CALL  PUTOUT( l )  
19C  GC TC (2CC,3CC,4u0 ,50C) , IPTUC 
2CC [g  25C KJ=KI ,KF  
IARG=KJ-K I+1  
25:  F  TE ST (  IAku.  )=P(KJ)  
GC TC oot  
3CC DC 350  KJ=KI ,KF 
IAKG=i<J-KI  +  i  
35C FTEST(  lARG )=T(KJ)  
GC TO bZC 
40J  Gû 45J  KJ=Ki ,KF 
IARG=KJ-KI+1  
450  FTEST{  lARG )=U(KJ)  
GL TC 6C0 
50C DC 550  KJ=KI ,KF 
IARG=KJ-KI  +  1  
55C FTEST(  lARG )=C(1 ,KJ)  
IF  (ASS(FTdST( l ) -FTESTI2) } - l .E -C5)  57L,570 ,56:  
56C IF  ( lEXTRA( l ) )  57C,5o5,57C 
5o5 NTEST( l )= i  
57C IF  . (A6S(FTÉST(3) -FT£ST(2)  ) - l .E -05)  6C0,600 ,580  
580  IF  ( lEXTRA( l ) )  60C,585 ,6CC ^  
565 KT£ST(3)=1  o  
6CC IF  (L-KMAX)  7CC,9CC,SC0 
7GC IF  (L - i )  1000 ,1GOC,8CC 
6CC IF  (MDGK L+I ) -MD0T(L-1 )  )  1000 , IGCC,900  
gcc  IF  (L -1 )  IGOGC, ICCCC,95G 
950  K2=KI  
L2=l 
RUP=R(L)  
RLC=B(KI - l )  
XUP=X(L)  
XLC=X<KI -1 )  
PHIUP=PHI (L)  
PHIL0=PHI (KI -1 )  
GC TC l iOO 




RLC=R{KI )  
XLP=X(KF)  
XLL=X(KI ) 
PHIUP=PHI (KF)  
PHILU=PHI (KI  )  
HOC IF  (FTcSTfZ) )  l iZv ,  112:  
i iCb IF  (FTEST(L2) )  l l lu ,111b, i l l :  
i lK  IF  (A3S(rT£ST(2 ) -FT£6T(L2) ) /FTLST(L2) -GKAû)  11  ÏJ - :  ,  1160  ,116Û 
1115  IF  (GRAD)  1160 ,113: ,116:  
1120  IF  (AbS(FTEST(  2 ) -FTtST(  L2}  ) /FTt5T(2} -GaAD)  115: ' ,1160 ,1160  
115v  IF  ( iMTEST(L2) )  1160 ,  1200 ,1160  
1160  IF  ( . \TRY)  10000 ,117:  ,10000  
117C NTRY=1 
IF  (L2-2 )  1000 ,10000 ,900  
C 
C COMBINING TUBES 
C 
1200  0=SQRT( (XUP-XLC)* *2+(RUP-RLG)**2 )  
IF  (ABS(PHIUP-PHILO) - ( iC . * * ( -4 ) ) i  1130 ,1120 ,1125  
1125  D=D*(PHIUP-PhILC) / (2 .G-SIN(0 .5* (PHIUP-PHIL0) ) i  
113C DELY(L  )=D 
FMCM=HDOTa )= fU(L)+MCGT(K2)*U(K2)  +  (AA(L) *P(L)+AA(K2)*P(K2) ) *BETAP 
AA(L)=PI * (RUP+RLG)**DELTA*DELY(L)  
FMDOT=MDOT(L)  
NDCT(L)=FMDCT+KCCT(K2)  
FH=(FMDGT*H(L)+r tC0T(K2)^H(K2)+(FMOOT*U(L) * *2+MCCT(K2) (K2)* *2 ) / (2  
* .04KJ) ) /MDOT(L)  
2100  SZMhC=O.C 
DO 220C 1=1 ,NDS 
C(  I ,L )  =  (FKDCT*C(  I ,L )+ f / ,CCT(K2)»C(  I ,  K 2  ) ) /MDOT(  L  J 






CP 2=0 .0  
TS=0.5* (T (L)+T(K2) )  
US=: .5* (U(L)+U(K2) )  
OC 23wj  1=1 ,NDS 
XSD ,L)=C(I JD + ZI'.H/WHD) 
CL 2300  J= l ,N i \  
CPI=CP1 +  A( I  ,J } *FLC^T(  J -1  ) * l ( I ,L )<^T(K2)*» (J -2 )  
225L CP2=CP2+A( I ,J )^FLa«T(  J - l )= f=C( I  ,L)*T(K )*? ( J -2}  
2 3 J v  C P = C P + A ( I , J ) * F L C A T ( I , L ) * T ( L ) * * ( J - 2 )  
B l=Ff .LM/ (BtTAP=î=AA(L)  )  
82=MJCT(L)/(8ETAP-AA(L)) 
83=ZM'r t ' :=AA(L) /  (RVf 'NCCT (L  )  )  
IF  ( ICuNST)  25 i f5 ,26 iC,23C5 
23Û5 IF  (:,5*(IMA(L)+MA(K2))-2C.) 26CC, 231C, 2 JIC 
C 





66=2.04HJ*C P*B3»B2-1.C % 
DISCR=B5»*2-66*84 
IF  (DISCR) 24CCF25C0,2500 
24CO WRITE (6,241C) 
2410 FORMAT {31H1NEGATIVE DISCRIMINANT IN  COMBO)  
2415 CALL PDUMP (A(1.1),N,5) 
CALL EXIT  
25GC U( L)  = {D5+SCRT (DISCR) )/B6 
GO TO 2900  
C 
C VARIABLE HEAT CAPACITY 
C 
2600 iTER=ITER+l  
B4=2.C*HJ»FH 
CUM1=C .0  
DUM2=0.0 
DO 2650 1=1,NDS 
DC 2650 J=1,NN 
DUM1=DUM+A( I ,J ) *C(  I ,L ) * (B3* (61-B2*US )4US ) * * (J -1 )  
2650 CUM^=DUM2+A(  1 ,  J  )  vC(  1 ,L  )= i=FLGAT(  -US-82»US**2) * * (  J -2 ) *63**  (  J -
G= 2  .  0-• 'H  J  J  UM1+L'S*  2 -D  4  
DGCU:^2  .  J  VUS +2  .L  *hJ  eux  2»  (  81 -2 .  2*U S )  
u tLTAU=-G/JGOL'  
US=Ui+CtLTAU 
IF  (AdSCoELT^U/US ) -TGL)  2SCo,  27ôc,  27: : .  
27CC IF  ( ITER- imITER)  2fcC C ,2OC C ,  2730  
27bC WRITE (b ,2753  )  
2755  FORMAT (  27H1 ITEr^ATI  CNS FAILED IN  CCHdC)  
GO TO 2413  
28vu L i (L )=US 
290C P(  L )=31-B2*U(L)  
T (L)=B5»P(L) *U(L)  
H(L)=0 .0  
DO 291C 1=1 ,NOS 
CC 29 IC J= i ,N i \  
2910  H(L)=H(L)+A( I ,L ) *T(L) * * (J -1 )  
RHu(L)=ZMW*P(L) / (RV*T(L j )  
FKAX=1.G 
IF  ( I tXTRA( l ) )  31CC,3CCC,31CC 
3Û00 RE(L)=1-E+2C 
6C TC 36CC 
31CC iB IG=l  
MULT=G 
CALL TRANSP <T(L) ,P(L) ,L ,MULT, IB  IG)  
IF  (KAY-«U*CP)  3300 ,3306 ,320:  
32GC F  MA X=KAY/ (CP*MU)  
3300  CO 3530  1=1 ,NOS 
KAX =  I  
DO 35GC J=1 ,KAX 
IF  (D IH( I ,J ) *RHO{L) /MU-FMAX)  3  5CG,35CC,34CC 
34GC FKAX=DIH{ I ,J } *RHC(L) /MU 
350C CONTINUE 
DELY(L)=ObLY(L)+DELY(K2)  
RE(L)=RHC(L)*U(L) *DELY(L) / (MU*FMAX)  
360G MA(L)=U(L)»SGRT( (CP*ZMW-RCON) / (CP*T(L) *RU) )  
c 
C REINDÊXING STRLANTU8E PROPERTIES 
C 
IF  ( (<2-K)  j tCC,36CC,39Ci ;  
36CC L=L- i  
GC TC 4CCC 
39C0 PH1(L)=PHI (L+1)  
R(L)=R{L+i )  
SX(L)=SX(L+1)  
X(L)=X(L  +  1 )  
Y(L)=Y(L+1)  
L  =  L+1  
4CÛC KMAX=KMAX-1  
IF  (L-KKAX)  41CG,4 iCC,9CûO 
41G0 DO 43CC L2=L,KMAX 
AA(L2»=AA(L2+1)  
00  42OC I=1 ,NDS 
C( I ,L2)=C(  I ,L2+ I )  H  
42GG XSd,L2)=XS( I ,L2  +  1 )  
DELY(  L2)=DELY(L2+1)  
H(  L2)  =  H(L2+1)  
HûCT(L2)=NDCTIL2+l )  
P (L2)=P(L2+1)  
PHI (L2)=PHI (L2+i )  
PHI2{L2)=PHI2(L2+1)  
R(L2)=R(L2+1)  
RE(L2)=RE(L2+i )  
RHQ(L2)=RHC(L2+1)  
SX(L2)=SX(L2+1)  
T (L2)=T(L2+1)  
U(L2)  =  U(L2+1)  
X(L2»  =  X{L2  +  i )  
Y{L2J=Y(L2+1)  
4300  MA(L2)=MA(L2+1)  
90GG IF  ( IBUGSH)  9 ICG, lOCOG,91GC 
91CC WRITE (6 ,92ûCJ 
92GG FORMAT (31H1 STRcAMTlJBcS AFTER COMBINING)  
CALL PUTQUT (1 )  
lOuOO RETURN 
END 
SUBRCUTINE FLUX CCI  
C 
C THIS  SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FLUXES OF MASS,  MOMENTUM,  AND HEAT 
C ASSUMING LAMINAR TRANSPORT 
C 
COMMON A(1G,5)  ,AA(6C)  ,ALFA( iC ,  10)  ,ALPHAH ,ALPHAP 
1  ,ATOL ,eETAP ,BMIX f C l l l I C )  ,C (10 ,6C)  
2  ,C12(  IC)  ,C2(1C,6C)  ,CABAR(1G )  vCBBAR( lC)  ,CP 
3  fCPS(10)  ,CPSM ,CSH(10)  ,CSH1(  10)  ,CSTREM( iG)  
4  ,MXSTRM ,D2 IH( iO, lC]  1 ,DEFF(10)  ,D2EFF(1C )  ,DELTA 
5  ,011  ,DELSS(6C)  ,DELS fDELSC ,DLS(6C)  
6  ,D IH(10 ,10)  ,D12  ,DELY(60  )  ,013  ,DPDY(6û)  
7  ,D14  ,DPHIDS(6C)  ,EPCCN 
8  ,EPSLON ,EXTRA(50)  ,FSTtP ,FKAX ,GRAD 
9  ,H i l  ,H(60)  ,HH ,HJ  ,  HPM (  10  )  
V ,H2PM(1C» ,H3PM( IC)  , ICONST , ICOUNT , I0ENT(10)  
1  , I£RRCR ,  I  EXTRA (50)  , IFLAG , IK IND 
2  , IPTUC , ISHOCK , ITYPL- , IPD 
3  , ID IFF ,  K ,KAY ,KAYS ,KAY2 
4  ,KLG ,KMAX 
5  ,KUP ,KU ,LL  ,LPLANE ,MA 
6  ,MASH ,MDCT ,MMAX ,MUC ,MU 
7  ,MU2 ,MUS ,MW ,MW2 ,MWSh 
8  ,NbOUNO ,NDS ,N ITER ,NMAX ,NN 
COMMON NUCASE ,CMEGA(1C)  ,P11  ,P(6C)  ,P12  
1  ,P2(6C)  ,PB(50)  ,PABAR ,PBBAR 
2  ,  PBS ,P i5  ,PHI (6C)  ,PHI6 (5C)  













































,XS( lC ,oC)  
,Y2<60)  
























,X(  6C)  

























,S2X ,  f TR2SH 
»FPHI(2,t.G) ,FP( 2 
,INDL(2f6j) NCR (2,60) ,FC(2, 
,N  
, 1 * If H\/-> . If u 






,RW( ICC)  








tX6BAR( IC)  
,Y (6G)  









' f M  l buJ » riu 
^ ,M 1C *MW2 
CCMMCN/ INPUX/  ITD,XG,YG,FRAC 
C0MMÛN/TRANUX/D7(10) ,Û2T(  1C)  
DIMENSION COENCM( IO) ,  PDENCM( IC) ,  TDENOM(IC)  
D IMENSION DENCM ( ICf lû )  
DIMENSION BcTAdC)  
DIMENSICN I0RDP(10) ,ZZJJ( i : )  
IF  (NbOUND)  lC ,3Gt lC  
C(K)=0 .Û 
fKW 















,U2( fcG)  
,USH 
,UWS 
,X lp  
,XK(5G )  
,Y12  
,Z11(  10)  
f X Z S H  















TAW( K)=C.  C 
DG 20  1=1 ,NDS 
2C ZJn.K)=C.C 
GG TO ICCCC 
c 






Dû 5C 1  =  1 ,  NOS 
C8eAR( I )=CABAR{ I )  
5C XBBAR( IJ=XAEAR(1)  
PB6AR=PABAR 
NOV£R=j  
IF  ( IF  LAG)  lGC,40C, iôe  
ICO YABAR=.5* (Y(K+1)+Y2{K+1) )  
TABAR=.5* (T(K+1)+T2(K+1) )  
KU=K+1 
UBAR(KU)=SGRT( .5*<U(K+1)* *2+U2(K+1)* *2 ) )  
RHABAR=.5* (RHC(K+1)+RH02(K+1) )  
l i e  RBVG=C.254(R(K)+R(K-1)+R2(K)+R2(K-1) )  
RAVG=Ù.25* (R(K+1)+R(K)+R2(K +  1  )+R2(K) )  
13C ZMk2=C.C 
CO 200  1=1 ,  NCS 
CABARd)= .5* (C(1 ,K+1)+C2( I ,K+1) )  
200  ZMW2=ZMW2+CABAK( I ) /MW(  I )  
ZKW2=i .C /ZMk2 
DO 3CC 1  =  1 ,NDS 
300  XAEAR( I )=CABAR( I ) *ZMW2/MW(I )  
PAE,AR=.5»(  P (K+1)  +  P2(K+1 )  )  
GO TO 600  






































IZC RDVG=C. i3^(R(K )+R(K- l )  )  044  
RAVG =  s ; .p=f (K(K+l  )+R(K)  )  C43  
DO 5CC 1=1 ,NOS C4o 
CAbAR( I )=C( I ,K+ i )  C4? 
5CC XAdAR( I )=XS( I ,K+1)  046  
PABAR=P(K- f i  )  049  
6CC DC 6Ù2 1=1 ,NDS C3C 
IF  (XA5AR( I ) -C .75)  6C2, 6 c l ,6Cl  051  
6G1 IF  (XbDAR( ï ) -0 .7D)  603 ,604 ,604  052  
6C2 CONTINUE C53 
C 
C TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
C 
603  MULT=0 054  
GC TO 605  055  
604  MULT=1 056  
IB IG=I  057  
605  CALL TRANSP(TABAR,PABAR,K+1,MULT, I  B IG)  058  
C 
C DETERMINING SMOOTH PRESSURE GRADIENT FOR PRESSURE DIFFUSION 
C 
IF  (K-2 )  6C6,b06 ,62C 059  
606  SUMDCT=C.O 060  
DO 61C MM=1,KMAX 061  
610  SUMDOT=SU.MDOT+MDÙT(«M)  062  
DPDMAV=(P(KKAX)-P(1 ) ) / (SUKDOT-0 .5* (MDCT(1)+MDGT(KMAX)) )  063  
MM=C 064  
620  DPDM=(G.5* (R(MiM)  +  R(KMAX )  ) /R(K)  ) *=S=D£LTA*OPDMAV 065  
C 
C CALCULATION CF HEAT FLUX AND SHEAR 
C 
DENCMU=(MDCT(K+1 )+MCCT(K)  ) / (RHABAR=HJBAR(K+1)*  RAVG * *OELTA*MU+ C66 
*RHBoaR*UBAR(K)^^ RbVG * *DELTA*MU2)  / (2 .  C**DELTA*PI  )  067  
CENGMT=(MDCT(K+1)+«DCT(K) ) / (RHA6AR*UBAR(K+1)*RAVG * *DELTA*KAY 068  
*+RH8BAR*UBAR(K)»  RBVG * *DELTA*KAY2) / (2 .0*»DELTA*PI )  069  
TAW(K)=(U6AR(K+1) -UBAR(K) ) /DENGMU C7u 
G(K)=(TABAR-TEeAR) /CENCMT 071  
tn 
00 
625 IF  (MULT)  1880 ,63C,188C 072  
C 
C SPECIES FLUX CALCULATION—MULTIC0MPGN6NT DIFFUSION 
C 
630  DC 6o6  1=1 ,NCS C73 
DO ôo6 J= i ,NCS J74  
666  CENCMd,  J  )=  (RKABAR**2*DIF! (  I ,  J  ) *UBAR(K+1)*  RAVG »»DELTA+RHB6AP**  075  
*2* i )2 IH( I  ,J ) *UBAR(K)*  RBVG »»CELTA)*2 .u**DELTA*PI  076  
700  NUSE =  NDS 077  
DC 850  1=1 ,NDS 078  
ZJ( I ,K)=0 .& 079  
IDRCP( I I=0  CSC 
IF  (XBBAR( I ) )  850 ,750 ,850  081  
750  IF  (XABAR( I ) )  850 ,800 ,850  082  
800  IDROP ( I )= l  C83 
NUSE=N0S£-1  084  
850  CONTINUE 085  
900 1=1 086 M 
11=1 087  S  
NOVER=0 088  
925  IFdDRCPd) )  1550 ,950 ,1550  809  
C 
C DRIVING FORCES 
C 
950  BETA(  I I )= - (XA6ARd) -XBBAR( I ) ) / (MD0T(K+l )+MD0T(K) )=S^2.C 090  
960  F l=BETAdI )  091  
990  IF  dPD)  1000 ,1003 ,1000  092  
1000  EETA(  I I )=BETA(  I I  ) - (  (XA&AR(  I  ) -CABARd )  )  +  (  XBBARCI  ) -CBBARd )  )  ) *DPCK/ (  093  
*0 .5»(PABAR+PBBAR))  094  
1002  F2=BETA( I I ) -F l  095  
1003  IF  ( ITD)  1005 ,1050 ,1005  096  
1005  IF  ( I - l )  1012 ,1007 ,1012  097  
1007  DC 1010  J=2 ,NCS 098  
1010  BETA(  I  I )  =  BETAdI  )+ (XABAR (  I  )+X BEAR (  I  )  )  * (XABAR(J  )+XBBAR(  J  )  ) * (  AL0G(  099  
*TABAR)-ALOG(TBBAR)) / (MDGT(K+1)+MD0T{K) ) * ( (DT{J)+D2T(J) ) / (CABAR(J)+  100  
*C86AR(J) ) - (0T(  I )+D2T(  I ) ) / (CABAR( I )+CBBARd) ) ) / (D IH(  I ,J )+D2IH(  1 ,J )  )  101  
GO TO 1014  102  
1012 BETA( I I )=BETA(  in  + (XABAR( I )+XB8AR< I ) I * (XABAR{  1)+XBBAR(  1 ) ) * (AL0G(  
*TABAR)-ALOG(TbBAR)) / (MDCT(K+1)+MDCT(K) ) • ( (ÛT(11+D2T( ! ) ) / (CABAR(1)  +  
*CBBAR(  1 ) ) - (0T(  I )+D2Tn) ) /<CABAR( I )+CBBAR( l ) ) ) / (D IH( I t l )+D2IH( I f l l  i  
1014  F3=BETA(in -F l -F2  
1G30 IF ( I -1 I  105C,1C35,1C50 
1035  INT6ER=ALPHAP 
IF  (MCOILLf lMGER)  )  1050 ,1040 ,1050  
104C WRITE (6 ,1C45)  K ,F1 ,F2 ,F3  





105C ALFA ( I I , I I )  =  0 .0  
DO 1200  J=1 ,NDS 
IF  ( IDROP (J ) )  1200 ,1100 ,1200  
1100  IF  (J - I )  115C,12CC,115C 
1150  ALFACI I , I I )=ALFA<I I , I1 I - (XABAR( I )+XBBAR{ I ) ) * (XA8AR(J)+XBBAR(J) ) /C  
•denomci ,J ) * (CABAR( I )+CBBAR( I ) ) )  
1200  CONTINUE 
IF  ( I1 -2 )  1500 ,1250 ,1250  
1250  J=1  
JJ=1 
13C0 IFdDROPtJ)  )145C,1350 ,145C 
1350  ALFA(11 ,JJ)=(XABAR( I )+XBBAR( I ) ) * (XABAR(J)  +  XB8AR(J) ) / (OENOMI I ,J ) *  
* (CABAR(J)+CBBAR(J) ) )  
ALFA< JJ ,  I I  )=ALFA(  H ,JJ) * (CABAR(  J)+CBBAR(  J )  ) / (CABARl I  )+  CBBAR( I  )  )  
IF (JJ- I I+1)  1400 ,1500 ,1500  
14C0 JJ=JJ+1 
1450  J=J+1 
GO TO 1300  
15CC 11=11+1 
1550  1=1+1 
IF  ( I I -NUSE+l )  925 ,925 ,1600  
1600  L=0  
IF  (NUSE)  1630 ,1630 ,1602  




































1604 L=L+1 137  
IF ( I -L )  16C5,1610 ,1605  
1605  IF  { IDROP(L) )  1604 ,1606 ,1604  138  
1606  ALFAtJJ ,NUSE)=(XABAB( I )+XBBAR<in* (XABAR(L)+XBBAR(L) ) / (DENOMCI ,L) *  139  
* (CABAR( I )+CBBAR( I ) ) )  140  
1610  ALFA(NUSE,JJ)=1 .0  141  
BETA(NUSEI=C,0  142  
1625  IF  ( I I - l )  1630 ,1650 ,1650  143  
163C DO 1640  1=1 ,NOS 144  
1640  ZJ( I ,K)=0 .0  145  
GC TO 10000  446  
1650  YYY=0,0  147  
1652  CALL MATE7(10 ,NUSE,1 ,ALFA,BETA,YYV,ZZJJ,J )  148  
GO TO (1700 ,1655 ,1675) ,J  149  
1655  WRITE (6 ,1660)  150  
1660  FORMAT(40H1DETERKINANT OVERFLOW IN  SUBROUTINE FLUX)  151  
GO TO 1690  152  
1675  WRITE (6 ,1680)  153  
1680  FORMAT (40H1SINGULAR DETERMINANT IN  SUBROUTINE FLUX)  154  
1690  CALL DUMP(A(1 ,1 ) ,N ,5 )  155  
1700  DG 1750  I I  =  1 ,NUSE 156  
1750  ZZJJ(11)=ALFA(1 I ,1 )  157  
11=1  158  
1800  DO 1850  1=1 ,NDS 159  
IF  ( lORGP( I ) )  1850 ,1825 ,1850  160  
1825  ZJ( I ,K)  =  ZZJJ I I I )  161  
1840 11=11+1 162 
1850 CONTINUE 162  
C 164  
C RECHECK TC SEE THAT MASS FRACTIONS STAY POSIT IVE 165  
C 166  
DC1875 1=1 ,NDS 167  
IF  (XABAR( I ) )  1855 ,1855 ,1865  168  
1855  IF  (ZJ( I ,K) )  1865 ,1865 ,1860  169  
1860  IDROP( I )  =1  170  
ZJ( I ,K)=0 .0  171  




N0VER=1 173  
6C TO 1675  174  
1865  IF  (XBBAR( I ) )  1870 ,1870 ,1875  175  
187C 1F(ZJ(1 ,K>)  18fco ,1875 ,1875  176  
1875  CONTINUE 177  
IF  «NÛVER)  900 ,1878 ,500  178  
1878  GC TO 1925  179  
1880  DC 1890  1=1 ,NOS 180  
IF  ( IB IG- I Ï  1885 ,1890 ,1885  181  
1885  CDENOMt Jl )= fMCOT(K)+MDOT(K +  l )  > / (RHBBAR««2*D2£FF(  I ) *UBAR(K»*PI * (2 .0*  182  
*RBVG)*»DELTA+RHABAR**2*DEFF( I )»UBAR(K+1)*P I * (2 .0»RAVGM*DELTA)  183  
ZJX=(CABARI  I ) -C8BAR(1} ) /CDtNGMCI I  188  
PDENOM(I )=CDENOK( I  ) *ZMW»»2/ (0 .5»(XABAR(  I ) -CABAR(  n  + XBBAR( I ) -C88AR 184  
* i I ) ) *MWin*Mh( I8 IGJ* ( .5* (K0CIT(K» +  M0CT(K+l )  )  ) )  185  
ZJP=DPDM/(0 .5*CPABAR+PBBAR)*PDENOM{I ) I  189  
IF  (02T( I ) )  1886 ,2000 ,1886  
2000  IF  (0¥( I ) )  1886 ,2001 ,1886  
1886  TOENOM(I )= (MOOT(K)+MDOT(K+1) ) / (RHBBAR**2*D2T( I ) *UBAR(K)*P I * (2 .0»RB 186  H  
*VG)**DE LTA+RHABAR**2*DT( I ) *UBAR(K+1)*P I * (2 .0*RAVG)**DELTA)  187  S  
ZJT=(AL0G(TBBAR)-AL06(TABAR)) /T0EN0M( I )  190  
60  TO 2002  
2001  ZJT=0.0  
2002  ZJ( I ,K)=ZJX+ZJP+ZJT 
IF  <1-11  1890 ,1887 ,1890  192  
1887  1NTGER=ALPHAP 193  
IF  (MGD(LL, INTGER))  1890 ,1888 ,1890  194  
1888  WRITE (6 ,1045)  K,ZJX,ZJP,ZJT 195  
1890  CONTINUE 196  
ZJ( IB IG,K|=C.0  197  
DO 1900  1=1 ,NOS 198  
IF  ( IB IG- n  1895,1900 ,1895  199  
1895  ZJ I IB IG,K)=ZJ( IB IG,K) -ZJ( I ,K)  200  
1900  CONTINUE 201  
1925  L=C 202  
DIST=X(L) -XC 203  
IF (ABS(DIST) -FRAC*YO)  1830 ,10000 ,10000  204  
1830  FLIMIT=ABS(DIST) / (FRAC»YO)  205  
C(K)  =  Q(K)*FLINIT  
TAh(  K)=TAk(K)* rL IMIT  
DO 1835  1=1 ,NOS 
1835  ZJ( I ,K)=2J( I ,K) *FLiP IT  















THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FLUXES OF MASS,  
ASSUMING TURBULENT TRANSPORT 
CCI  
MOMENTUM,  AND HEAT 
COMMON A(10 ,5 )  
1  ,ATOL 
2  ,C12(1C)  
3  ,CPS(1C)  
4  ,MXSTRM 
5  ,011  
6  ,D IH( iG,10)  
7  ,014  
8  ,EPSLON 
9  ,H11  
*  ,H2PM(10)  
1  , IERRCR 
2  , IPTUC 
3  , ID IFF 
4  ,KLC 
5  ,KUP 
6  ,MASH 
7  ,MU2 





,D2 IH(1Û,1C)  
,DtLSS(60)  
,D12  
,DPHIDS(  6C)  
,  EXTRA (5C )  
,H(6C)  
,H3PM(10)  
, IEXTRA(5C)  







,ALFACIC, IC  
,BMIX 
,CABAR( IC)  
,CSH(10)  
,DEFF(10)  
t D E L S  











,  NITER 
} ,ALPhAH 
,C11  ( IC)  
,C6BAR(10)  















,C(  10 ,00)  
fCP 




,  GRAD 
,HPM(1C )  








COMMUN NUCASE ,OMtGA(  10)  
1  ,P2(bC)  
2  ,P6S ,P15  
3  tPHISHi  ,PHSTRM 
4  ,PHI2 (6C)  ,PHiBS 
5  ,PSH1 ,PSI  
6  ,C11  ,3 (60)  
7  , t iW(5C)  ,911  
a  ,RBS ,R13  
9  ,RCGN ,R15  
* ,RHO(60)  ,R17  
1  ,RHSMOM ,RHABAR 
2  ,RSTREM ,RV 
3  ,S8(5C)  
4  ,S13  ,SX(60)  
5  ,T2(60)  ,TABAR 
6  ,TAW(60)  ,TXTR1 
7  ,TSHi  ,TSTREM 
8  ,TS ,U11  
COMMON i  UXTRl  ,UXTR2 
1  ,USH1 ,USTREM 
2  ,X i l  ,X(6C)  
3  ,XB{50)  ,XBS 
4  ,XS(10 ,60)  ,XSH 
5  
6  ,Y2(6C)  ,YABAR 
7  ,ZJ<  10 ,6C)  ,ZMW 
8  ,FX(2 ,60)  ,FR(2 ,60)  
9  ,FU(2 ,60)  , INDL(2 ,6G)  
* ,M ,N  
REAL KAY ,KAYS( i0 )  
* ,MA(60)  ,MU 
* ,MW(10)  ,MW2 
,P I1  ,P(6C)  ,P i2  
tPtOQ)  ,PA6AR ,PBBAR 
, P H I )  ,PHi6 (5v)  
,PH1W(ÔC)  ,P18  
,P1  ,PK(1Û)  ,PSH 
,PSTRLM ,PK(5C)  
,exTfa  ,QXTR2 
,R(60)  ,R6(50)  
,KdAR(6C)  ,R14  ,R2(60)  
,RE(6C)  ,RESH ,R16  
,RHC2(6C)  ,RHS(10)  ,RHSEN 
,RH8GAR ,RU ,RSH 
,R19  ,RW (100)  , s  
,SC(  IG)  ,SW(50)  
,T11  ,T (6Û)  ,T12  
,TB6AR ,TC(10)  ,T14  
,TXTR2 ,TOL ,TSH 
,TW(5C)  ,TWS 
,U(60)  ,U12  ,U2(60)  
,U14  ,UBAR(60)  ,USH 
,UW(50)  ,UWS 
,X12  ,X2(6C)  
,XABAR(10)  ,XBBAR(10)  ,  X15 
,XSTREK ,XW(50)  
,Y11  ,  Y(6C)  ,Y12  
,YBBAR ,2A(10)  ,211(10)  
,S2X ,R2SH ,X2SH 
,FPHI (2 ,60)  ,FP(2 ,60)  ,FT(  2 ,  c O )  
, INDR{2 ,60)  ,FC(2 ,60 ,1G ) ,CAR01 
,KAY2 ,KW ,MDOT(60)  
,MUS(10)  ,MUC(10)  ,MU2 
,MASH ,MASHI  ,MhSH 
uunnuN/inrvA/ x iu»f/\v/T 
CGMMCN/TRANUX/DT(10) fD2T( IG)  
D IMENSION CDEKOM(IO) ,  PDENGM( 
D IMENSION DENÛM (10 ,10)  
<Tl 






D IMENSIO N  I D R O P l IC ) , Z Z J J < iC )  
IF  (NBCUNOI  10 ,30 , IC  
10  Q(K)=C.C 
TAW(K)=C.G 
OG 2o  1=1 ,NCS 
2C ZJ( I ,K)=C.Ù 
GC TO ICCOO 
C 
C SETUP OF AVERAGEO FLOW QUANTIT IES NEEDED 
C 




DO 50  1=1 ,NOS 
CBBARI I )=CAEAR( I )  
50  XBBAR{ I )=XABAR( I )  
PBBAR=PABAR 
N0VER=0 
IF  ( IFLAG)  lCC,4CC, iOC 
100  YABAR=.5* (Y(K+I I+Y2(K+1) )  
TABAR=.  5 *  (  T (  K+1 )  +T2  (  K+1 )  )  
KU=K+1 
UBAR(KU)=SQRT( .5* (U(K+i ) * *2+U2(K+l ) * *2 ) )  
RHABAR=.5* (RHQ(K+1)+RH02(K+1)1  
110  RBVG=0.25*<R(K)+R(K-1)+R2(K)+R2(K-1) )  
RAVG=C.25* (R(K+1)+P(K)+R2(K+1)+R2(K) )  
13C ZMk2=0.0  
DC 200  I=1 ,NCS 
CABAR( I>= .5* (C( I ,K+1)+C2( I ,K+1) )  
200  ZMW2=ZMW2+CABAR( I ) /MW( I )  
ZMW2=l .C /ZMk2 
00  30C 1=1 ,NOS 
300  XABAR( I )=CABAR(n *ZKW2/KW(  1 )  
PABAR=.5* (P(K+1>+P2(K+1) )  
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SUBROUTINE LQCATt (Xe ,y6 ,X l tY I ,X2 ,Y2 ,X3 ,Y3 , IFGLCD)  COl  
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE LCCATES THE UPSTREAM PûSIT iUN lF  A SHOCK POINT 
C BETWEEN TWO STREAMTUBES FRCP A PRtVI  CSLY CALCULATED NCNUMFCRh 
C FLCwFIELD 
C 
DIMENSION XL0C(3)  002  
C IFGGCÛ =  1  PCINT IS  BGUNÛEC CC3 
C =2  FCINT IS  NET BCLNDED 0C4 
DC 22  1=1 ,3  CC5 
GO TO (10 ,12 ,14)  ,  I  CC6 
10  XX2 =  X I  007  
YY2 =  Y1  GC8 
GO TO 16  Ct9  
12  XX2 =  X2  010  
YY2 =  Y2  C12 
GO TO 16  013  
14  XX2 =  X3 014  M 
YY2 =  Y3 C IS  5  
16 0  =  SQRT( (XX2-XB)* *2+(YY2-Ya)* *2 )  016  
CCST = (XX2-XB) /C  C17 
IF  (YY2.GE.YB)  GC TG 20  018  
XLCC( I )  =  3 .+CÛST 019 
GO TO 22  020  
20  XLOC( I )  =  l . -COST 021  
22  CONTINUE 022  
IF  (XLCC(3} .LT .XLGC{2J  )  GO TC 55  023  
IF  (XLOCC1) .GE.XL0C(2) .AN0.XL0C( i ) .LE.XL0C(3) )  GC TC 50  024  
40  IFGCOD =  2  C25 
GO TO ICCCG 026  
50  IFGCOD =  1  027  
GO TO 1CÛCC OZÈ 
ùb IF (XLCC(L) .GE.XLCC(2).CR.XLûC(1).LI£,XLGC( r) ) GC TO îiC Ô29 
GO TO 4Ù C3: 
LOOÔC RETURN CLL 
END C3K 
SUBROUTINE NAT E7  (  IC IM,NN,  MM,  At  E»  DET,  INC,NOGO)  
C 
C THIS  SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE EQUATION AX=6 hHERE A ,X ,  AND B ARE 
C MATRICES 
C 
DIMENSION A( ID IM, I ) ,B( ID IM,1) , IND(1)  
C SET IN IT IAL CONSTANTS h  
N=NN S  
M=MM 
NCGC=1 
C SPECIAL CCNSIDERATION WHEN THE CRDER CF MATRIX A IS  1 .  
IF (N.NE. l )  GO TO 3  
IF (A(1 ,1 ) .E0 .C. )  GC TO I IC  
HOLD=A(1 ,1 )  
Du 1  1=1,M 
1  A( l , I )=B{ i , I ) /HOLD 
DET=0ET*H0L3 
RETURN 
3  NM1=N-1  
NP1=N+1 
C IN IT IALIZE DETERMINANT 
DETM=DET 
C IN IT IALIZE COLUMN INDICATORS 
DC 5  1=1 ,N 
5  IND( I )= I  
C BEGIN TRIANGULARI2ATIJN TO GET UPPER TRIANGLE 




SEARCH FOR P IVOTAL f rLEMENT 
BIGA=A6S<A(K,K) )  
DO 10  I=K,N 
DO 10  J=K,N 
IF (8 IGA.GE.AES(A( I ,J ) ) )  GC TC i :  
BIGA=ABS(A( I ,J )  }  
KR=I  
KC=J 
IC  CONTINUE 
TEST FOR SINGULAR MATRIX 




IF (KR.EQ.K)  GO TO 30  
DO 20  I=K,N 
HOLD=A(K, I )  
A(K,  I )=A(KR, I )  
20  A(KR, I )=HCLD 
INTERCHANGE ELEMENTS OF RIGHT HAND S IDES 
CC 25  L=1 ,K 
HCLD=B(K,L)  
B(K,L)=6(KR,L)  
25  B(KR,L)=HCLD 
CHANGE S IGi \  OF DETERMINANT DUE TG RCW INTERCHANGE 
DETM=-DETM 
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS 
3C IF (KC.EQ.K)  GO TO 55  
DO 40  J=1 ,N 
HOLD=A(  J ,K)  
A(J fK)=A(J ,KC)  
40  A(J ,KC)=HCLD 
INTERCHANGE COLUMN INDICATORS 
I= INû(K)  
IN 'Dt  K)= I  ND(KC)  
IND(KC)=  I  
CHANGE S IGN GF DtTERMNAM CUt  TO COLUMN INTLRCHAiMGt  
DETM=-DETM 
DIV IDE REDUCED EQUATICN-ON,  BY LEADING ELEMENT 
55  DO 6  J  I=KP1,N 
60  A(K, I )=A(K, I ) /A{K,K)  
DG 63  L=1 ,K 
63  B(K,L)=8(K,L) /A(K,K)  
REDUCE MATRIX AND RIGHT HAND S IDES 
DC 70  I=KP1,N 
DO 65  J=KP1,N 
65  A( I ,J )=A( I ,J ) -A( I ,K)»A(K,J )  
DO 70  L=1 ,N 
70  B( I ,L )=B( I ,L ) -A( I ,K)»B(K,L)  
F INAL TEST FDR SINGULAR MATRIX 
IF (A(N,N1.EQ.C. )  GC TO I IC  
COMPUTE F INAL DETERMINANT 
DET=OETM*A(N,N)  
BACK SUBSTITUE TO OBTAIN SOLUTION VECTORS 
00  80  L=1 ,K 
B(N,L)=B(N,L) /A(N,N)  
DC 80  1=1 ,  NMl  
HCLD=C.  
J=N- I  
DC 75  KC=1,  I  
K=NP1-KC 
75  HOLD=HOLD+A(J ,K)*B(K,L)  
6C B(J ,L )=B(J ,L) -HCLD 
REARRANGE SOLUTION VECTORS TO ORIGINAL ORDER 
DO 90  1=1 ,N 
J= IND( I )  
00  90  L=1 ,M 
90  A{J ,L)=B( I ,LJ  
RETURN 
SINGULAR MATRIX -  REDUNDANT SET OF EQUATIONS 




SUBROUTINE CRTHOG (  S I  Dct  L  IM1 ,L  IM2 )  COl  
C 
C THIS  SUBROUTINE CONSTRUCTS KCPfALS FRCK THE UPSTREAM SHOCK 
C POINT TO THE NEAREST ORTHOGONAL SURFACES FROM A PREVIOUSLY 
C CALCULATED NCNUMFCRM FLOWFIELD.  
C 
COMMON A(10 ,5 )  ,AA(6C)  ,ALFA(10 ,  IC)  ,ALPhAH ,ALPHAP 
1  ,ATOL ,BETAP ,BMIX ,C11(10)  ,C(  10 ,60)  
2  ,C i2 ( I G )  ,C2< 1C,6C)  ,CABAR(10  )  ,CBBAR(10)  f C P  
3 ,CPS(10)  ,CPSH ,CSH(1G)  ,CSH1(  10)  ,CSTREM( IC)  
4  ,MXSTRM ,D2 IH(10 ,10)  ,DEFF(10)  ,Û2EFF(10)  ,DELTA 
5  ,011  ,0ELSS(60)  ,DELS ,DELSO ,DLS(6C)  
6  ,D IH(10 ,1C)  ,012  ,DELY{6u)  ,013  ,DPDY(60)  
7  ,014  ,DPHIDS(6C)  ,EPCON 
8  ,EPSLCN ,EXTRA(5G)  ,FSTEP ,FMAX ,GRAD 
9  ,H11  ,H(60)  ,HH ,HJ  ,HPM(10)  
* ,H2PM(1C)  ,H3PM( IC)  , ICONST , ICCLhT , IDENT(1G)  
1  , I£RRCR , IEXTRA(5C)  , IFLAG , IK IND 
2  , IPTUC , I  SHOCK , I  TYPE , IPD 
3  , ID IFF ,K  ,KAY ,KAYS ,KAY2 
4  ,KLC ,KMAX 
5  ,KUP ,KK ,LL  ,LPLANE ,MA 
6  ,MASH ,  MOOT ,MMAX ,MUO ,MU 
7  ,MU2 ,MUS ,MW ,MW2 ,HWSH 
a  ,NBOUND ,NDS ,N ITER ,NMAX ,NN 
COMMON NUCASE ,CKEGA(1C)  ,P11  ,P (6Û)  ,P i2  
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» i- h I (c . ) ,PhiB(5L ) 
,FHIk(r:) , Fib 
,P1 , Pfs( ) f P 
,PiTKi-K ,Pk(2v) 
,..0\TU1 ,KXTK^ 
f K ( o ) ,RL(rv ) 
f HL-An ( t ^  ) ,R14 ,R2(c V) 
f K c ( 6 V ) ,RhSF ,Ric 
,PH02(6:) , r- hS ( i - ) ,RhSch 
JRho oAK ,RU ,RSH 
,Ri9 , KU ( i:, ) ,s 
,£C( 10) ,Si\(5 j ) 
fTll ,T(t:) ,Ti2 
fTBBAh ,TJ(iv, ) ,714 
fTXJRZ ,TÛL ,TSH 
,TW(51 ) ,TWS 
,U(6C) ,Ui2 ,U2 (6: ) 
,U14 ,U3AR(6:) ,USH 
tUrt (5C ) , Uk.s 
,Xi2 ,X2( 61:) 
,XALAR(1Û) t X3BAR(IC) ,X15 
tXSTREM ,XW(5G) 
,Y11 ,Y(6C) ,Y12 
,YBEAR fZA(iC) ,Zil(lC) 
,S2X iP2SH ,X2SH 
,FPHI(2,6C) ,FP(2,fcC) ,rT(2,6C) 
, I NCR (2 ,oJ) fFC(2»fcj»iC) jCARCi 
,KAY2 ,KW ,KDCT(60) 
tKUS(IC) ,Mu:(ic ) ,MU2 
.MASH rMA SHI MhSH c O #Mk2 
INTEGER SIDt,DIRCTN.PRCFl,PRCP2 . noTc--/,i 
COMMON /INTKP1/ NSTRrt(2),TSFC(2),PSFC(2)fUSFC(^),PHI(2), 
iCSFC(2tiC),DPTSFC(2) 
COMMON /I3UGS1/ IBUGSH 
CGPMCN/CRSHcK/XTRYf RTRY 








cX-  fR(S ICE,L IM2J-FR(SIC£,L IMl )  uud 
CX=AX*XTRY+^X»RTRY '  
IF (AX.kU.O. )  Gw TLi  2C Civ 
TEKP=-dX/4X*hX(SjDE,LJMl )+FA(SIC&,L IMl )  C l l  
T tMPl  =  AX+BX+6X/AX 012  
X ihT=(CX-6X*TEdP) /TEkPi  C l i  
RINT =  1EPP+8X/AX*XINT Ci4  
GO TO 3C e i5  
2C X IM = FXCSIDE.L IMi )  b i t  
RI i \T=(CX-AX*XINT) /SX 017  
3C DPTSFC(SIDE)  =  SQRT( (X]NT-XTRY)* *2+(RINT-RTRY)* *2 )  
D ISC =  (X IhT-FX(SI0E,L IMi ) ) * *2+(AINT-FR(SI0E,L lMl ) ) *»2  CIS  
Xr t ID l= (FX(SIDE,L lKl )+FX{SIÙE,L IK2) ) /2 .  G 20  
PMICi  =  (FR(SIDE,L  IMl  )  +  FR(S ICE,L  IM2 )  ) /2 .  021  
PROPl  =  L IM2 022  
D2SQ =  (XMIDl -FX<SiDE,L IMl ) ) *$2+(RMIDl -FR(SIDE,L IKl ) ) *»2  C23 
DIRCTN =  1  C24 
IF  (D2SQ.LT.DISG)  DIRCTN =2  C25 H  
GC TO (  4C ,  47  ) ,  DIRCTN 026  
4C J  =  L IMl  027  
42  IF  (J .EQ. l )  GO TO 54  028  
J  =  J -1  C29 
44  XMID2=(FX(SIDE,L IM1)+FX(SIDE,J) ) /2 .  C3C 
RMID2={FR(SIDE,L IM1)+FR(SID£,J} ) /2 .  031  
PRCP2 =  L IH l  C32 
GO TO 56  033  
47  J  =  L IM2 034  
49  IF  (J ,EQ.NSTRM(SIOE) )  GC TC 54  035  
J  =  J+1  036  
52  XMD2 =  (FX(SICE,L IM2)  +  FX(SIDE,J) ) /2 .  C37 
RMID2 =  (FR(SIDE,L IK2J+FR(SIDE,J) ) /2 .  C38  
PR0P2 =  J  039  
GC TG 56  04C 
54  PR0P2 =  PROPl  041  
GC TC 57  042  
56  DPTMDl  =  SGRT( (X IhT-XMIDl ) * *2+(RIAT-RKIDl ) * *2 )  043  
ÛMD12 = SQRT((XMIDi-XMI02)»*2+(RMIDl-AMID2)**2) 044 
w 
PRTKAT = DPTkDl/OMDiJ C4L, 
57 ISFC(SIDc) = FT(SIOE»PRLPl) + PRFKAT-(FT(SIt;t,PRtP^. J-FÏ(SIi3£:,PKCPi) ) I 4o 
FSFC(Sir.c) = FP(SICfcf PKtPl J+PRPkA7={-( FP(SIDctPRLP^)-FP( SIDCfPRUPl) ) C47 
USr-ClSIOu) = FU(SIi>c,PKCPl)+PKFKAT=.MFU{SICb,PRCP2)-f-iJ(SIDt,PFL,Pi)) v48 
D C  1=1,KCS 049 
i39 i:SFC(SlUc,IJ - FC(SIDE,PRCPl,I) + PRPRAr + tFC{6ICt,PRJPZ, Il-FLCSICa, L5C 
IPRÛPl,!)) Ibl 
C5SC = (FX(SIDt,LIiV2)-FX(SlCt,LIMi) )=i-=f2 + {FR(SIGb,LI«2)-FR(SlJc, 052 
lLIKl))*-2 Cb3 
PhlSFC(SIDt) = FPF.i(SICE,LIMl) + (FPHI( SI Jc ,LIK2)-FPHI (SICL*LIf(i) C54 
iSGRT(ClSt/C3SG) 055 
IF (laUGSH.EG.C) GC TO I C C C C  056 
KRitt <D, 62) AX,eX,CX,TEMP,TEMPr,XINT,RINT,CPTSFC(SI0£),01SG,XMID C57 
ii,RHI01,PRGPl,D2SG,DIRCTN,XMI02,RMI02,PRCPZ,[PTMLl,Ch012,PRPRAT, 058 
2TSFC(SIDE),PSFC(SIDE),USFC(SI DE),D3SQ,PrilSFC<SI CE),SIOt,LIM,LIM2 059 
62 FORMAT (/2CH RESULTS FRCM CRTHCG/4H AX = IP 115.6, BX=£15,c,4h CX=E 06 C 
115.6,cH TcMP=E15.6,7H TEMPI=E15.6/6H XINT=tl5.6,6H RINT=E15.o,8h D 061 
2PTSFC=E15.6,6H D1SQ=E15.6,7H XMIDi=E15.6/7H RMID1=E15.6,/H PRGP1=I C62 
33,cH D2Sù=E15.b,6H DIRCTN=I3,7H XMID2 = E15.6,7H RMIC2=E15.o,7H PROP 063 
42=I3/8H 0PTM01=E15.6,7H UMD12= Ei5.6,8H PRPRAT= E15.6,6H TSFC=£ 064 
515-6,6h PSFC=E15.6/6H USFC=E15.6,6h D3SQ=£15.6,6H PHISFC=E15.e, 065 
66H SIDc=I4,6H LIM1=I4,6H LIH2=I4) 066 




C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN AND INITIALIZES ALL DATA EXCEPT THAT 
C HAVING Tu DC WITH AN EXTERNAL NON-UNIFORM FLOW FIELD 
C 
CÛKMG IM A( IC, 5) ,AA(60) ,ALFA( 1C , 1C) ,ALPhAH ,ALPHAP 
1 ,ATGL , bETAP , BMIX ,C11(1C) ,C(1G,6:) 
2 ,Ci2( IC ) , C2( K,6C) ,CABAR( IC) 
tCPSdO) ,CPSH ,CSH(iv ) 
4 ,MX5TRM ,l32IH( 1C,1C) ,DcFF(10) 
5 ,Cii tcelssccc) ,UCLS 
b ,Dlri(1C,1C) ,012 ,DtLY(oC) 
7 ,c14 ,0PH10S(6C) ,tPCGf\ 
b • EFSLC'N , EXTRAfrû ) ,fstep 
9 ,h( 6C) ,hh 
,h2PK(10 ) , h3P.M( IC ) ,ICONS! 
1 tlERROR ,IEXTRA(50) fiflag 
2 , IPTUC ,ISHGCK ,I TYPE 
3 ,IDIFF ,k ,KAY 
4 ,klo ,KNAX 
5 ,KUP ,kw ,ll 
6 ,kASH ,MCCT ,MKAX 
7 ,MU2 ,MUS ,yk 
8 ,N6CUND ,NCS ,NITER 
COMMON 1 NUCASÉ ,GMEGAdC) fPll 
1 ,P2(60) ,PB(5C ) 
2 ,PBS ,P15 ,PHI (ÔC ) 
3 fPHISHi ,phstrk 
4 ,prii2(6c) ,PHIES ,pi 
5 ,PSH1 ,PSI jpstrek 
6 ,Qli ,Q(6C) ,QXTR1 
7 ,cw(3g) ,R11 ,R(6C) 
8 ,rbs ,p15 ,RdAR(ÔC) 
9 ,rccn ,R15 ,Rt(6c) 
» ,RH0(6C) ,R17 ,rhg2(6c) 
1 ,RHSMOh ,RHABAR ,RHBBAR 
2 ,RSThEM ,kv ,R19 
3 ,SB(5C) ,SC(1C) 
4 ,S13 ,SX(6c) ,t11 
5 ,t2(6c) ,TABAR jTBBAR 
6 ,TAW(6C) ,TXTR1 ,TXTR2 
7 ,TSHi ,TSTReK 
8 ,TS ,Uil ,U(6C> 


































• JLS( 6l) 































1 ,USH1 ,LSTREM ,Uh(BV) ,UKS 
2 ,X11 , X(6C) ,X12 ,X2(cc) 
3 ,Xc(50) ,XDS ,XAbAR(10) ,XÔDAR( 1;..) ,X15 
4 ,XS( lC,c.) , X 5 H  ,XSTRtM , X 11 ( J _• ) 
K ,Yli ,Y(EL) ,Y12 
C ,Y2(tC) ,YA3AR ,YOoAR ,ZA(lj) ,Zil( IC ) 
7 ,ZJ(IC,cC) ,ZMW ,S2X ,R2SH ,X2SH 
8 ,FX(2,6L) ,FK(2,bJ) ,FPHI(2,cO) ,FP(K,C: ) ,FT(^,6:) 
9 ,FU(2,6:) ,INDL(2,ÔC) ,INDh(2,60) ,FC(2,oO,iv ),CAR01 
* ,N , N 
REAL KAY ,KAYS(i_) ,KAY2 , K.W ,;-10GT(6.) 
* ,MA(6C) ,KU ,NUS(1^) ,MUO (10) ,K02 
* ,fW(101 ,K*2 ,HASH ,MASH1 ,MkSH 




CCMMCN/TRNSPT/ fLFTC(lC ) ,D£XP(10 ) 
CÛMMÛN/IWPRG/ ICSH,IIN 
EQUIVALENCE (IVISC»IEXTRA(i)),(IPCH,lEXTRAi 5)) 
CQMMÛN/INSHCP/ PCC,TGL,UCC,FHCC,CûC(iC) 
COMMGN/SHÛPUT/ XSHWtR SHWf P SI W,PSH W,TSH W ,L/SHh tC Sh W( IC) 
CC«MGN/CHcMI/NUl<2C,15),NU2(20,15},RF1(2C),RF2(23),RF 




INTEGRAL PARAMETERS,LIMITS,ANC SWITCHES 
CAPDl = 1. 
READ (5,ICC) K^AX,^^,KF,IP,ITYPE,IKI^C,MMAX,^MAX,NDS, 
*IDIFF,LPLANE,IPTUC, IPCh, ISHOCK,IBUGSH,ITO,ICSH,IBURh, 
*ITURB 
ICc FORMAT (1113,111,115,1013) 
£XTRA(3)=KMAX 
ALPHAP=KP 
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS AND CONVERSIONS 





















tiiifiD (5,200) EETAP,hJ,hCCiN 017 
2C0 F0RMAT(otl2.4) CIB 
C 
C NLN-IMTEGKAL PAKAKtiTtRS 
c 
RtAD (3,25C) MLPHAH,tPSLJ.>l,TGL,0-LlA ,ATLL,FSTcP,GRAO,FRAC,f RACTN 019 
250 FCRKAT (SE9.4,1E8.4) C2C 
tXTRA(4)=FRACTN 021 
IF (ITC) 26C,27G,26C 022 
26C READ (5,i6Cu) (ALFTb(I) ,I = 1 ,NCS) G23 
READ (5,i6CC) ( DEXP( I ) ,I = 1,ND5) 024 




C ENTHALPY PCLYNGMIAL CONSTANTS 
C 
DC 300 1=1,NCS 028 
3CC READ (5,2C0) (A(I,J),J=1,NN) 029 
DC 340 J=3,NN C30 
DO 34C 1=1,NDS C31 
IF (A( I,J )) 330,340,33C 032 
33Û ICCNST=1 C33 
340 CONTINUE 034 
C 
C TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
C 
IVISC=J.O 035 
DO 350 1=1,NOS 036 
350 READ (5,40C) IûENT(I),MUO(I),T:(I),OhcGA(I),PR(I),SC(I),Kk(I) 037 
400 F0RMAT(A4,8X,5E12.4,1E8.2) C38 
IF (ITURB.EG.O) GC TG 450 
READ (5,425) TLE,TPR,EDDYK,DELMIX 
425 FORMAT (4E12.5) 
IVISC=1 
GC TG 650 
of3C MU=1J.L*»(-2J) 
MU2=10.L**(-2C) 
IF (IBUkN-1) IICC,7Cv,ll.C 
biC CGMINUb 
41rC ÛU ÔCC 1 = 1.WDS 
IF (MUJ(I)) DcCfôCC,50C 








C CHEMICAL REACTION INFCR^AÏICN 
C 
7CC J=hDS+\CAT 
DO aOC M 1=1,NCR 
800 READ (5,85:) (NL-1 (H I, I ) , 1= 1, J ) , (NU2(M1, I),I = 1,J) 
85C FORMAT (3012) 
CO 900 M1=1,NCR 
9CC READ (5,950) RFl ( fl ), PF2 ( Ml ), RF5 ( M1 i, RBK M1) , R 32( M1), RB 3{ M i ) 
95C FORMAT (6E12.5) 
IF (NCAT.EQ.O) GC TO 1C75 
DO ICCO J=1,NCAT 
lOCC READ (5,1050 ( ICAT( J,I ) ,I ^ 1,NDS) 
1050 FORMAT (1012) 




INNER STREA^LI^E PCSITICN 
IICO K=0 













OTHER STREAMLINE POSITION AND STREAKTUBE PROPER 
K=1 
12CC READ (5,2CC) X(K),R(K),PHI(K),P(K),T(K),U(K) 
049 
05 0 
6=SURT((X(K)-X(K-l))**^ + (R(K)-R(K-ij)**2) O'JX 
IF (ABS(PHl(K)-PHI{K-i))-l.Ct-C6) liJC,13CC,i4Cv C52 
i3oC ûtLY(K>=3 C33 
C-û TJ 15.. C54 
140L CcLYC K)=(PHI(KJ-PPI(K-l))*d/(2.CtSIN(.5*(PHI(K)-PHI(K-l)))) C5b 
15CC AA(K)=PI*(R(K) + R(k-l))**OLLTA*[cLY(K) C'jà 
Y(K)=Y<K-l)+CfcLY(N) 057 
C 
C STREAMTUSE CGMPCSITICN (SPcCIES MASS FRACTIONS) 
C 
READ (5,1ÔCl) (C(I,K)»I = 1,NCS ) C58 
16CC FGRiXAK 10ES.5) 059 
C 
C SETUP CALCULATIONS 
C 
19C: 060 
DO 2CCC 1=1,NuS C61 
2Û0C ZMW=ZMrt+C(I,K)/MK( I) 062 H 
ZMW=i.C/ZMH C63 u) 
DO 2iûC 1=1,NOS C64 
2100 XS(I,K)=C(I,K]vZMW/MW(I) 065 
24C0 RHC(K)=ZKW*P(K)/(PV4T(K)) C66 
MDOT(K)=RHO(K)*U(K)*AA(K) 067 
FMAX=1,0 068 
IF (I Vise) 2406,24C2,24Co C6S 
2402 DC 2404 1=1,NDS 070 
CPS(I)=0.0 071 
DO 2404 J=2,NN 072 
2404 CPS(I) = CPS(I) + FL0AT(J-l)*A(I,J)»T(K)**<J-2) 073 
GO TO 24:8 074 
24C6 I8IG=1 075 
MULT=0 076 
CALL TRAiMSP ( T ( K) , P ( K) , K , MULT , IBIG ) 077 
2406 CP=Û.Û 078 
DC 2410 1=1,NDS 079 
2410 CP = CP + CPS(I)*C( I,K) O&C 
IF (KAY-MUxCP) 2430,2430,2420 081 
Z42C FMAA=KAY/(CP*ML) 
CL Z45L 1 = 1,NCS 
MAX=I 
DU 245J J=l,kAX 
IF (ÛIh(I,J)*RHL(K)/MU-FMAX) 2-+!^  0 , ^4f> J , 24ML 
244C FMAX= DiH(1,J)*RHG(K)/KL 
245C CCMIlvUE 
hE(K)=RHC(K)*U(K)»DcLY(K)/(^U»FhAX) 
KA(K) = U(X)*S4RT((CP*Zdk-RCLN)/(CP*T(K)*RU) ) 
H(K)=C.0 
00 £5C: I=ltNDS 
DO 25CG J=1,KN 
25CG H(K)=H(K)+A(I,J)»C(I,K)*T(K)**(J-1) 
IF (K-KHAX) 260C,27CC,Z7:0 
2d00 K=K+1 
GO TO iZCO 
2700 YO=Y(KMAXJ 
C 
C WALL CCNDITICINS 
C 
DC 28CC 1=1,KMAX 
28GC READ (5,2CC) XK( I ) ,Rk( I) ,PKI W ( I ) ,Pkv( I ) ,SW ( I ) 
37ÛC SWA=0.0 
PHI WA = G. û 
M= 1 
PkSH=Pk(M) 
IF (PHIw(M)) 39CC,38CC,39CC 
3800 PHIW(rt)=PHI(M-l) 
39CC M=%+i 
IF (PHiW(M)) 43CC,4CGC,430C 
4GCC IF (M-MKAX) 41oû,42CC,42CC 
4iC0 PHIW(M)=ATAk((Rk(M+l)-Rk(M-l))/(XW(M+l)-Xk(M-l))) 
GC TO 4300 
42 CC PHIW {K ) =2 . C * AT AN ( ( Rk ( M ) -RVJ ( M-1 ) )/ ( XW ( M ) -XW ( M-1} ) ) 
PHIW(M)=PHIKM)-PHIU(M-1) 





IH (A8S(FKw/(X*<K)-Xk(M-i)))-l.[-C6) 46LC,4cCL,45LC 
4bCC OLLSkA=(fHik(t)-PHlh(M-l))/PKW 
GL TL 47uC 
46CC DjLLSWA=SGRT ( (XW(K)-Xh(M-i ) l**2 + (Rh(h)-R%(K-i) )*% 2) 
47CC ShA=5kA+JbLSkA 
SWIM)=SWA 
48CC IF (M-KHAX) 39:C ,t9CC,^9 :j 
49JC Où 300C N=1,NMAX 
bcCO READ (5,2CL) XE(N),RS(M,PHlb(N),Pe<N),S6(N) 
57CC SkA=G.0 


















IF (PHIB(N)) 59CC,560Ô,59ÛC 
PHIB(N)=PHI(KMAX} 
N=N+1 
IF (PHIB(N)) 63CC,6CCC,63CC 
IF (N-NMAX) 61C0,62C0,62G0 
PHI8(N>=ATAi\( (BB(N+1}-RB(N-1) )/ (XB(N+1 ) - X e ( N-i ) ) ) 
GO TO 63C0 
PHI6(N)=2.0»ATAN((RB(N)-R6(N-1)1/(X8(N)-XB(N-1))) 
PHIB(N)=PHI3(N)-PHIB(N-1) 
IF (SB(N)) 675Cf64CC,675C 
FKW=(SIN(PHIB(N))-SIN(PHIB(N-1)))/(XB(N)-XS(N-1)) 
IF (AôS(FKW/(XB( N)-XB(N-l) ) }-l.E-£'6) 66CC,6600,6500 
DELSWA=(PH1B(N)-PHIB(N-1) )/FKW 




IF (N-NMAX) 59CC,68CC,68CC 
IF (IKIND-3) 6905,6850,6850 
CGNDITICNS BEHIND CUTER SHOCK 
READ (5, 2CG) XSH,R SH,P SI ,P SH , TSH , USH 
I l o  
117 



































READ (5,690C) (CSH(I),I=1tNDS) 
6900 FORMATI1:E8,2) 
PBS=PSH 
EXTERNAL FLCW PROPERTIES AT FIRST SHOCK POINT 
READ (5,2CC) XSTREK,RSTKEM,PHSTRM,PSTREM,TSTREt,USTREM 
READ (5, 69CC ) (CSTREMt 1) » I = 1,N0S ) 
6SC5 IF {ITYPË-3) 7ÛCC ,6910,6910 
; CCKCITICN5 BEHIND INNER SHOCK 
6910 READ (5,200) XSHK, RSHW, P SI W ,P SH W, TSHW , USH W 
READ (5,6900) (CSHW(I),1=1,NDS) 
EXTRA(ll)=PShk 
7000 IF (ITYPE-3) lOCOC,7300,73CÛ 
73CC READ(5,200>XCC,ROC,PHCC,PCC,TCC,UGC 
READ (5,69CC) (C00(I),I = l ,N0S) 

























THIS SUBROUTINE WRITES CUT THE FLOW PROPERTIES 
AT THE DESIRED ORTHOGONAL SURFACES. 





















5 ,011 ,DELSS(6C) ,DcLS 
6 ,DIH(iC,lG) ,012 ,DELY(6C> 
7 ,D14 ,DPHIÛS(6C) ,EPCCN 
8 , tPSLGiN ,EXTRA(5C) ,FST£P 
S ,H(6C) ,hH 
* ,H2PMCIC) ,H3PM( IC) ,ICONST 
1 , lERRC'R , I EXTRA (5J ) , IFLAG 
2 ,1PTUC ,ISHûCK ,ITYPE 
3 ,IDIFF , K ,KAY 
4 ,KLC ,KMAX 
5 ,KUP ,KW ,LL 
6 ,MASH ,MCOT ,HMAX 
7 ,KU2 ,KUS ,Mh 
8 ,NBOUNO ,NDS ,NITER 
CÛPKCh 1 NUCASE ,OMEGA(10) ,P11 
1 ,P2(6C) ,PE(5C) 
2 ,pas  ,Pi5 ,PHI(6C) 
3 ,PHISH1 ,PHSTRK 
4 ,PHI2(6C) ,PHIBS ,PI 
5 ,PSH1 ,PSI ,PSTR£M 
6  ,011 , 0 (60)  ,eXTRl 
7 ,QW(50) ,R11 ,R(6C) 
8  ,RBS ,R13 ,RBAR(6Û) 
9  ,RCON ,R15 ,RE(6C) 
* ,RH0(6G) ,R17 ,RHG2( 60) 
1 jRHSMCM ,RHABAR ,RHBBAR 
2 ,RSTREM ,RV ,Ri9 
3 ,SB(5G) ,SC(1C) 
4 ,S13 ,SX(6C) ,Til 
5 ,T2(6G) ,TABAR ,TBBAR 
6 ,TAW(6G) ,TXTR1 ,TXTR2 
7 ,TSH1 jTSTREM 
,U(6C) 8  .TS ,U11 
COMMON 1 UXTRi ,UXTR2 ,Ui4 
1 ,USH1 ,USTREM 
2 ,X11 ,X(6C) ,X12 















































































,Yil ,Y(6C) ,Y12 
,YABAR ,YBBAR ,ZA(1Û) ,Z11(1C) 
,ZKk ,ScX ,hZSH ,X2SH 
,FR(2,6L) ,FPHI(2,6C) ,FP(2,6C) ,FT(2,ôO) 
















*RBl(2û),Rd2(2C), RB3( 2C),NCAT, IB URN ,NCR, SPRCD ( iC) ,ICAT(5,1G) 
DIMENSION SUMKIC) 
GO TO (5C,13CC,15GC),ICUT 
50 L=G 
SUMDGT=C.C 
DC 7 5 1=1,NOS 
75 SUMI(I)=0.0 
WRITE (6,100) LL,X2(L),R2(L),PHI2(L) 
100 FORMAT ( IHD, 15, 8X,3HXk=, £ 11. 4, 3X ,3HR W=, E11.4,3X,5HPHIk=, 
*E11.4) 
L= 1 
250 IF(LL) 225,26u,260 
225 KRIT£(o,30C) L,X(L) ,F(L),PHI(L),T(L),P(L),U(L) 
GO TO 325 
26C WRITE (c,300 ) L,X2(L),R2(L),PHI2(L),T2(L),P2(L),U2(L) 
30C FORMAT*lHw,5X,15,5X,2HX=, Ell.4,4X,2HR=, £11.4,4X,4HPHI=, El 




375 JF(LL) 350,380,380 
330 WRITE (6,400) MA (L), DEL V ( L ) ,H( 1. ) ,HTK , TAU( L ) ,C( L) ,PTK, RHC ( L) , SX ( L ) 
*,SUMDCT 
4CC F0RMAT(14X,3HNA = , 111.4,3X ,5HDL-LY= , E11.4,iX ,2HH=, E11.4,4X, 


























*tll.4,=X,4hRhG=, Lii.4,2X,3HSX=, t11.4,3X,7HSUMCCT=, Eli.4 028 
*) ijy 
GO TO 41C C3C 
38C WRITE (c,4vL) MA ( L) , CdL V ( L) ,h( L ) ,HTK , TA L) ,0 ( L ) ,PTK, RhL2 ( L ) ,S X ( L) Cii 
*,SUMDCT 032 
41C hRITc (6, ICC:) 1:33 
1.0J FCRMAT(IHl) C34 
IF (NÛS-1) 45C,43t,lC53 C3-3 
1C5G Dû 1299 1 = 1,KDS <-36 
IF (ItXTRAd)) 112C, 1110, ll^L C37 
lllC IF (LL) 1105,1115,1115 C38 
110 5 WRITE (c, 1200 I, C ( I ,L) , XS( I ,L) C39 
GC TC 12S9 C4C 
1115 WRITE (6, 1200 ) I,02(I ,L),XS(I,L) 041 
120C FCRMAT<14X,OhSPtCIt,14,7X,2HC=, E11.4,4X,2HX=, cll.4) 
GO TO 1299 C43 
1120 SUMI(I)=SUMl(I)+MDLT(L)*C(I,L) 044 
1150 IF (LL) 1125,1160,1166 045 
1125 WRITE (c, 1225) I ,C ( I ,L) , XS( I , L) , SUMI ( I ) , Z J ( I , L) 046 
1225 FGBMAT(14X,6HSPECIE,I4,7X,2HC=, E11.4,4X,2HX=, E11.4,3X,3HF1=, 047 
* E11.4,3X,3HZJ=, Ell.4) 048 
GO TO 1299 049 
1160 WRITE (6,1225) I, C2 ( I, L ) , XS ( I, L >, SUM I( I ), Z J ( I, L ) C50 
1259 CONTINUE 051 
450 IF (L-K) 500,600,60: 052 
5CC L=L+1 053 
GO TO 25u 054 
1300 IF (NBCUND) 1320,1310,132u 055 
1310 K=C 056 
DELPHI=PHI(K)-PHIShl 057 
WRITE (o,140C) LL,K,X2(K),P2(K),PHI2CK),PSIW,DELPHI 058 
K=1 059 
GC TC 600 060 
122C DELPHI=PHI(K%AX)-PhI5hl 061 
WRITE (6,14CC) LL,KMAX,X(KKAX),R(KMAX),PHI(KMAX),PSI,DELPHI 062 
1400 FCRMAT (I HO,5HSHOCK,2X,3HLL=,14,2X,2HK=,12,2X,2HX=, E11.4,2X,2HR 063 
*=, E11.4,2X,4HPHI=, Eli.4,2X,4HPSI=, Ell.4,2X,7H0ELPHI=, E 064 
*1i.4) 
GO TC cCC 
15CC WRITE (6,19JC) 
i9vC FORMAT ( 1 HO , • S T CI CHI t T R IC CUdf-FICltiNT N.ATK1X») 
J=MDS+KCAT 
CG 20JO M1=1,NCR 
2CCC HRITE (O,21CC) (NUI (Mi,I ),! = !,J),(kU2(Kl,I ),!=!, J) 
21CC FORMAT (IH ,3LI2) 
WRITE (6,2200) 
22CC FORMAT (IHC,•REACTICK RATES') 
DO 23CC M1=1,NCR 
2300 WRITE (6,2400 Ml, RFi ( MI), RF2 ( Ml ), RF3( M1), RdK rt 1 ), Rb 2( M 1) , RB3( M1) 




THIS SUBROUTINE DOES THE SHOCK CALCOLATIGN 
COMMCN A(1C,5) ,AA(tC) ,ALFA(1Û,1C ) ,ALPHAH ,ALPHAP 
1 , ATOL ,etTAP ,BMIX ,011(10) ,0(1:,6C) 
2 ,012(10) ,02(10,60) ,CABAR(1C) ,CbBAR(iC) ,CP 
3 ,CPS( IC) ,CPSH ,CSH(1C) ,0SH1 (10) ,CSTREM(10) 
4 ,KXSTRM ,02IH(1C,1G ),DEFF( 10) ,D2EFF(iL) ,DELTA 
5 ,011 ,CtLSS(6G) ,DELS ,DELSO ,DLS(DG) 
6 ,DIH(10, 10) ,D12 ,DELY{60) ,D13 ,DPDY(60) 
7 ,014 ,CPHICS(60) ,EPCGN 
8 ,EPSLON ,EXTkA(5C) ,FSTtP ,FMAX ,6RAD 
9 ,H11 ,H(60J ,HH ,HJ ,HPM(1C) 
* ,H2PM(iC) ,H3PK(10) ,ICCNST , ICOUNT , IDENT( 10) 
1 , I ERROR , ieXTRA( 5C) ,IFLAG ,I KI ND 
2 ,IPTUC 


































8 ,FXi 2,6C) 
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MHZ t MrtSh 
NMAX f Nl\ 
P(ov) t P 1 2  
PAL'AK ,PEBAR 
,PHIo(bC) 
PHIW( 3 C  )  , p i e  
PRdC) ,PSH 
,Ph(5 C )  
G X T R 2  
,R6(5C) 
R 1 4  ,R2(fcû) 
RESH ,R16 
RHS(IC) ,RHSEN 
PU , RS H 
Rk(lCG) f S  
, S W ( 5 C )  
T ( 6 G )  , T 1 2  
T C (IC) , T 1 4  
T C L  , T S H  




X 2 ( 6 0 )  
XBBAR(IC) ,X15 
,Xk(5 C )  
Y ( 6 0 )  , Y 1 2  
ZA(IC) ,Zil(lC) 
R2SH , X2SH 
FP(2,60) , F T  ( 2 , 6 0 )  
FC( 2 , c C ,  IC) ,CARD1 
RtAL KAY ,KAYS(1:) ,KAYi ,KU ,MDCT(b.) 
1 ,KU ,NUS(io) ,MUC(1C) 
2 .MW2 fWASH ,MASH1 ,KbSH 
CCkMLh/SHCFUT/ XSHW,RbKh,PSlk,P5HW,T6hh,UShW,CSHW(lc) 
C0i'^MJN/SHLSHC/XiSH,R3SH 







IF (dXTRA(4).NË.C._) GC TG 5 
GSTEP=FSTËP 
GC TO iL 
5 GSTEP=f STEF-(FSTEP-tXTRA(5) )*( 1 .-FKULT }/EXTRA(4) 
IG IF (LL) 24,24, 5C 
C M 
C DETERMINING UPSTREAM PRCPERTIES AT INITIAL SH.CCK PCINT S 
C 
24 IFHFLAG) 5C,25,5C 
25 ZMB=C.C 
GG TO (27,26,27,27,26), ISHGCK 











27 IF(IKINC-3) 3C5,305,28 
28 CPB=C.C 
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CL rC yô 
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Où 44 1=1,NOS 




C LOCATING NEW SHCCK FCINT 
C 
50 IF (NbGUND) 1CC,2GC,1CC 
ICC R2SH = (RSri-XSH*TAN(PSI)+R2(K}*TAN(PHI2(K))*TAN(PS I)+X2(K)*TAN(PS 1)) 
*/( i.C+TANCP SULTAN (PHI 2 (K)) ) 
X2SH=(R2 (K)-R2SH)*TAK(PhJ2 (K ) )+X2(K J 




3ÛC CALL SHCPRC 
CPSH=C.O 
MWSH=0,C 
DO 50C 1=1,NDS 






IF (ICGNST) 15CC,4CC,15CC 
C 
C SHOCK CALCULATION FOR CONSTANT GAKKA 
C 
C 








If- INBOUND) c2C,c:v,6ZL 
6:0 IP (DELPHI 1625,oOb,6C5 












GO TO 1175 ^ 
62C IF (DELPHI) 6C5p6C5,63C 
625 ZETA=(SIN(PSIk-PHIShi))**2 
GC TO 700 






80C IF (ITER-NITER) 9CC,9CC,1CCC 
900 ZETA=ZtTA+CLZETA 
GO TO 70C 
ICCC WRITE (6,1050) 
1C5C F0RMAT{27H1ITERATICNS FCR ZETA FAILED) 
CALL PDUMP (A(l,i),N,5) 
c 
C DtTERHINATICN OF ShCCKEC GAS PROPcRTIES 
C 
llCC C0N4=CPSh*TSHl+VSHi*»2/(Z.C*hJ) 
IF (IMDÛUND) iibC, 13CC, ll'IC 
lljC FSH=(J.v*CAKM4*KA6Hl*»2*ZkTA-GfMMA+l.c )/ ( CAN.MA+l.C )-^PSh i 




DC 120: 1=1,NCS 
12GC CSH(n = CSHl( I) 
CO 1203 1=1,NCS 
IF (I3UGSH.NE.:) WRITE (6,1211) i,CSh (I) 
121c FORMAT (5H CSH , II,1H=, IP 1611.4) 
1205 CONTINUE 
IF (I3UGSH.i\t.C) WRITE (fa,122C) PSH ,TSH ,USH ,ZtTA 





GO TO 126C 
1240 FHB=GB*USH1»*2/(2.G*HJ) 
DO 125C 1=1,NOS 
DC 1250 J=1,NN 
1250 FHB=FH8+GB*A(I,J)*CSH1(I)*TSH1*»(J-1) 
1260 ANGLE=0.5*(PHISH1+PHBOLO) 






DO 1400 1=1,NOS 
14CC CSHWd )=CSH1( I) 
DO 1405 1=1,NDS 
IF {I8UGSH.NE.C) WRITE (6,141C) I,CSHHtI) 
1410 FORMAT(5h OSHW,11,iH=,IP IE11.4) 
1405 CONTINUE 
IF ( IdUGSH.NE.L ] WRITE (6, 1420) PSHW,TSHh,LSHk,ZETA 
142C FURrtAT(cH PShh-,1PlEll.4,3X,&HTSHW=,1 Pifcl1.4,3X,bHUSHw = ,IP IE 11.4, 
*3X,5hZETA=, lPihll.4) 
Gk=MWSH»PShi*USHl/(RV*TShl ) 
IF (ICONST) 144C,143C,144v 
143C FHW=Gwt(CPSK3TShl+USHi»*2/(2.2*HJ)) 
GO TO 146C 
144C Fhk=G**USHl**2/(2.C*HJ) 
DO 145C 1=1,NCS 
DO 145C J=1,KK 
145C FFk=FHW+Gw*A(I,J)*CSH1(I)*TSH1**(J-1) 
146C ANGLE=C.5»(PHISHl+PkWGLD) 




SHCCK CALCOLATICiN FCR VARIABLE HEAT CAPACITY 
i5CC hl=0 .0 
00 16C0 J=1,NK 
DO 16GC 1=1,NDS 
1600 Hl=Hl+A(I,J)*CSHl(I)*TSHl**(J-i) 
DO 1900 1=1,NDS 
IF (NBOUND) 17CC,18CG,1700 
17CC CSH(n=CSHl( I) 
GO TO 19CC 
18Cb CSHW{I)=CSHl(i) 
190C CONTINUE 
IT ER = 0 















































GC TC fcC3 
22JC lTcK^ITtR+1 
h2 = 0.0 
CP= :. V, 
CO 2 JO J 1=1, NOS 
DC Z3JC J=1,NN 
HZ=H2+A( 1 ,J)*CSH1( I )-TS= 















IF <IBUGSH.NE.C) WRITE (6,235C) G(I) ,G(2) ,TS,THS,DGD(1,1 »,DGÛ(1,2) 
*,DGD(2,1),0GC(2,2) 
225C FORMAT <12X,4E12.5) 
YYY=G.O 
CALL MATE?(2,2,1,CGC,G,YYYfXX,J) 
GO TO (260L,24CL,25CC),J 
24C0 WRITE (6,24C5) 
24G5 FORMAT (42lilDET£RKINANT CVERFLCW 
GO TO 2510 
25Û0 KRITE (6,2505) 
2505 FCRKAT ( 42H1 SINGULAR OETERMINAkT 
2510 CALL PDUMP (A(1,1),N,5) 
CALL EXIT 
26GC DO 265C 1=1,2 
265C XX(I)=DGD(I,1) 
IN SUBROUTINE SHOCKE) 








































IF (ABS(XX(i)/TS)-TCL ) 28.L,27:C,Z7CC 
270C TS=rS+XX(l) 
THS=THS+XX( 2) 
IF ( ITEk-iNITER ) 22CC,22CC,275C 
275c WRITE (6,1C5C) 
GJ TJ 251C 
2dJC IF <A8S(XX (2)/THS )-TC.L) 2SCv,27CL,27CC 
29CC IF (NjuUNO) 31:L,5CCJ,31^: 
30Û0 TSHW=TS 
USHW=S QRT(2.*HJ*(hl-F2}+UShl**2) 
PSHW=PSHlv( l. + MWSH/( RV*6ETAP*TSH1)*USH1**24SIT**2*(1.-TAD/TAT J ) 
2ETA=SIN(THS)**2 
DELPHI=-DELPHI 
GO TO 135C 
31GC TSH=TS 
USH =SQRT(2.*HJ*(Hl-H2)+USHi*^2) 
PSh =PSHl*(l.+MkSH/(RV*BETAP*TSHl)*USHi**2*SI T**2*(1.-TA0/TAT)) 
ZETA=SIN(THS)*»2 
GO TO 1175 
6000 IF (NBGUND) 6Dv5,bC5C,6ûù5 
6CC5 P6S=PSH 
IF (DELPHI) 6vC7,6CL6,6CL6 
60G6 PSITBY=ABSIN(SGRT(ZETA) )+PF:ISH1 
GO TO 6C:8 
6GÛ7 FSITRY=ARSIN(SQRT(ZETA))+PhI2(K) 
6CC8 IF (IFLAG) 6010,6009,6010 
60CS PSI=C.5^( PSI+PSITRY) 
GC TO iOCCO 
EXTERNAL SHOCK — CALCULATION CF PROPERTIES STREAMTUBE 







DU cC15 L=l,KkAX 2c!? 
bCiS SU(HUùT=SUMDCT+Mi:0T(L)-2.c/ifl2(L)+R2( L-1) ) 266 
bkASUM=B%ASUy+PRCJA*C.b*(Gb+LkuLO) 267 
ahSUM=8HSUM+PRCJA*G. 5-M PH6+FHBCLD ) 266 
IF (leUtSH) oC17,oC16,bC17 
6Ci7 WRITtf (6,oCi8) BFACT, FROJA, BNASUMf bFSUM, GB, ÛBcLD, FHb, FHBGLU 
*, ANGLE, MASHI 
bCiÔ FCRMAT(7H BFACT = tl2.6,6h FROJp=Ei2.6, SH 6MASLf = Ei2.6,8H OHSUN-t 271 
412.6/4H Gb=fc.l2.6,7H GBGLD=tl2 . o ,fa H FHB=l12.6,9H FHBOL û= E12.6, 8H 272 
ANGLE=E12.6/7h MAShi=E12.6) 2/b 
WRITE (6,6019) SUKCCT 
6:19 FORMAT!8H SUMDGT=t12.6) 275 
c016 IF (BMASUX*2.C/(R25H+R2(KMAX))-i.24SUMC0T/GSTEP) 74CC ,6C2C , 6 C 2 v J  276 
C 
C ADDING NEM STRcAMTUBE TC SHOCKED FLOW 
C 
6C2Û KMAX=K«AX+1 277 
X(KMAX)=X2SH 278 
R(KHAX)=R2SH 279 
IF (DELPHI) 6C25,6C25,6C22 280 
6022 PHI(KMAX)=PhI(K) 281 
GC TO 6C27 282 
6025 PHI(KMAX)=G.5*(PHI(K)+PhiSHi} 283 
6327 P(KMAX)=PSH 284 
AA(KMAX)=PI*(R(KKAX)+R(K))»*DELTA*B 285 
IF (KGUNT) 6C26,6028,6026 28 6 
6C26 Z=(BMASLM*RV/(AA(KfAX)*KwSh*P(KMAX)))**2/(2.C*KJ) 287 
IF (ICONST) 41GL,4CCC,41CC 288 
4CCC T(KMAX) = (SGRT(CPSH**2+4.C ^ Z-BHSJM/BnASUM )-CPSH )/( 2.C*Z) 289 
GO Ta 47CC 290 
4100 ITER=0 291 
TS=TSH 292 
42CC ITfcR=ITERfl 293 
GG=Z*TS**2-BHSUK/eKASUf 294 
DGG=2.0*ZvTS 295 
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cCVC XSd,J)=XS(I,J-1) JoJ 
OfcLY(J)=DcLYIJ-l) io4 
H(J) = H(J-1) llci, 
MA(J)=MA(J-i) 366 






SX(J)=SX(J-1 ) 373 
T(JJ=T(J-1) 374 





R2(J)=R2(J-1) 380 M 
RHC2 (J)=RHG2(J-1) 381 * 
T2(J)=T2(J-l) 382 
U2(J) = U2(J-1) 383 
X2(J)=X2(J-1J 384 




IF (J-i) 6075,o075,6C65 389 
C 
C ADDING NEW STREAMTLBE TC SHOCKED FLOW 
C 
6075 J=1 39G 
P(J)=PSHW 391 
P2(J) = PSHW 392 
AA<J)=PI*(R3SH+R(J-l))**DELTA*B 393 
IF (KIND 6C76,6C77,6C76 394 
6G76 Z= (WKASUK*RV/(AA(J)*MkSH4P(J)))**2/(2.0*HJ) 395 
IF (ICOIMST) 51CC,5CCC,&1CG 396 
SCùu T(J) = (SGRT(CPSH»*2+4.0*Z*WHSUM/WXASUM)-CPbh)/(2.C*Z) 3S7 
T2(J) = T(J) 398 
CC TC 57CJ iy«^ 
51.L ITER^C 4CC 
TS=TSHw 4:1 
?20C ITtR=ITER+I 4C^ 
GG=2*TS**2-KHSUN/kMASLM 4J3 
DGG=2.L*Z*T6 4C4 
DC 525: 1=1,KCS 4C5 
DO 525C L=1,NN 4C6 
GG=GG+A(I,L)*CShW(I)*TS**(L-l) 4C7 
525C DGG=DGG+FLGAT(L-i)*A(I,L)*CShk(I)*TS»»(L-2) 4C3 
DËLT=-GG/DGG 409 
TS=TS+DELT 410 
IF (ABS(DELT/T5)-TCL) 56CC,53CC,53ÛC 411 
5300 IF (ITER-NITER) 52GC,4400,44CC 412 
56CC T(J)=TS 413 
T2(J)=TS 414 rv 
57GG U(J)=MMASUK*RV*T(J)/(AA(J)*MWSH*P(J)) 415 g 
U2(J)=U(J) 416 
GG TG 6078 417 





6078 WfASU«=0-0 423 
kHSUM=O.C 424 
DC 6080 1=1,NOS 425 
C(I,J)=CSHW(I) 426 
C2(I,J)=C(I,J) 427 
6080 XS(I,J)=C(I,J)*f.WSH/MW(I) 428 
RHO(J)=MkSH»P(J)/(RV*T(J)) 429 
RH02(J J=RHO( J J 430 
X(J)=X(J-1) 431 
X2( J) = X2( J-1) 432 
R{JI=R{J-1J 433 
R2(J) =R2( J-i) 434 
PhI(J)=PHJ(J-i) 435 
PHI2(JI=PHI2(J-1) 436 







DC 6C9C I=ltNCS 444 




R2(J) = R3SH 449 
IF (DELPHI) 6C91,6CS2,6C92 45C 
6091 PHI2(J)=PHI2(1) 451 M 
GC TO 6C93 452 ^ 
6C92 PHI2(J)=C.5^(PHI2(1)+PHISH1) 453 
6093 Y2(J)=0.0 454 
DO 770C J=l,KkAX 455 
7700 Y2(J)=Y2(J-1)+DELY(J) 456 
6099 CALL PUTOUT(2) 
C 
C PREPARING FOR NEXT STEP DOWNSTREAM 
C 









































































ALFAIlOflO) ,ALPHAH , ALP HAP 
BMI X ,cii no) ,C(10,60) 
CABAR(IC) ,CBBAR(IC) ,CP 
CSH(IO) ,CSH1(10) ,CSTR£M(1C) 
OEFF(IG) ,D2EFF(10) ,DELTA 
DELS ,DELSC ,DLS(6G) 
DELY(60) ,D13 ,DPDY16C) 
EPCON 
FSTEP , FMAX , GRAB 
HH ,HJ ,HPM(10) 
ICONST ,ICOUNT ,IOENT(10) 
IFLAG ,IKIND 
ITYPE ,IPD 
KAY ,KAYS ,KAY2 
LL ,LDLANE ,MA 
MMAX ,MUC ,HU 
Mk ,Mk2 ,MkSH 
NITER ,NMAX ,NN 































































































,ZMW t f S 2X 
,FR(2,6Û) ,FPHI(2,6G) 
,INDL(2,6û) ,IKDR(2,6C) 
,PB(5C) ,PABAR ,PBBAR 
,PHI(tC) ,PHIB(5C) 
,PHIk(5G) ,P18 
»PI , PRdO ) ,PSh 
,PS1R£H ,Pk(5C) 
,0X1 Ri ,QXTR2 
,K(6C) ,RB(£)C ) 
,RBAR(6C) ,R14 ,R2( 6L) 
,Rc(5C) jF.ESh ,R16 
,RhG2(6C) ,RHS(iC) ,RHSEN 
,RhBBAR ,RU ,RSH 
,R19 ,RW(1CC) t S 
,SC(10) ,SW(5C) 
,T11 ,T(6C) ,T12 
,T6BAR ,TC(10) ,T14 
,TXTR2 ,TGL ,TSH 
,Tw(50) ,TWS 
,U(6C) ,L12 ,U2(oC) 
,U14 ,UBAR{60) ,USH 
,UW(3G) ,UkS 
,X12 ,X2(6C) 
jXABARdO) ,XBBAR110) ,X15 
fXSTREM ,XW(50) 
,Y11 ,Y(60) ,Y12 
,YbBAR ,ZA(1C) tZll(lO) 






,MUS(10) tovl * riu Tiiv/o%x«» 





















C O M M O N / I N P R O /  I C S H . I I N  0 0 7  
C G N M L N / C P S H C K / X T R Y . R T R Y  C O S  
C 0 H M G N / S H G S H C 7 X 3 S H t R 3 S H  C J 9  
I N T E G E R  R l S 2 , R Z S 2 , K i , K 3 , R 2 M l , R l P l  G i C  
D l f É N S I C N  L G C F ( 2 , 1 2 0 ) ,  N T C T ( 2 )  C l i  
D I M E N S I O N  A R H 0 ( 6 , 6 ) ,  A T H E T ( 6 , 6 ) ,  A P ( 6 , 6 )  0 1 2  
I P  ( L L )  i 3 C , l ^ C , 1 3 ^  C 1 3  
I 2 C  R t S H = R t ( K M A X )  C 1 4  
C  
C  T E S T S  F O R  U N I F G R K  C R  k G N - U N I F G R M  F L O W  C I S  
C 
1 3 0  G O  T O  ( 1 3 1 ,  1 4 7 ,  1 4 1 ,  1 4 4 ,  1 4 6 ) ,  I  S H O C K  0 1 5  
1 3 1  T S H 1 = T S T R E M  0 1 6  
P S H 1 = P S T R E M  0 1 7  
U S H 1 = U S T R Ê M  0 1 8  
D G  1 4 0  1 = 1 , N O S  C 1 9  
1 4 0  C S H K I )  =  C S T R E M d l  0 2 0  
P H I S H 1 = P H S T R M  0 2 1  t o  
G O  T O  I C C O C  0 2 2  
1 4 1  I F  ( K )  1 3 1 ,  1 4 2 , 1 3 1  0 2 3  
1 4 2  T S H 1 = T C G  C 2 4  
P S H 1 = P 0 C  0 2 5  
U S H 1 = U G 0  0 2 6  
D G  1 4 3  1 = 1 , N O S  C 2 7  
1 4 3  C S H K I ) = C G O ( I )  0 2 8  
P H I S H l = P H O u  0 2 9  
G O  T O  I C C C C  C 3 C  
1 4 4  I F  ( K )  1 3 1 , 1 4 5 , 1 3 1  0 3 1  
1 4 5  X T R Y = X 3 S H  C 3 2  
R T R Y = R 3 S H  0 3 3  
G O  T O  1 5 0  0 3 4  
1 4 6  I F  ( K )  1 4 7 , 1 4 2 , 1 4 7  0 3 5  
1 4 7  X T R Y = X 2 S H  0 3 6  
R T R Y = R 2 S H  0 3 7  
1 5 0  I F  ( I C S H . N E . O )  G G  T C  4 0 0  0 3 8  
C  
C  N C N - U M F G R M  E X T E R N A L  F L C W  W I T H  T A B U L A R  D A T A  
o 
I )  X T R Y , R T R Y  
F I N D  P R ù P t R T I l  
3 H  R ^ E l S . o )  
S  F O R  P C I N T  P R t C t O I K G  
1 5 1  
1 5 3  
1 5 4  
iefcG^-1 
I F  (  I d L G S H . N E . u )  W R I T L -  ( 6 , 1 5 0 ;  
FORMAT (///b7H btGIN LOGIC TO 
làHLCK/l4H PcIM IS— X=tl5.6, 
I F  ( I F L A G . N b . C )  G C  T O  1 9 2 5  
I F  ( C A R D l . N E . l . ) G O  T O  1 7 3  
C A R D l  =  2 .  
M X S T R M  =  6 :  
M X T C T  =  1 2 C  
I C T S F C  =  C  
1 9  =  1  
G C  T O  1 5 3  
1 9  =  2  
I C T S F C  =  I C T S F C + 1  
J  =  C  
I F  ( I 6 U G S H . N Ê . C )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 5 4 )  I C T S F C  
F O R M A T  ( / 1 9 H  O R T H O G O N A L  S U R F A C E I 4 / 2 H  L 9 X , 1 H X 1 4 X , I H R 1 3 X , 3 H P H I i :  
l P 1 4 X , l H T 1 4 X , i H L 8 X , i C H J N D L  J N C R )  
C O  1 6  5  L = 1 , M X T 0 T  
J  =  J + 1  
R E A D  ( 5 , 1 5 5 )  F  X (  I  9 ,  J )  , F R  (  I  9  ,  J )  , F P H I  (  1 9  ,  J )  , F P  (  1 9  ,  J  )  ,  F T  (  1 9  ,  J  )  ,  
1 F U ( I 9 ,  J ) , J N D L (  1 9 , L  ) ,  J N D R (  1 9 , L  )  ,  (  F C (  I  9 ,  J ,  I  )  , I  =  1  , M D S )  
1 5 5  F O R M A T  ( 6 t 1 2 . G , 2 1 4 / 1 C E 3 . 0 )  
I F  ( J N D R ( I 9 , L ) )  1 5 5 1 , 1 5 5 5 , 1 5 5 1  
R R P = . 5 * ( F R (  1 9 ,  J ) + F R U 9 , J - 1  )  )  
X X X = . 5 * ( F X ( I 9 , J ) + F X ( I 9 , J - 1 ) )  
S M W = O . G  
F C P = C . C  
D O  1 5 5 4  1 = 1 , N O S  
S M W = S M k + F C ( I 9 , J , I ) / P W ( I )  
F C P = F C P + F C ( I 9 , J , I ) * A ( I , 2 )  
C O N T I N U E  
S M k = l . G / S M k  
D E N S T Y = S M h * F P ( r 9 , J ) / ( R V * F T ( 1 9 , J ) )  
F P ( 1 9 , J ) = D E N S T Y * ( R R R * » 2 + X X X * * 2 )  
I F  ( J N D R ( I 9 , L ) . G E . û )  G O  T O  1 5 7  
X , 1 H  
1 5 5 1  
1 5 5 4  
1 5 5 9  
C 3 9  
0 4 0  
0 4 1  
0 4 2  
043 
0 4 4  
C 4 5  
0 4 6  
C47 
C4e 
0 4 9  
C50-
3 5 1  
0 5 2  
0 5 3  
0 5 4  
C 5 5  
0 5 6  
0 5 7  
0 5 8  




0 6 3  
0 6 4  
0 6 5  
066 
0 6 7  
068 
0 6 9  
0 7 0  
0 7 1  
0 7 2  
0 7 3  
0 7 4  
NJ 
O in 
J  -  J - i  
i f -  (  i K U U S H . i X t . .  )  b R I T c ( 6 , 1 5 6 ) L , JNDLI I9 ,L ) , J W L N ( i S , L )  
156 FORMAT (Ij,^CX,ZIc) 
Gl-  TG iob 
i^7 IF (J.Né.II bC TC 1er 
I F  ( J N D L  (  I 9 , L )  G O  T O  9 9 9 9  
G L  T C  i o Z  
I f c C  I F  ( J N u L ( I 9 , L ) . c Q . L )  G L .  T O  1 7 :  
l o 2  IF  ( i & U G j h . N & . C )  WRITE ( t , l b S )  L ,FX(19 ,J ) ,FR(  1  9 ,J ) tFPHI (19 ,  
1 F P ( I 9 , J ) , P T ( I 9 , J ) , F L ( I 9 , J ) , J à û L ( 1 9 , L ) , J N D R ( 1 9 , L )  
1 6 3  F C K M A T  { 1 3 ,  I P f c E 1 5 . 6 , 2 1 c )  
1 6 5  L C C F ( I 9 , L )  =  J  
N S T R M ( I 9 )  =  J  
N T L " T ( I 9 )  =  M X T C T  
G G  T O  1 7 2  
1 7 C  N S T R N ( I 9 )  =  J - 1  
N T C T < I 9 )  =  L - 1  
1 7 2  I F  ( 1 9 . N E . 2 )  G O  T G  1 5 1  
173  NCTUBH =  0  
L  =  0  
1 7 5  L  =  L  +  1  
I F  ( J N C R ( 2 , L } . G c . C ) G 0  T G  1 7 7  
I F  ( L . L T . N T C T  ( 2 ) )  G C  T C  1 7 5  
G O  T O  9 9 9 9  
1 7 7  R l  =  L  
1 7 8  L  =  L + 1  
I F  ( J N C R ( 2 , L ) . 6 T . C )  G O  T O  1 8 0  
1 7 9  I F  ( L . L T . N T C T  ( 2 ) )  G O  T C  1 7 b  
I F  ( i M O T U S E . E Q . C )  GO TO 9 9 9 9  
G G  T G  3 0 0  
1 8 C  R 3  =  L  
I F  ( I 6 U G S H . N E . C )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 8 C 2 )  R 1 , R 3  
1 8 C 2  F O R M A T  (  3 u H  P O I N T S  F O U N D  O N  R I G H T .  R 1 = I 3 , 4 H  R 5 = I 3 )  
N O T U B E  =  1  
G  T E S T  T C  S E E  I F  P O I N T  I S  B O U N D E D  B Y  S T R E A M T U B E .  
R 1 S 2  =  L 0 C F ( 2 , R 1 )  
K 2 S 2  =  L 0 G F ( 2 , R 3 )  
C A L L  L ù C A ï c  ( F X ( 2 , R l S 2 ) , P P ( 2 , P i S Z ) , X T R Y , ; T R Y , F X ( 2 , R 2 S 2 ) , F R ( 2 , K : b Z )  i i i  
l , r x ( l , R i ) , F R ( 1 , R l ) , I F G u L D )  l i n  
G L  T C  (  i S ^ , 1 6 1  ) , I F G Û C G  l i b  
1 8 1  R i  =  R J  l i e  
G C  T c  1 7 6  1 1 7  
1 8 2  C A L L  L L C A T c  t  F X  ( 1  , K 3  ) ,  F R  (  1 ,  R  j  )  , X  f  R Y  ,  R T R Y ,  F X (  1 ,  R 1  »  »  i - R  (  i ,  R 1  ) ,  l i b  
1 F X ( 2 , R : S Z )  , F R (  2  , R 2  ) ,  I  F G C C D  )  1 1 9  
G C  T O  ( 1 8 5 ,  1 8 1  ) ,  I F G G Û D  1 2  0  
1 8 5  I F  ( R 3 - R i . i N t . l  )  G C  T C  1 8 6  1 2 1  
L I  =  R 1  1 2 c  
L 2  =  R 3  1 2 3 ,  
G O  T O  1 9 2  1 2 4  
1 8 6  R 2 M 1  =  R 3 - 1  1 2 3  
R l P l  =  R l + 1  1 2 6  
D O  1 8 8  J  =  R 1 P 1 , B 2 K 1  1 2 7  
X X X  =  F X ( 2 , R 1 S 2 )  +  ( F X ( 2 , R 2 S 2 ) - F X ( 2 , R 1 S 2 ) ) * ( F X ( 1 , J ) - F X ( 1 , R 1 ) ) /  1 2 8  
l ( F X ( l , R 3 ) - F X ( l , R i ) )  1 2 9  
R R R  =  F R ( 2 , R l S 2 )  +  ( F R ( 2 , R 2 S 2 ) - F R ( 2 , R l S 2 ) ) * ( F R ( l , J ) - F R ( i , R l ) ) /  1 3 0  t o  
1 ( F R ( 1 , R 3 ) - F R ( 1 , R 1 ) )  1 3 1  5  
C A L L  L O C A T E  < F X ( 1 t J ) , F R < 1 , J ) , X T R Y , R T R Y , F X ( 1 , J - l ) , F R ( 1 , J - 1 ) ,  1 3 2  
1 X X X , R R R , I F G G C G )  1 3 3  
G C  T C  ( 1 9 0 , 1 8 8 )  ,  I F G u O D  1 3 4  
1 8 8  C O N T I N U E  1 3 5  
L I  =  R 2 . M i  1 3 6  
L 2  =  R 3  1 3 7  
G O  T O  1 9 2  1 3 8  
1 9 C  L I  =  J - 1  1 3 9  
L 2  =  J  1 4 0  
C  F R O J c C T  P O I N T  B A C K  T O  G R T H Û G I N A L  S U R F A C E S  A L O N G  N O R t A L  F R C M  P C I K T  
C  T O  T H E  S U R F A C E S .  
1 9 2  I F  ( I b U G S H . N E . C )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 9 2 2 )  R 1 , R 3 , L 1 , L 2  1 4 1  
1 9 2 2  F O R M A T  (  4 1 H  P O I N T  B R A C K E T E D  B O T H  L E F T  A N D  R I G H T .  R 1 = I 3 , 4 H  R 3 = I 3 ,  1 4 2  
1 4 H  L l = I 3 f 4 H  L 2 = I 3 )  1 4 3  
1 9 2 5  C A L L  [ A T H 0 G ( 2 , R 1 S 2 , R 2 S 2 )  1 4 4  
C A L L  C R T h O G  ( 1 , L 1 , L 2 )  1 4 5  
R A T I O l  =  D P T S F C l 2 ) / ( û P T S F C ( 2 ) + D P T S F C ( l ) )  1 4 6  
T S H l  =  T S F C ( 2 ) + R A T I 0 1 * ( T S F C ( 1 ) - T S F C ( 2 ) )  1 4 7  
P S H i  =  P S F C (  2 ) + K A T I C l ' p (  F S F C ( i )  - P S F C ( 2 ) )  1 4 8  
U S H l  =  U S F C ( 2 ) + K A T i C i = ^ ( U S F C (  1 )  - U S F C ( 2 \ )  1 4 9  
P H l S H i  =  P H I S F C ( Z ) + r 4 T I C l * ( P H l S F C ( l ) - P h I S F C ( 2 ) )  1 5 C  
1 9 0  U u  I — I f N t ' S  1 5 1  
2 u :  C S H l ( I )  =  C S F C ( 2 ,  n +  R A T  l L i ^ M C S F C (  i ,  l ) - C S F C ( 2 ,  I  ) )  1 5 2  
2 v 4  O c N S T Y = P $ h l / ( R T R Y * * 2 + X T k Y * ? 2 )  1 5 3  
S M W = ^ . C  1 5 4  
F C P = C . C  1 5 5  
Ù L  2 : 5  1 = 1 , N O S  1 5 6  
S f k = S M b + C S H l ( I ) / h W ( I )  1 5 7  
2 C 6  F C P = F C P + C S H 1 ( I ) * A ( I  , 2 )  1 5 8  
S M W = 1 . 0 / S M k  1 5 9  
P S H l = D E N S T Y * R V * T S H l / S M d  ' 1 6 Û  
I F  ( I B U G S H . N E . C )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 1  J )  T S H l , P S H l , U S H i  , P H I S H 1  1 6 1  
2 1 C  F O R M A T  1 / 3 4 H  F I N A L  P R O P E R T I E S  F O R  S H O C K  P O I N T  . / 3 H  T = c l 5 . 6 , 3 H  P = E 1 5  1 6 2  
1 . 6 , 3 H  U = E 1 5 . 6 , 5 H  P H I = E 1 5 . 6 )  1 6 3  
G O  T O  1 0 0 0 0  1 6 4  
3 0 0  K S T R M 2  =  N S T R M ( I 9 )  1 6 5  
N T Û T 2  =  N T C T ( I 9 )  1 6 6  
C O  3 0 5  J = 1 , N S T R M 2  1 6 7  
F X ( 1 , J )  =  F X ( 2 , J )  1 6 8  
F R ( 1 , J )  =  F R ( 2 , J )  1 6 9  
F P H K l t J  )  =  F P H I ( 2 , J )  1 7 C  
F P ( 1 , J )  =  F P ( 2 , J )  1 7 1  
F T ( 1 , J )  =  F T ( 2 , J )  1 7 2  
F U ( 1 , J )  =  F U ( 2 , J )  1 7 3  
D C  3 0 5  1 = 1 , N O S  1 7 4  
3 G 5  F C ( l , J , i )  =  F C ( 2 , J , I )  1 7 5  
D O  3 1 C  L = 1 , N T C T 2  1 7 6  
J N D L ( 1 , L )  =  J N D L ( 2 , L )  1 7 7  
3 1 0  J N L R ( 1 , L )  =  J N D P ( 2 , L )  1 7 8  
N S T R M ( 1 )  =  N S T R M ( 2 )  1 7 9  
N T C T ( l )  =  N T 0 T ( 2 )  1 8 0  
6 0  T O  1 5 1  1 8 1  
c 
c NON-UNIFORM FLOW WITH ANALYTICAL COEFFICIENTS 
C 
4 C C  I F  ( U N )  4 l O , 4 l L , 4 2 i  ^ ^ 2  
41C R tAD (5 ,411)  THkTLC,kHCE,PCk ,TOE,RLX,NLNC,k&Ar ,WENT, \EKT,NbNP,NtMP l i ^3  
411  F O R M A T  ( 5 c l 2 . t , M 3 )  l t ) 4  
I F  ( I d U G S H .NE.J) WRITE ( n , 4 l l )  THtTGu,  RHl l ,PGl-, Tût, Rf:X,NhND, WLMD , 16!: 
*NLNT,\cMT,NENP,NchP 1^5 
O C  4 1 2  l  =  l , K ' c N C  l t î 7  
READ (6 ,41 j )  (ARHC( I , J ) ,  J  =  l ,NE iyD)  I t ^b  
IF  ( l a U G S H . N E . l )  WRITE (6 , 4 1 b )  ( Ak HD( I , J ) ,  J = l , N t «D)  1 8 9  
4 1 2  C C N T I i N U E  I ' ^ v .  
0 0  4 1 3  I = i , N E N T  I S l  
R E A D  ( 5 , 4 1 9 )  ( A T H E T ( I , J ) ,  J = l , i \ r M T )  1 9 2  
I F  ( I B U G S H . N E . 0 )  h R I T E  ( 6 , 4 1 8 )  ( A T H E T ( I , J ) ,  J = i , N E M T )  1 9 3  
4 1 3  C O N T I N U E  1 9 4  
C C  4 1 4  I = l , N E i \ P  1 9 5  
R E A D  ( 5 , 4 1 9 )  ( A P ( I , J ) ,  J = 1 , N E M P )  1 9 6  
I F  ( I B U G S H . N E . : )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 4 1 & )  ( A P ( I , J ) ,  J = 1 , N E M P )  1 9 7  
4 1 4  C C N T I N U E  1 9 8  
S K W = û . O  1 9 9  M  
D C  4 1 5  I = 1 : N D S  2 G C  
4 1 5  S K h = S M W + M W ( I ) * C O C ( I )  2 0 1  
R H O O = S M W * P O E / ( R V » T O E )  2 0 2  
I I N = 1  2 0 3  
T H T  =  T H E T C G - 0 . 5 * P I  2 0 4  
X O E =  R E X * T A N ( T H T )  2 0 5  
I F  ( I B U G S H . N E . : )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 4 1 8 )  R H O C , X û E  2 C 6  
4 1 8  F O R M A T  ( 6 E 1 2 .  5 )  2 0 7  
4 1 9  F C R M A T  ( 6 E 1 2 . 6 )  2 0 3  
4 2 0  E T A = R E X / S G R T ( R T R Y v * 2 + ( X T P Y - X C E ) * * 2 )  2 C 9  
I F  ( I B U G S H . N E . 0 )  W R I T E  ( 6 , 1 5 C 2 )  X T R Y , R T R Y  2 1 0  
I F  ( X T R Y - X C E )  4 2 1 , 4 2 2 , 4 2 3  2 1 1  
4 2 1  T H E T A = P I - A T A N ( R T R Y / ( X C E - X T R Y } )  2 1 2  
G C  T G  4 2 4  2 1 3  
4 2 2  T H E T A = C . 5 * P I  2 1 4  
G O  T O  4 2 4  2 1 5  
4 2 3  T H E T A = A T A N ( R T R Y / ( X T R Y - X O E ) )  2 1 6  
4 2 4  C P = C . C  2 1 7  .  
D O  4 2 5  1 = 1 , N D S  2 1 8  
210 
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SUBROUTINE STABLE 
T h i s  SUDRCUTIN Ï:  DEThRMINcS 
LUT PUT DATA WHu\  CALLcD FOR 
C O M M U N  A (  1 C , 5 )  , A A ( 6 0 )  
1  , A T O L  , l i c T A P  
2  , C 1 2 ( 1 C )  , C 2 ( 1 0  , 6 C  )  
3  , C P S (  i C J  , C P S H  
4  , M X S T P K  , C 2 I h (  1 0 , 1 0 )  
, 0 1 1  , D E L S S(6L) 
6  , C I H (  i C ,  I C )  , [ 1 2  
7  , D 1 4  , C P H I O S ( o O )  
8  , E P S L J N  , E X T R A ! 5 0 )  
9  , H 1 1  , H ( 6 0 )  
* , H 2 P K (  1 0 )  , h 3 P f ( 1 0 )  
1  , I  E R R O R  , I E X T R A ( 5 C )  
2  , I P T U C  ,  I S H O C K  
3  . I D I F F  , K  
4  , K L O  , K M A X  
5  , K U P  , K b  
6  , M A S H  tf-iùûT 
7  , N U 2  , M U S  
6  , N B C L N D  , N O S  
C O M M O N  N U C A S E  , û f ' i E 6 A (  1 0 )  
1  , P 2 ( 6 C )  
2  , P B S  , p ;  5  
3  j P H I S H i  j P l i S T P M  
4  , P H I  2 ( 6 0 )  , P H I B S  
5  , P S H 1  , P S I  
6  , Q 1 1  , G ( 6 Ô )  
7  , Q W ( 5 C )  , R 1 1  
a  , R B S  , R 1 3  
9  , R C O N  , R 1 5  
* , R H O ( 6 G )  , R 1 7  
1  j P H S M O K  , R H A 3 A R  
2  , R S T R E M  , R V  
E STEPPING DISTANCE ANC PUNCHcS 
A L F A d  J  , 1 0  ) , A L P h A H  , A L P h A P  
b M I X  , C 1 1 ( 1 0 )  , C ( l u , k . )  
C A 6 A R ( 1 0 )  , C B B A R ( 1 0 )  , C P  
C S H ( I O )  , C S H i ( i O )  , C S T R E k ( l v )  
D E F F ( I C )  , D 2 E F F ( 1 0 )  , D E L I A  
D E L S  , 0 £ L S C  , C L S  ( o  : ;  )  
D E L Y (  6 0 )  , 0 1 3  , D F 0 Y ( 6 . )  
E P C C N  
F S T E P  , F K A X  , G R A C  
h H  , H J  , H P M ( I C )  
I C O N S T  j I C O U N T  ,  I D E i \ T (  1 0 )  
I F L A G  , I K I  N D  
I T Y P E  ,  I P D  
K A Y  , K A Y S  , K A Y 2  
L L  , L P L A N E  , X A  
N M A X  , M U C  , M U  
M W  , M W 2  , M w S H  
N I T E R  , N K A X  ,  N N  
P l l  , P ( 6 C )  , P 1 2  
P B ( 5 0 )  , P A B A R  , P B B A R  
P H I ( 6 0 )  , P H I  8 ( 5 0 )  
, P H I h ( 5 u )  , P 1 8  
P I  , P R ( 1 0 )  , PSH 
P S T R E M  , P h ( 5 C )  
G X T R i  , Q X T R 2  
, R E ( 5 G )  R ( 6 C )  
R a A R ( 6 C )  , R 1 4  , R 2 ( 6 C )  
R E ( 6 G )  , R E S h  , R 1 6  
R H 0 2 ( 6 C )  , R H S ( 1 G )  , P H S E N  
R H B 3 A K  , R U  , R S H  
R 1 9  , R W ( 1 0 0 )  , s  
3 , S b ( 5 v )  , S C (  i J  )  
4  , 5 1 /  , S X (  t C )  , T i l  
•J , T 2 ( o v }  , T A b A k  , T 3 b A R  
o , T A W { t w )  , 1  K T K l  , T X r K 2  
7  , T S H 1  , l S T R k M  
a  , T i  , U l i  , U ( b . )  
G G M M C  N  U X T R l  , L X T R :  , U 1 4  
1  , U S h l  , L S T R t M  
2  , X 1 1  , x i 6 :  )  ,  X 1 2  
3  , X Ô ( 5 C )  ,  X 6  S  , X A B A R ( 1 C )  
4  ,xs(io, o : 1  , X S H  , X S T X c M  
, Y i l  
6  , Y 2 ( 6 C )  , Y A 6 A R  , Y b 3 A R  
7  , Z J ( 1 C , 6 C )  , Z M k  , S 2 X  
6  , F X ( 2 , 6 C )  , F R ( 2 , 6 C )  , F P H I  ( 2 , t û )  
9  , F U ( 2 , c u )  ,  I N D L ( 2 , 6 C )  ,  I w O R ( 2 , e c )  
* , K  ,  N  
R E A L  
* 
K A Y  , K A Y S ( I C )  , K A Y 2  
,  h A ( c O )  ,  h U  , M U S ( 1 G )  
* , M k (  I C )  , M W 2  , M A S H  
C I K E i M S I G N  I N D E X 2 ( 1 2 C )  
I F  ( L L )  1 0 , 1 0 , 4 0  
C  
c I N D E X I N G  
C  
I G  I E X T R A ( 6 ) = C  
D C  2 0  I = 1 , K K A X  
2 C  I N D t X 2 ( I ) = I  
K A X = K M A X + 1  
D O  3 C  I = M A X , 1 2 C  
2 C  I N D t X 2 ( I ) = C  
4 0  K = 1  
1 = 1  
D E L S = 1 . 0 Ë l û  
4 5  I F  ( I E X T R A ( 5 ) - L P L A N E )  5 C , 5 C , 9 C  
5 G  I F  ( I N D t X 2 ( I } )  7 5 , 9 C , 9 j  
7 5  1 = 1 + 1  
, S»v( 'K ) 
T (6C } ,Ti: 
TL(ic) ,TiH 
ÏCL ,lSn 
TU( ':C) ,Th> 
UiJ ,UJ( Cv) 
UiiAK (a. ) ,USh 
UW( ,LbS 
X2(tC) 
XBBARd^ ) ,Xi5 
,Xb(5C) 
Y (60) ,Y12 
ZA{IC) ,211(1:) 
R2SH , XZSh 
FP(2,6C) ,FT(2,t>J ) 
FG(2,60, Iv.) ,GAROi 
, K W  , K D C T ( 6 C )  
M U G ( i J )  , M U 2  
,  M A S  H I  , M U S h  
002 
0 0 3  
0 0 4  
C C 5  
006 
0 0 7  
cca 
0 0 9  
O I G  
012 
0 1 3  
C 1 4  
C I S  
016 
G O  T ù  5 1  1 1 7  
C  
C  V I S C C U S  S T A B I L I T Y  C R I T E R I C N  
C  
9û cel1=cely(k)*re(k)/2.l v 
C  
C  I N E R T l A L  S T A B I L I T Y  C R I T E R I O N  
C  
I F  ( « A ( K J - l . C - E P S L L N )  1 L C , 1 C C , 6 0 G  C l Y  
1 : 0  W R I T E  ( 6 , 2 u C )  K  0 2 0  
2 C :  F O R M A T  ( 2 5 H 1 F L C W  I S  S U B S O N I C  I N  T U B E ,  1 5 )  C c l  
C A L L  P D U i ' i P  ( A ( 1 , 1 ) , N , 5 )  C 2 Z  
C A L L  E X I T  C 2 3  
6 C C  J E L 2 = . 5 * D c L Y ( K ) * ( M A ( K ) * * 2 - l . C j * 4 < . 5 )  C 2 4  
I F  ( D E L I . E O . C . C )  G G  T O  5 9 :  
D E L S S ( K ) = A L P H A h / a . O / C E L l + i . O / D E L Z )  C 2 5  
G O  T O  5 9 5  
5 9 0  D E L S S ( K )  =  A L P H A H * D E L 2  N >  
5 9 5  C O N T I N U E  w  
C  
C  C O M B I N I N G  S M A L L  T U B E S  
C  
I F  ( L L )  6 0 8 , 6 0 2 , 6 C 2  0 2 6  
6 C 2  F L = L L  0 2 7  
F P L A N E = L P L A N E  C 2 8  
F M U L T = F L / F P L A N £  0 2 9  
G S T E P = F S T E P  C 5 C  
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